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CALIFORNIAN HOLIDAY
By FRED SLlNGSBY

March, Fluff and I
L AST
was time to go and see

thought it
our many
friends in the U.S.A., particularly Dick
and Lucy Lyon. who live in Tarzana.
near Hollywood, and who had sent os
many pressing invitations.
The Lyons are typical American soaring folk, Dick has two Diamonds in his
C badge, and perhaps a third by nowhe has been gliding for many years. He
also knows every bit of California. certainly all the best soaring sites. As far
as Dick is concerned, California is
America at its best: 1 agree with Dick
every time on that score, at any rate.
As the spring is the best for a holiday
out West, we made a quick decision. and
on Friday, April 15th, we left Manchester Airport on a Super VC-IO for New
York. en route for Los Angeles.
Apart from a long delay at the first
stop at Prestwick. and then another 45
minutes wait on the landing field at New
York until a dock was cleared, we had
a wonderful trip in the luxurious YC-IO
to Kennedy Airport. where we made our
first contact with the U.S.A. It was
rather bewildering at firsL The whole
World's population seemed to be scurrying around in gr,eat haste in all direclions.
With the help of a friendly American
(and all are very friendly indeed) we get
a "charge call" through to Lucy Lyon
to let her know we would be an hour
late in Los Angeles. We found our
"gate" for a Boeing 707. The clerk who
booked us in was very cheerful: "Wha.l
do you think of it?" he said. "11 sure
myst look a tangle to you folks. but it
all works out. you'll find." When we
were told we could get aboard, I was
very impressed by tne well lighted and
carpeted corridors. leading straight from
the waiting room gate right into the
aeroplane. No draughty march across a
w~ndy patch to a mobile stairway in
Wintry conditions. It was indeed a pleasant contrast to what we had been used to.
As soon as we found our seats we
were asked by the stewardess ir" we
wanted anything. With a certain doubt-

ful air, we asked if we could have a
cup of tea. It came up with a smile,
and very quickly too!
We arrived at Los Angeles at 7.30 p.m.
local time, but not so our luggage.
Dick Lyon had a very forceful talk
with a nice man in a little office, who
put through a call to New York. We
then followed Dick to another arrival
point. and waited about an hour: and
behold our luggage suddenly turned up
from another flight. It was getting on
for 9 p.m. local time. but my watch
showing Manchester time was after 4
o'clock in the morning. Nevertheless, we
felt fine and enjoyed our first sight of
Los Angeles. its lights stretching to the
horizon in all directions. as we joined
the broad stream of traffic on the freeway which eventually took us 10 Tarzana.
.
Dick and Lucy Lyon live in a charming house. with a "backyard" (garden to
liS) with about half a dozen orange trees.
a few lemon trees. palms. and a lot of
spikey looking plants. and lots of lovely
coloured flowers. There is a roomy patio
for lounging in the sun and having a
barbecue. The temperature next day was
98'F. but very dry. 1 was told that a
tre~ of tangerine oranges had all bee-n

Dick alld LlIcy Lyon.
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reserved for my use-they knew that I
adore oranges. Every morning I got at
the tangerines and absorbed the "vits".
Word soon got around to the soaring
people that the Slingsbys were in the
district, so Lucy and Dick organised a
"get together" at their house. About 46
people turned up, some coming from
over 80 miles away and intending to get
back that night. The Americans think
nothing oi such mileage for an evening
out.
After a lot of good natured chatter
about World Contests at South Cerney
last year, I was caUed opon to answer
questions and had about an hour of
good natured bantering. "Why had I
come to California?" "For a good holiday," I said, and Fluff and I meant to
have it, with their blessing.
I was told that there were a number
of high-performance ships in the construction stages and I got a pressing
invitation to call and see them all
during my stay in California. Eventually
I did so.
Dick took a week's vacation from his
'work as research and development engineer at one of the Howard Hughes
armament plants. a.nd he planned a
2.ooo-miJe motor trip to take in some of
the gliding sites and also a two-day visit
to the Yosemite National Park.
On our way up to Yosemite we
caUed to have lunch with Vern Older·
shaw and his wife at Bakersfield in the
fruit and vegetable district of California.
Vern is the President of the Southern
California Soaring Society, and a postal
official. He was using his spare time
designing and building a "two-place
ship", which he hopes to complete this
year. Vern is an expert craftsman. and
has built a few types over the years he
has been interested in soaring. He lives
in a spacious single-storey house with a
lu.xurious swimming pool and gardens.
He actually planned and built the house
himself. These Californians are certainly
workers.
Travelling northwards we called in at
Livermore, Ted Nelson's place which
had a large hangar of unique design
from which the "ships" could be taken
in or out from both sides without obstructions. When we arrived, Ted had
just returned from a cruise afoOund the
San Francisco district in a Humming340

bird, a motorised two-place sailplane
which he developed about 12 years ago
with the assistance of Harry Perl.
I had a wonderful opportunity 10
examine the Hummingbird in great
detail. Ted says he can take off fully
loaded in a hundred yards, climb 10 a
few thousand feet, retract his engine, and
enjoy thermal soaring for a few hours
over a wide range. Then. if necessary,
he can g.:t out the engine, start it up and
motor home in comfort. Ted Nelson
designed the 50 h.p. engine, with a very
low power/weight ratio; Harry Per! de:signed the airframe, and the result is
the answer to the age-old question:
"Why not put a little: engine in it~"
The Hummingbird has a very short
take-off run, and Ted assures me that its
performance as a sailplane is remllrkably
good. As onc would imagine. the initial
cost is high. It was quoted in the American magazine Aviation in 1954 as 7,000
dollars. I doubt if it would be allY less
than 12,OO() dollars these days.
Ted Nelson has handed over the production and market rights to the Nelson
Aircraft Corporation. P.O. Box 551,
Irwin. Pennsylvania, U.S.A. He told me
that the design development and prototype, including the official charges for
Type approval (A-T.C.). cost him a very
large figure, in fact in the region of
300,000 dollars. High indeed!
After our visit to see Ted. we pot up
at a super motel at Freemont where we
met Jerry Morris and his wife Joan.
Jerry is a Slingsby Sailplanes Agent for
California. and lives in San Jose. Both
he and Joan are enthusiastic soaring
pilots and operate from Truckee, close
to the Nevada border about 30 miles
west of Reno.
The following evening Jerry- and Joan
organised a get-together at our motel
and about 35 soaring pilots and their
wives turned up for dinner. We talked
soaring and sailplanes until a very late
hour.
The next day we made a trip to Hayward, not far from Freemont, to sce
Les Arnold's Soaring School.
Les Arnold is quite a character and
well loved by all tbe S.S.A He runs a
very efficient ~tablishment. and has a
fine fleet of sail-planes including a Hummingbird and several aeroplanes. Les has
been keen on soaring for many years.

A gaggle, assembly, dope, or produclion line of famous sailplane designers. Back
row (/. to r.): Irv Prue, Ray Parker, Vem Oldershaw. Front row: How,;t! Burr,
Vic Saudek, Fred Slillgsby and Jack Laisler.
He was a successful chicken-farmer in
the early days, then sold out (excepting
his hat and overalls, which he wears for
flying) toO take a chance with a full-time
soaring school. I asked him how he was
making out. "Fine. fine," he repliedhe had Yorkshire grandparents; when he
said he was doing '"fine", I knew he was
really doing wdl.
That morning Jerry Morris showed us
a new Dart which had just arrived from
England. It looked magnificent in its
bright and shiny paint. and a long way
from home.
That afternoon we set off for Truckee.
caHing at Sacramenro, the capital of
California-a beautiful city where every
sort of plant seemed to be in full bloom
at the same time. Here we met John
Baird, the Californian member of the
S.S.A. Governing Board of Directors.
John and his wife joined up for lunch
at a very smart restaurant just outside
the city.
When we arrived at Truckee, a very
small township high up in the hills,
accommodation appeared to be scarce,
so we pushed on to Reno, Nevada, and

found numerous motels to choose from.
Incidenta:1ly, these motels are a boon to
the motoring tourist in America. They
are cheap. very comfortable and well
appointed. Good-class motels for two
people cost about 10 dollars, but one
must eat out.
That night we went into town. and
soon were involved in the main attractions of Reno, the gambling halls. Here
Fluff won a "thousand to one chance"
and caused some excitement amongst the
less favoured fanatics in her vicinity. She
was paid out 50 dollars. Next morning
after breakfast at another restaurant, and
while waiting for Dick to get the car,
Fluff got yet another jackpot, and I was
glad when Dick arrived to drag us away.
Fluff still has her little packet of folding
money she took Irom Reno!
From Reno we travelled north for a
few miles to see the site for the -1966
American Nationals, the Stead Air Force
Base. Near by was a dry lake glimmering white in the sun. This is also used
as a soaring site, but I imagine it would
be very hot indeed in summer time.
That afternoon and evening we went
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M-lOO S STANDARD SINGLE-SEATER
(Avionautica RIO series production)
A practicaJ. efficient, robulIt
and versatile sailplan,,: from
first solo f1yinll lo "diamonds"
and competition ftyins!
Y <Oars of ""rie:! production
in ltaJy_ and in France guaranlC\.."S efficiency in evclY detaH.
Fully
certified
in
.ltaly,
France, U.S.A., Canada and
U.K.
115 M·loo's fly in
Europe. Ind Overseas.
Surprising performance with·
out any sacrifice in safely and
pilot·s comfort and visibility!
Easy, simple, trouble-free and
fast rigging and de·rigging,
requiring no tool.
Wood and fabric construction ensures ease of repair anywhere. Price ex works without
instruments: It,09Oe

M-200 HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATER
(French series production by CARMAM)
Staggered position of the
two pilots. Out5tandinll comfort and visibility from cockpit. Ex""Uent .,.ailability of
space for equipment.
Spall:
18.15 m.; Asp«t
ratio: 19: Empty weighl: 340
kg•. : Ma<. total weight: 57q
kgs. No need of ballast.
Wood and fabric construe·
tion ensures ease oC repai r
anywhere.
Ma<. external width of fu..,lagc: onc meter.
1: n best glide ralio at 98
km./h. <at W/S=29 kg•. I
sg, m.)
Handling characteristics like
a single-~ater: 4.5 'ICe. for rolling from
Probably the most efficient production
first solo flying. competition and record
PricJ: ex works without instruments:

+45' to -45' at 90 km./h.
two-scater in ~hc world! Suitable for dual instruction,
llvinll.
£'1.940.

AER-PEGASO, an enterprise for the design and development of gliders,
<:an supply you with further information and technical brochures.
Please write to:

AER ... PEGASO, Via Assarotti 1, Torino (Italy)
tel, 541381-6572.30

to Lake Tahoe, partly in Nevada but
with the larger area in California; a
wonderful sight fr,om the drive round
the rim of the lake to Stateline, with its
smart and attractive lure of slot machine
halls, which we avoided with grim resolution.
Next day it was evident that the strong
sun was just about cooking my face. so
it was agreed that I must have a genuine
western hat-a ten·gallon type with brim
turned up each side (we were in the
Pondarosa country, of course). The
western stores in Carson City tried hard
to fit me up; nothing large enough
there. Dick said that Bridgeport. a town
in the mountains, would be sure to have
big hats as it was real l:owboy country.
One storekeeper looked at me very hard
when I said I doubted if he had my
size. "Wanna bet?" he said. "No, just a
wid.e hat my size," I asked. He failed
to find one. ''There never has been a hat
made size 7t, and I guess you know it."
said he. However he did try. I gave it
up and made the best of a jungle hat that
I had picked up a few years ago in Cape
Town. (My! how we soaring folks travel
around.)
From Bridgeport we motored on to
Bishop in the High Sierras. It was the
opening day of the fishing season and
the .airstrips of all small towns we passed
through were packed with small private
aeroplanes.
There was very little soaring activity at
Bishop that day. It is a very impressive
site with high and massive mountains
throwing up powerful rolling clouds.
Next afternoon we rode through the
desert to Tehachape where Fred Harris
runs a very lively Holiday Soaring
School situated in the hills. Thermals
seemed to be boiling up aU over the
place; they were really vigorous even at
ground level, whirling up the sand and
desert debris to a good height.
When motoring along the road. Dick
suddenly said: "Here's one coming
acr{)ss our path." As it struck us the car
shuddered in an alarming way. At the
soaring site a large thermal suddenly
aplleared. collecting anything it could
pick uP. and made towards a line of
parked sailplanes. There was a mad rush
to hold the machines down; a canopy
cov,er was caught up in the whirl and
. went off into the distance in a lively sky

dance. What an exciting place for a
soaring school!
Fred Harris is a cheerful fellow with
years of flying experience. He had a long
spell as a "crop duster", until he and his
wife Goldie decided to have a more
peaceful life for a spell, and so took
over the holiday school at Tehachapea difficult name for me to get right in
conversation. I have adopted the habit
of referring to it as Fred Harris's place;
it is easier that way.
The mountains around the site go up
to nearly 5,000 feet. Two steep valleys
converge at Tehachape, and so the airstreams, roaring down both of them.
really get lively when they meet at the
site. The Southern Californian Soaring
Society members just love this place.
We were now nearing Los
ngeles,
and after a short stay in the Mojave
Desert to take pictures of the flowering
cactus and the weird Joshua trees, we
passed through Lancaster and Palmdale
to the San Fernando Valley and Tarzana; a really wonderful week of travel.
The next week we visited the Marine
Park, also Disneyland-both most enjoyable.
On the Sunday morning Dick suggested breakfast out somewhere. Off we
went to the Roy Rogers Apple Valley
Inn in the high desert, about 60 miles
away! "Californians are like that," Dick
said. "kinda restless on Sundays!"
However, there was more to it than
breakfast at midday in a desert restaurant. We were now quite close to El
Mirage-Gus Briegleb's Soaring School.
a very popular site indeed, run by a very
popular character, and supported by his
wife Anne and their two sons.
As we arrived at the school a very
impressive-looking sailplane was just·
laking off. a war-time Pratt-Read sideby-side two-place ship which I should
imagine is very spacious and stable in
flight. I've always been .given to believe
that no other country but Britain had a
side-by-side sailplane. We live and learn.
Gus showed me his treasured album
of the photos he has collected over the
years. Recent additions were of an experimental high-speed sailplane without
wings! Gus helped the research authorities with the design of this extraordinary
aircraft and built the prototype of wood.
An Air Force test pilot flew the thing at
343

El Mirage and landed it safely-it had
tail units of sorts. I gathered that the
ship was designed for re-entry experiments for astronauts.
Reading through Gus Briegleb's visitors' book, I saw many names of people
from England. Talking to one of the
BriegJebs' boys, I learnt that Brian Masters, who, up to a few years ago, was a
professional instructor at Lasham and
then took a similar job at El Mirage, is
now General Manager of "Aero Jets", a
branch of "Flying Tigers~ near Santa
Monica, and is doing well.
Our next call was at Pear Blossom to
see Irv. Prue and his wife Ruth. who
had joined our party a few weeks earlier
at Tarzana for oUr get-together.
Irv. Prue has designed many successful
ships. He is now working on an advanced sailplane which I am sure will
be way ahead on most now in use. His
workmanship is superb. I look forward
to having news of the test flights of his
latest effort-a beautiful all-metal ship
with a high aspect ratio wing and . . .
lots of special features which I am not
FLIGHT

prepared to disclose in this narrative.
I was impressed by the many hours of
work these enthusiastic Californians put
into their creations. Many have highly
placed and responsible jobs in the leading aircraft firms: jobs which must demand maximum concentration of effort
for research work. Yet they use their
spare hours designing and actually building their own sailplanes.
One afternoon we called to see Stan
Hall, another expert designer and certainly in the category outlined above; he
is the designer of the successful Cherolcee
sailplanes, many of which have been
built by amateurs. He took a few hours
off from his work to show us his latest
designs which he was building in his
garage at home. When I asked him why
he had used a special method of wingroot fairing, he said: "I guess I just like
it that way." He was indeed very happy
in his work.
Later in the week, after lunching with
Richard Miller (editor of Soaring) and
George Uveges (who takes most of the
photographs for the magazine), we paid
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a most interesting visit to the Soaring
Society of America's offices.
Richard then kindly took us to see
Jack Laister in his workshops. Jack designed some Army gliders in the ·Iast
war. He is now busy on a high-performance sailplane and actually building the
prototype; helping him with this, in their
spare· time, were two airline pilots! The
machine has a plastic fuselage made in
two halves lengthwise and a high aspect
ratio wing. Jack Laister knows his stuff.
and I await the completion of his "latest"
with interest.
One Sunday morning we caHed to see
Ray Parker, who has a workshop in his
backyard and. like the other enthusiasts
I have mentioned, is never contented
unless he is doing something with sailplanes. His latest T-tail ship is a charming sight. Ray has done sQme wonderful
work in sailplane design and construc-

Mrs.

Slingsby ("FluO") and Richa.rd
Miller, Editor of "Soaring".

tion.

Of course, I have known people in
our own .coun'try who have built sailplanes from kits ef parts and drawings
supplied commercially, and they have
done some good work too. But I have
yet to recall or know of people of the
same scale of achievement as those I
bave mentioned who have designed, and
built from scratch, complete sailplanes
and obtained aircraft type approval-aJl
in spare time. I wonder why this is so.
The Americans have no more spare time
than we have in Britain-less, I imagine
-so they must work harder and enjoy
their hobhy work more than we do.
Speaking to a prominent member of
the Southern Californian Soaring Society
en the organisation of gliding in Britain
compared with America, I asked why
they did not have dubs like we have in
Britain. He said they got on very well
as private groups and fraternisation as a
Society. Clubs, he said, were always busy
making rules and regulations and having
meetings, appointing impressively named
officials, and creating a sort of political
atmosphere. "In America we would rather make sailplanes than lots of club
rules," he said. Pondering his reply, J
would not entirely agree, but there is
quite a lot of sense showing through his
remarks.
Nevertheless, it does perhaps explain
Why the gliding movement in the States

is small cQmpared with other countries
on a basis of pcpulation.
I was invited to attend the April
Meeting of the Soaring Society of
Southern California (S.S.S.c.) in Hollywood. Moreover, I was asked to get up
and talk a,bout sailplanes and their
development in Britain over the many
years I have been thus engaged. The
evolution of the Dart had to be outlined.
r explained that all our types had been
evolved from the experience we had
gained from our earlier efforts, and when
one carefully examines our types in
detail. this becomes evident. The allmoving tail of the Dart is inherited from
the Hjordis of 1934-35. The detachable
root-fairing cover from the Gul) of 1937
and later types; wing taper ratio from
a much earlier type still. The rake of the
fin is certainly new, and follows modern
trend, as the dress designers ~ay. Anyway, the end product is a good, sound
job.
It was a sad morning for us when we
left Dick and Lucy Lyon on the Inglewood Airport at Los Angeles. They had
made a wonderful holiday for us in a
beautiful part of the world, and what is
more. with gliding folks. who understand one another-l think so, an.yhow.
Where do we want to go ne"t for our
sunshine holiday? Need you say it?
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A RATING SYSTEM
By THE ARMCHAIR PILOT

NE way of getting some insight on
O
how to organize a rating system in
which points could be scored for all
good flights, in or out. o~ .competitio.ns,
might be to ask a statIstIcIan to deSign
an ideal "experiment" for us, and then
to see whether it contained any useful
suggestions. So let us put a statistician
(who has never been in a glider before)
and a glider pilot (who has never flown
a calculating machine before) together
in the two-seater and bunjy them off
for a long stretch of hill-soaring.
STH: Well, now, what it is you want
to measure?
GLlO: I was hoping you would keep
the difficult questions until we were
higher.
STAT: But it is rather an obvious first
questiqn.
GLTo: That doesn't mean we know
. the answer. Or, rather, we don't know
what the answer means: we want to
measure pilot skill. The trouble is,
you're now going to ask "skill at what?"
STAT: Yes, I am.
GLlO: Well we have come a long
way since you could measure skill in
simple terms such as duration, or hei~ht
gained, or distance flown downwmd
(remember I was telling you about our
badge system?). Now the competition
tasks tend to be races round set courses,
and the skill is in pushing along as fast
as possible without chancing a premature landing. You see, one is always
balanced on a knife edge: if one hurries, one usually raises the chance of
landing - a sort of stochastic crosscountry.
STAT: Good heavens! How did you
know what "stochastic" meilns?
GLlO: I read my SAILPLANE & GUDING.

STAT (aside): I wish we had descriptions of gliding events in the statistical
literature. (To GL10) Let's call the time
taken or distance flown, or whatever
the criterion is, the "performance" of
the pilot in the task in q~est!on. You.r
problem, as I understand It, IS to estl346

mate the skill of the pilot from ~is performances, but this is not straIghtforward because his performances depend
on much more than skill alone. Can
you tell me what these otber factors
are?
GLlO: Yes, I made a list before we
took off. Just hold this stick a minute
whilst I find it. (Pause) Here it is!
(Reads list.)
(I) Weather. In a competition task
this is nearly the same for everyone, but
not outside competitions.
(2) Glider. Some are better tban
others, depending not a little on the conditions.
(3) Site. Some sites are easier than
others, depending on the task.
(4) Task. Some pilots are better at
races, others are better at distance flights.
(5) Luck. Persistent luck, of course, is
called skill.
In addition there are other factors,
such as glider instrumentation and the
driving skill of one's wife, but we can't
take everything into account.
STAT: Exactly! We have a term for
non-.persistent luck and other odds and
ends - "error".
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Guo (sharply): Are you referring to
the driving skill of my wife?
STAT: It's ,a technical term. So performance depends on sill: factors: skill,
weather, glider, site, task and "error"'.
Or, to put it another way, skill is estimated by some function ,of the factors
performance, weather, glider, site, task
and error. So What you must do is to
make every pilot fly in every combination of these factors and record his
performances. Send these te me and I
will estimate bis skill.
Guo: Steady on! How many different
types of British weather do you think
there are? Do you know how far it is
from Perranporth to Aberdeen? And
where are all the gliders going to come
from?
STAT: Sorry, but you did ask mc' to
design the ideal exper.imental set-up_ If
only I had all ,this information I could
estimate pilot skill on the assumption
that it was a linear' function of the factors.
Guo: Oh, you can't assume that!
The weather" the glider, and the task all
interact in a most l;omplex way to influence the performance. Anyway, how
can you possibly have a single factor
measuring weather, for example? You
statisticians live in dream worlds.
STAT: I see your problem is quite
difficult. Perhaps flying is easier. May
I try?
Guo: By all means; let me do some
talking instead. We must evidently
simplify things greatly. Take the weather
factor first. We wouldn't want to allow
for it completely even if we could, because judging the weather and choosing
the right day is part of the pilot's skill.
Now that gliding is so competitive we
really cannot make allowance for the
fact that Joe B!oggs can't talce Mondays
off (the best weather is always on Mondays). There is, nevertheless, an overall
weather fac~or which varies from site
to site; English thermals, to take an
example, are generally sttonger than
Scottish ones. Let's therefore forget
about the weather factor except in so
far as there are site differences, which
may be included in the factor "site".
STA1': Good, that's a simplification
worth having.
Guo: Now let's take the factor
"glider". Here we are thinking of handi-

caps, of course. But a one-number handicap, howev,er ingenious its design, is far
from ideal, because the true handicap
depends on the weather and the task.
This, coupled with the fact that competition glider performances are falling
into a narroWer and narrower band,
makes handicapping more trouble than
it is worth. On the other hand, it is
vital that the slower, lighter gliders
should n<;lt suffer a hidden handicap
through biassed task-setting. But that's
our problem, not yours. So no handir;:aps.

STAT: Splendid. That leaves site and
task factors.
GUD: In compe,titions, tasks are set,
not chosen by the pilot, so that provided
the setting is unbiassed our only probrem is to determine the relative marks
that should be awarded for various tasks.
Outside competitions the pilot IS free
to choose his own task, and in this he
will be influenced by the marking system.
A weU-constructed system will be a
positive infll,tence for good on ,flying in
this country. One d.ifficulty is that there
will be a considerable inter,action between sites and tasks.; thus a 100 km.
triangle from Aberdeen is difficult, but
a 300 km. triangle probably impossible
(like a goal flight from Lasham to Portmoak), so that the relative merits of
I;ompleting these tasks are out of all
proportion to the r,elative merits of completing them from Lasham. So we Olust
construct a scoring system which allocates marks for each task at each site.
Does this make sense?
S,TAT: Yes, but you are about to dispense with my services, because unless
you do a controlled experiment in which
many pilots attempt different tasks ,at
different sites, you are never going to get
the relative scores tight.
QUD: I see that point, but I am afraid
we are never going to be in a position
to conduct such an experiment. How
wopld it be if, instead, marks were
allotted accord~ng to the site record for
t'he task in question. which would score
1,000 marks?
S1'AT: But surely the standard of pilot
skill at - I've forgotten the name of
the place now - is very much higher
than at Aberdeen, so anyone could pick
up marks at Aberdeen.
Guo: Splendid! What a marvellOUS
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influence in the right direction! It would
do the peripheral clubs the world of
g0OO, and, remember, after a year or
two the system would automatically
settle down as the site records were
pushed up. Initially we would have to
desjgnate site records where no realistic
·o~s existed. And small clubs near to
each othe.r should count as one for these
purposes. You may have talked yourself
out of a j.ob, but I can see I shall hi/Ne
to take some dual instruction on a eal-

culator. Just pull that knob - no; the
0ther one - I must go and send a telegram to Artillery Mansions.
SUGGEST N"noNWIJ;lB LADDBR STOP ALL
FUOlITS BLlomLB STOP 1000 MARKS POll.
EQUALLING SITJ; RECORD IN TASK OTHER
PB!U'ORMI>NCBS PRO RATA STOP INITIAL
SITE RECORDS STIPULATED BY BOA IF NO
REALISTI£: ONES EXIST STOP BEST SIX
S<;OjWS OF YE.AR DETERMINe RATING STOP
NO OTHER YEAR COUNTS STOP ANTHONY
EDWARDS FIVE. CARLTON PLACE ABERDEEN.

TA". GALL'IIY 1740

IIASl"·lNT
ECCllSTON
SQUAIlE • SW,

THE

KRONFELD CLUB

. AVER Y successful party of 40 memben and friends went to see the film
"The Blue Max" at the Metropole on
the 13th September.
The next social event will be the
annual Wine and Cheese Party on Wednesday, Sth October, from 7.30 p.m.
Tickets will be 7s. (id. from the bar or
at the door, and the social committee
promise a good array of wines and
cheeses. But come early as supplies
began to run a bit short about 9 p.m.
last year.
Wednesday. 2nd November. at 8 p.m.
wiH see the opening of the ninth Aviation Art Exhibition and Competition by
Graham Hill, the racing motorist, who is
himself an aviator and keen on Art. This
will be the first exhibition to be organised in the Club by the newly formed
Society. I hear that tbey are going from
strength to strength with over 40 artist
members already. This year's exhibition
should be well worth a visit and it will
continue until the ,end of November;
weekday evenings 6 p.m.-lO p.m., Saturdays and Wednesdays 3 p.m.-S p.m. The
ne"t get-together for members of the
Society is scheduled for Friday, 7th
October, 7.30 p.m. onwards, and a
.special get-together in the form of a
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buffet supper will be held on Saturday,
12th November. Enquiries about membership of the Society and the next exhibition should be addressed to Mrs.
Yvonne Bonham, Hon. Secretary, 14,
Little Brownings. London, $.£.23.
The Club will again be organising a
series of instructional lectures on Monday evenings, January to March, 1967,
aud full details may be had from the

Club.

Y. C. B.

Diary of Lectures and Film Shows

Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Sept. 28. Gliding on the Equator. by
Mike Garrod.
Oct. 5. Wine and Cheese Party, 7s. 6d.
at door.
12.. Films.
19. Air Law, by Peter Martin.
" 26. Annual General Meeting followed by Motoring Films.
Nov. .2. Official opening of Aviation
Art Exhibition, 2nd-26th November.
9. Hovercraft Operations,. by R.
B. Stratton.
16. Aviation Films.
23. South African Nationals, 1966,
by Affred Warminger.

THE GERMAN NATIONALS
EARLY a hundred thousand miles
N
- actually 154,000 kilometres were flown on teD contest days by 15
Open Class and 49 Standard Class pilots
during the 13 days of the 1966 German
National Championships_ Seven of these
contests were on consecutive days, and
were foHowed, not surprisingly, by a
rest day, while on the two remaining
days tasks were set but not flown.
The meeting was held at Roth, near
Nuremberg. The Ai.r Force and the Army
took a large part in the organisation
and provided the tugs. Sailplane types
most largely represented were: in the
Standa.rd Class, 26 Ka-6 and 6E, 8 Phoebus and 4 SF-27; in the Open Class,
4 SHK, 3 HUtter Libelle, 2 D'36, and all
the rest were differeol. The only foreign
participant was Claude Gavillet from
France, with an Edelweiss.
SUNDAY. 29TH MAY.-Heavy showers
in a verv' unstable northerly wind from
Scandina-via prevented a IS3·km. triangle being flown.
MONDAY, 30TH MAY.-First contest
day: a 153-km. Triangle via Hesselberg
and Rothenburg; this was yesterday's
triangle, but as the showers had moved
eastwards and been replaced by good
cumulus and excellent thermals, pilots.
were told to fly round it twice, making
306 km., and 58 of the 64 did so. In the
Open Class Rolf Spanig in a BS-l (a
HUtter fibreglass type) averaged 80.9
km./h. and W. Schneider 80.8 in a D36 V2. All exceeded 66 km./h. except
one who did 58.7, one who went once
round and one who didn't. In the Standard Class Hans-W~rner Grosse made
75.7 km./h. in a Ka-6.
TuESDAY,
31ST
MAY.-Goal-andReturn Simbach bei Landau. 280 km. in
all. Still a northerly airstream but a
different air ma~s bringing much overcast; many got then:: but no one got
all the way back. The outward journey
against the wind took a long time, though
it was helped by some breaks in the
overcast which allowed cumulus to form;
but the overcast got worse on the return
journey. All but two of the Open Class
reached the turning-point and K. Hille-

brand covereD the longest distance,
245 km., in a Hiitler Libelle (H-301). In
the Standard Class Glockl made 241 km.
in a Phoebus (all-plastic).
WEDNESDAY, 1ST JUNE.-A north-west
wind bringing North Atlantic air via the
North Sea brought showers again. The
task, a 383-km. Triangle, took the pilots
S.W. to Nabem (Teck), then N. to
Hettstadt, then back, so they had. the
day's best thermals for the into-wind leg.
But speeds awng the course varied
greatly: sometimes the going was fine;
at other times they had to wait for
thermals to boil up under the blue. Only
9 in the Open and 7 in the Standard
completed the course; fastest were
Spanig (69.5) and Grosse (65.9) respectively.
THURSDAY,
2NI])
JUNE.-Goal-andReturn
Goppingen
Army
Airfield,
246 km. in all. The N.W. wind was
stronger, thermals were torn and there
was little cumulus development. Only
5 in the Open Class succeeded, Waibel
doing best at 53.2 km./h., and 5 in the

ALEXANDER
SCHLEICHER
SAILP.LANES
6416 Poppenhausen
Wasserkuppe
Programme of production:
Ka-6cR. "Rhonsegler" High performance single-seater
Ka-6E. The Ka-6 with all flying tail
for the demanding competition
pilot
K-Sa. Single-seater for training and
performance
AS·K 13. The new two-seater mid. wing for initial training and performance.
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Speedwell Works. Bosd.n Hall Farm.
Hazel Grove. Cheshire
Tolephono, Slopping HiU 5742

Standard, Lindner making 48 km./h.
FRIDAY, 3RD JUNE.-A 227 km. Tri·
angle. via .Giebelstadt and Crailsheim.
was flown III a warmer and moister air
soaring
mass
producing
excellent
weather. Spanig achieved 81.2 km./h.
and nearly .all the others in tbe Open
Class were In the 60's and 70's. Best in
the Standard was Heinz Hutb with 73.5
in bis Ka-6E. At this half-way stage,
overall leaders were: Open, Waibel, followed by Spanig and Kuntz; Standard,
Huth, followed by Grosse and Peter.
SATURDAY, 4TH JUNE.-A 234 km. Triangle via Niederstetten and AalenElchingen. With the site in tne middle
of a High, there were no clouds, and
the less experienced found the blue
thermals difficult (there is no mention
of gaggling in the account). Day's win·
ners:
Open, Spiinig, 77.4 km. I b.;
Standard, Lindner (Phoebus), 70.9.
SUNDAY, 5TH' JUNE.-A 341 km. Triangle to the S.E. to avoid thunderstorms
approaching from France. Cloudlessness arc:lUnd the ~econd turning-point,
further Illto the HIgh, was troublesome
and only 8 in each Class got round.
Spanig's speed, 70.4 km./h., was at least
10 km. faster than anyone else and be
regained the overall lead.
By now the competitors had earned
a Rest Day, and this was doubled when
next day's task was cancelled due to
strong wind, showers, and a 2,300 fL
c1oudbase.
WEDNESDAY, 8rn JUNE.-A 166 km.
Triangle proved successful in spite of
increasing drro-stratus from thunderstorms to the S.W., as an early start was
made to avoid it. A few tried to get
round a second time, but the cirrus had
grown too thick. Best in Open, Gailing
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(SHK) with 79.6 km./h.; in Standard,
Glockl (Phoebus), 69.8.
THURSDAY,.
9TH
JUNE.-Triang,le,
243 km. vIa Burg Feuerstein and
Niederstetten, in a similar weather situation with weak winds and excellent thermals. Open Class: fastest, Spanig,
84.5 km./h.; slowest 69.8. Standard,
Grosse (Ka-6) made 80.6.
FRIDAY, 10TH JUNE.-Twice round a
184 km. Triangle = 368 km. Cumulus
~egan before 10 a.m., and in good soarIllg weather the majority accomplished
the task, Splinig with 79.5 and Grosse
with 71..8 in their res~ctive classes, and
both bemg hard pressed by their nearest
rivals. So it ended.
German comment on this meeting was
that, for the first time, the Open Class
machines performed noticeably better
than the Standard, mainly because with
no worse sink, they flew about 20 km./h.
faster between thermal'S.
Leading Final Results
OPEN CLASS
1. Spanig (BS-I)
7663.6
2. Kuntz (SHK)
7349.1
3. Waibel (D-36)
7337.9
4. Gailing (SHK)
7176.3
5. Kremer (AS-12)
7166.6
6. Schneider (D-36 V2)
7149.8
Followed by Hillebrand (Libel1e),
Jonda
(Hidalgo),
Bucher
(SHK-I),
Botteher (SHK), Neubert (Libelle), Portmann (Libelle), Fricderiei (Geicr 2B).
&TANDARD CLASS
7033.1
1. Linder (Phoebus)
7012.8
2. Huth (Ka-6E)
6881.8
3. Fischer (Ka-6E)
6861.1
4. Grosse (Ka-6)
6823.3
5. GlOckl (Phoebus)
6696.4
6. Schauble (Ka-6E)
Condensed from "AerokuFier"

.JOHN BUJ.ME
Swaffham Road.

Bottisham. Combs.
Phone: 323

for
REPADlS, C of A's
'" OVERBAULS

B.G.A. NEWS
Association Secretary
RANCES Leighton (Mrs. Furlong)
has retired after her five years stint
as Secretary of the Association.
During her time, we have made great
strides forward. both in the volume and
complexity of the work done, and we
must all thank her for the part she has
taken in this.
Mrs. Inge Deen has taken over from
Fraru::es on the 5th September and I am
sure she can rely on everyone's co-operation during the take-over period.
The Chairman.
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Soutb African NatioD21s
T is hoped to arrange flying facilities
from 26th December, 1"966, through to
14th January, 1967. The actual competitions will be from 27th December to
10th January.
Minimum qualifications: Silver C and
Gold C distance. All launching will be
by aero-tow and pilots should be proficient in this respect.
Only high-performance sailplanes may
be entered as there will be no Class this
time for sailplanes of limited performance.
As overseas entries may have to be
restricted, interested parties ar.e advised
to write as early as possible to: The
Secretary, The Aero Club of South
Africa, P.O. Box 2312, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

I

Eledrical Boadiag of Gliders
HE Technical Committee have ruled
that all applications for renewal of
C. of A. of Cloud Flying Gliders received after October 1st, 1966. must include a statement on the INspj6 to the
effect that "Bonding to Drawing No.......
has been incorporated" if the glider is
to retain its Cloud Flying Category.
The C. of A. will then be endorsed at
para. II "B0nding incorporated by the
B.G.A." on renewal.
Drawings for all types are beingprepared by Slingsby Sailplanes and Inspec10rs and Owners may obtain these drawIngs from the B.G.A.
Parts as detailed on the Drawings will

T

be obtainable from Slingsby Sailplanes
Ltd.
This notice does not apply to those
foreign gliders which have already incorporated bonding. In these cases the
Inspector should note on the INsp/6
"Bonding incorporated on manufacture".
R. C. STAFFORD ALLEN,
RC.A. Chief Technical Officer.
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1966 Rating Percentages
ERCENTAGES
for
Competitions
held during 1966 which have qualified for Rating purposes are as follows:
50% Midland Easter Rally. Scores published in June-July issue, page 237.
70°{, Bicestcr Easter Rally, League I
only. Scores published in this
issue, page 386.
100% National Championships. League
I. Scores published in AugustSeptember issue, page 292.
80% National Championships, League
2. Scores published in AugustSeptember issue, page 293.
50~{, Westem Regionals. ~ores published in August-September issue,
page 305. Corrections to these
scores published in this issue. page
386.
60<>;' R.A.F. Germany Championships.
Scores published in this issue, page
375.
70 % Northern Regionals. Scores published in this issue. page 379.
70% London Regionals. Scores published in this issue, page 363.
50% Bicester Junior Championships.
League I. Scores will be published
in December 1966-January 1967
issue.
500;, Bicester Junior Championships,
League 2. Scores will be published
in December 1966-January 1967
issue.
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Laudine Out
HERE have been two or three inT
stances this year of serious ccmplaints
from farmers and landowners regarding
pilots who haye landed in their field, and
left without cont>acting them. In at least
one case the team drove their trailer
across a wheatfield.
Clearly the time has come to get this
matter buttoned up once and for all. fvf
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a f-l;w letters from indignant landowners
in the Farmers' Weekly or the National
Press might easily produce an avalanche
which could bury us all.
We discussed this at the July Council
Meeting, and made the following decisions and recommendations:
1. Landing' Certificates at future competitions will include a space for tbe
name and address of the landowner (or
agent) which, in the event of outlanding,
must be filled in, or the Certificate will
be invalid, and a nil score will result.
2. The pilot will be asked to enSUre
that. if available, the landowner will be
contacted before leaving for base.

3. We must recognise that, if we land
unasked in somebody's field, the owner
is our unwilling host-apart from the
fact that we are technically trespassing
on his land. When we go and stay with
a friend, we afterwards write a "thank
you" letter. It is suggested we do the
same to tbe owner of any field we may
happen to land in. A gliding postcard
might well fill the bill.
4. Any justified complaint from a landoWTIer will, in future. result in the withdrawal of the Competition Licence of
the pilot concerned for a period of up
to one year.
The Chairmon.

O.S.T.I.V. COURSE FOR FORECASTERS
pr~gress of soaring
ID the field of

T HE
ularly

flight. partichigh performance, depends to a considerable degree
on good special weather forecasts, which
should be worded so that they are easily
'understood and used by pilots. OSflV.
in close collaboration with individuals.
national associations and institutes, therefore has it in view to organize a special
course for weather forecasting in the
field of soaring. It should take place
from 16th April to 7th May. 1967, at
Calcinate del Pesce (Varese), Italy.
Applicants should preferably be recruited from people employed in the
meteorological services of their respective country, or working in close cooperation with them. They should be
chosen with a view to their working
later in forecasting for soaring flight. or
giving lectures in soaring meteorology to
a national association of soaring pilots.
They should be able to understand at
least one of the following languages:
English, French or German.
The fee for the whole course will be
5220 for each participant. It wil! include
accommodation and full board, theoretical and practical instruction, and the
costs of the organisation, including flights
as a passenger in a powered aircraft for
soundings, and a two-seater sailplane.
Applications shol!1ld be sent not later
than I st December, 1966, to: OSTlV
Secretariat, NLM Atoomgebouw, Schiphol Airport, Holland.
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Co.ne Prognmme
The first week will include the majority of the theoretical lectures, and in
the two following weeks there will be
full opportunity for practical participation in meteorological forecasting for
soaring flight.
The lectures will be given by wellknown s:pecialists in soaring meteorology
from different countries and will include
the following general items:
Synoptical meteorology, analysis of air
masses, climatology, as far as they are
useful to soal'ing forecasting.
:rheories on thermal currents and
waves.
Knowledge of the different methods of
atmospheric soundings and their evaluation for soaring.
Familiarisation with forecasts and
briefings for soaring pilots; choice 0.£ a
competition according to the meteorological daily situation.
Aerodynamics of sailplane flight; will
provide each day an opportunity for
evaluation of the general and local
meteorological situation and of the
soundings: and individual and collective
work on forecasting and briefings. Flights
made by a team of experienced soaring
pilots will also be discussed. Meteorologists who are interested in making
observations in flight will have the opportunity for passenger flights in a
powered aircraft for soundings and of
several two-seater sailplanes.

THE CARE AND FEEDING
OF PASSENGERS

By

George

Locke

Reprinted by courtesy ·Qf "London Gliding Club Gazette"
guff~

EEDING them L'le old
FGliding,
in the eyes of the

that is.
public, is
something of trans.celidant beauty. It is
the soundless, graceful sensation of being
wafted round the sky by gentle winds.
Since this is a better image for recruiting
purposes than the real one (of steep,
sick-making tbermalling and savage
wind-gradients) we are quite happy to
keep it in front of the public.

Thus, care must be tak.en. when We
carry passengers, to make gentle turns
and keep our tJying so smootb we get
laminar flow over the wings of the T-21.
The first thing which is explained to a
new passenger,canying pilot is the need
to inspire confidence in the passenger.
This isn't necessarily achie\led by skilful flying, but by skilful talking. Okay,
let's sce how the passenger can be kept
cool, calm and collected. even when tne
pilot is in a state of fear and trembling.
. Assuming he (or she: Jireferably she.)
IS
strapped in, waiting, you saunter
airily to the T-21. You admire the
bea.uteous expanse of leg revealed by
the curious configuration of the control
column and get in with a cheerful smile.
Your teeth are' bared against a 25-knot
south-westerly. Cloudbase is 500 ft. ano
shows no signs of lifting. Bits of the
cloud are very black indeed; it looks
suspiciously like a front. "It's a glorious
day," you proclaim, even though the

birds are walking. You ignore remarks
made by other, jealous (because you've
snapped up the sexy-looking blonde)
club members calculated to increase her
faith in you: "I see you've recovered
from that crash you had last wedc"
"How's your wooden leg?"
You give her a bit of the old chat, to
tell her wh'at's liable to happen to her.
Half-way .through your carefu'lly prepared spiel, the cable-man sticks the
rings into the Ottfur mechanism and the
batman starts wagging his bat. Bef9re
you have time to explain that the winch
launch might look a bit steep but is
really quite normal, "all out" is given.
The winch-as though it heard youhas an epileptic fit, and you're yanked
into the' air.. You climb, standing on ):our
tail.
The passenger gives a squeak. You
can't make any comforting remarks at
this stage because the noise of the wind
is too great. Just as well, really, as you
think you inadvertently let a few fourletter words drop during the early part
of the blast-off. (You must never swear,

as this implies that things have: gone
wrong, even if they have gone wrong.)
By the time you've sorted matters out
and are in a normal climbing attitude,
you find that cloudbase is somewhat adjacent. More than somewhat.
"Where'.s the ground gone?" she asks.
You don'!' say "That's what I'd like
to know"; you say "Oh, it's quite all
right. We've gone into clOUd. That's
where a glider feels most at home, Did
you know that gliders can go into clouds
but that birds can't? That's because a
glider has a special instrument fitted
called a Turn and Slip indicator which
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helps us to steer it in the right direction.... At which point there is a jerk and
a moment of weightlessness. Damn it.
Back-released. You'd forgotten you were
still on the cable. Chatting is distracting.
"Ohhh," says the passenger. The timbers creak as you are hit by a gust. It
sounds like the crack of doom.
"Are we breaking up?"

"No, no. It's JUSt the mainspar flexing
under the load. Quite 1l0rmaL." How
long overdue for a C. of A. is it?
There is a silence for a moment. Then
she says, "Show me which one the Turn
and Slip in<licator is, please".
You aJmire her. Such calm! Then you
admire yourself. Boy, you've done a
really magnificent job of confidencebuilding! Then you realise that you
haven't got a Turn and Slip. Nor a
Horizon. T-21's don't bother with refinements, even though this particular machine has got an accelerometer (mainly
because the B.G.A. says that all gliders
which aerobat must have one and you
never know-with pupils aboard anything might happen). You'd had time on
the ground to show her the A.S.!. (reading 25, knots; pole forward vigorously),
the variometer (green ball stuck. as
usual. at the top), and the altimeter
(900 ft. and still going up, oddly). You
therefore have only the accelerometer
left unidentified. You can't say that there
isn't a Turn and Slip, and so you point
vaguely at it. She's not to know.
"It doesn't seem to be doing anything,'" she observes.
You're not surprised; it hasn't worked
since the last C. of A. Now, you haven't
the faintest idea at this stage of what is
going on. You're still in cloud (nasty,
damp, cloying stuff: first time you've
been in it with an open cockpit). You
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seem to be going up (the altimeter reads
1,100 ft. now) and your A,S.!., surprisingly enough, has settled into a reasonably steady 40 knots. You're not sure
whether you're in a turn or oot. You
feel as though you're going straight.
which means that whatever you're really
doing. at least you're not sH·pping 0 r
skidding. You decide to let the aircraft
do the flying, How long this pleasant
state of affairs will last, however, you
don't know.
You say, "So long as the needle stays
where it is, we're flying straight and
level".
She nods. "We're still going up. I see,
1,500 ft."
Very observant. Good club material,
here. Then ther.e is a .{:iolent lurch. The

green ball makes like a rocket. "We've
just arrived at some strong lift," you say.
Without thinking. you whack the stick
over and pile on some rudder. The altimeter winds up past the 2,000 ft. marlc
You shouldn't have done that. Gentle
turns, remember. And certainly not in
cloud. The A.S.I. starts fluctuating between 25 and 45 knots, with the associated effects on the human body becoming quite pronounced. "You usually g~t
a little turbulence in strong upcurrents,"
you chunter, confidently, She's hanging
onto the gaps in the instrument panel
like grim death. She looks at you. You
ho'Pc shc doesn't notice your pallor.
"Why are we still going up?" she shouts
above the howl of the wind.
Future national champion, here.
"We're in a strong thermal," you
croak.
"But r read somewhere that you only
go up in a thermal if you fly in circles.
The Turn and Slip indicator says we're
still flying straight:'

"A.h, bwt lift in clowds is much bigger
and you don't have to bother to circle."
You're certainly rising to the occasion
with the explanations.
"You mean we'll go up and up and
up?"
"No. Not at all. Lift rarely goes above
six or seven thousand feet in :his country." Except in storms-and cold fronts.
the forecas.t had said something about
oOe crossing the country. 4,800 it. "Look.
we're nearly 5,000 ft. From this height
we can glide a distance of 12 10 15
miles before hitting the deck-er-Ianding."

"Why do you make the glider go sort
of up and down like a roller-coaster~"
is her next question, undoubtedly referring to the fugoids of ever increasing
amplitude,
"Because--becaus.e the lift is strilnger
in some p,laces than others. Like waves
on the sea." You can't say "The glider's
doing it, not me", implying lack ilf
control.
"Oh, Whoops! What was that?"

stick over, you must have straightened
Ollt from the turn you'd alr,eady been
in, unknown to yourself. You must have
flown through to the back of the front
and entered the dramatic cfearance the
met. boys are always babbling about, but
which never happens in practice.
The passenger is delighted, full of
"Oooh's" and "Aaah's", and "Isn't it
lovely". You smile, "This is one of the
most rewarding experiences in gliding"
(and some!) and silently wish she'd shut
up while you try and find out where the
bloody hell the wind has taken you.
25 knots on the ground. 35 or more at
this height (2,800 ft, and a steady three
feet ,per second down). Lot of houses
underne.ath. Is that a big main mad
there? The M I? Looks rather like it.
That lot of houses mtls.t be Dunstable,
and that would be the hill ov<:r there. A
long way off.
"Where's my boyfriend?" she a~ks.

:t,,>
'That" was the bottom falling out of
everything. The green ball dropped so
fast it didn't stop at the bottom of the
tube. The altimeter started to unwind.
"We've gone into an area of-erdescending air. We'll descend with ,it for
a little while, then come out of the side
of the doud into open air,"
'That will be nice. I'm cold,"
It will be nice~if it happens. More
likely, you'll come out of the bottom.
Cloud base 10 ft. off the ground at that
point. Over Dunstable traffic-lights, showmg green, but not on your vario. Still,
you'll certainly be ill an unusual attitude,
so it'll look to her as if you did come
out of the'side.
At 3,000 ft. something happens which,
by all the laws of chance, shouldn't. You
emerge from the side of the cloud, Not
only that, your wings are more or I'ess
level wilh the horizon. Instead of going
round in a circle when you whacked the

She'd spent the last minute or so' looking down intently, obviously without success. (To be told, at such a moment she
has a boyfriend. doesn;t help you take
philos6phically that fact that you're well
out of range of the club.)
"I don't know. Watching for your
return to his arms" I ex.pect,"
"J can't see the club. Is it very difficult, identifying things from the air?"
"Very easy, once you're used to it."
"Show me the dub, please."
How the hell do you show her the
club when YOll're so far behind the hill
the hangar's disappeared! You ponder.
You mustn't destroy her faith either in
you or the machine, which is, after all,
one of the mndern wonders of the world.
"Are you any good at finding things
from the air?" she asks, disconcertingly.
You grin, At least, you hope it's a
grin. "Actually, we can't see the club
itself from here. You see the top of that
ridge, straight ahead of us? That's the
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top of the hiII we use to soar on when
the wind's right."
"Isn't it a long way off?"
"It isn't really. The glider is designed
to cover great distances with the loss of
very little height."
"As great as this?"
"Vh-huh. Actually, you're a very
lucky girl. Very few passengers get the
chance to experience one of the most
rewarding aspects of gliding-the . . ."
You stop. Don't call it that. "Final
Glide" sounds too much as though it is
just that-final.
"... the Straight Glide. It is the most
refined part of gliding, used by the top
pilots in competitions." YOu explain it
all to her. while you watch the top of
the hill getting higher and higher on the

Dunstable. She has a think while you
search round for a suitable field. Most
of them have corn in, but there is one
possibility. Her face lights up. ''I'd love
to do a field landing. Can we do one?
Or do they want you to land on the
flying field?"
This is splendid! You're not sure
whether it was due to your chat or not,
but she's accepted the idea of an out
landing. "Well-they'll have to retrjeve

.~~
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horizon. 2,000 ft. You're not winning.
Not by a long shot. You'll be lucky if
you get past the A5. And you haven't
run into' any lift yet. Not that that
would help you much. You've never had
much success going upwind in the Skylark 5, so what you'd do in a T-21 you
shudder to think.
"What happens," she says, "if you run
into a lot of air which is going down
during the Straight Glide?" You'd only
mentioned the possibility of meeting air
which was going up. of course. This is
it! The crunch! The ultimate in awkward questions.
"You QO not achieve your objective,"
making it sound as nice as possible.
"You mean you crash. Are we going
to crash?"
"Oh, no. If we failed to achieve our
Straight Glide, we'd land in a suitable
field. They're very easy, field landings,
and gliders are designed to land in small
spaces."
"Suppose there isn't a field?"
"Ah, but there is.; I know this area
very well And almost any field I picked
would be bigger than the one we'r.- used
tQ flying from at Dunsta·ble."
"And flatter?"
She'd noticed the undulating nature of
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us by Land-Rover, and it'll cost a pound
or so, but-well-lees do it, shall we'?"
"Oh goody. goody."
And you start a circuit. She's chatter~
ing happily about everything now, and
is obviously enjoying every minute of it.
You have succeeded in inspiring confidence-and some! Presently, as you're
about 600 ft. above your field, she
says, "Which field are we going to land
io?"
''That one there. The green one, with
the cows in the far corner."
She grabs the side of the cockpit and
screams her head off. A hundred decibels
at least. A bit later, she runs out of
wind.
"What's the matter'?" you ask, warried
as hell.
"P-please can we f-find another
f.-field," she blubbers.
"Why?" There aren't any other fields
available. Not now.
"1 dOIl't-oon't like cows."
Oh Lord. You'd thought you made
the perf.ect job of cementing relations
between the passenger and the unnatural
element into which she had been thrown.
But you hadn't. You'd failed miserably
-and the chances are she'H never go up
in a glider again. At least, not until
agricultural economy has made the
change-over to polythene cattle.

V-TAILS
By JOHN GIBSON

The author is an aircraft design engineer working on aerodynamics witll responsibilities for design of flying control
systems. He has been gliding since 1954.

HE recent inconclusive corresponT
dence in SAILPLANE & GLIDING abollt
V-tails, and Slingsby's Newsletter blaming Dick Johnson's Austria accident on
its V-tail, have goad~d me into an
attempt to extract some facts about this
configuration. There are V-tailed gliders
with perfectly normal spin-recovery,
while fatal spins from an ample height
for recovery are not unknown with
ordinary-tailed g.)jders. Any glider will
spin if its c. of g. is too faI aft. One
cannot possibly prove that. beeause a
glider with a V-tail could not be got
out of a spin on one occasion, V-tails
are "dangerous" or tend to result in poor
spin-recovery. Since one V-tail is almost
exactly like another, it is hard to visualise a reason for unsatisfactory characteristics which do not apply to all Vtailed gliders.
Critics should read NACA RepOrt 823.
which studied the V-tail very thoroughly.
In particular, they would note that the
V-tail has a much higher stalling angle
of attack or sideslip than an ordinary
tail, and that a fighter (King Cobra, I
think) had a slightly improved spinrecovery when fitted with a V-tail of the
same volume coefficients as the original
ordinary tail. No evidence or hypothesis
was found to suggest that a V-tail could
in any way degrade normal flying Qualities. Beneficial effects on eontrol forces
and a 15 peI cent reduction of tail drag
due to reduced interference .are among
incidental features discussed.
Fin volume coefficients for the Olympia 2, Dart, 463, Foka, Phoebus, Edelweiss and Fauvette, for example, are all
about 0.026, and for the Blanik and
Skylark 4, about 0.031. None of these
has a bad spinning reputation that I
know of. British sailplanes speak for
them!\elves, and I am assured by M.
Witt, Breguet's chief test pilot, that the
Fauvette has perfectly normal spinrecovery. The Fauvette's designer went
on to design the Choucas and Edelweiss with V-tails, so he at least has
faith in them!
On the other hand, the Austria's fin
volume coefficient is only about 0.018,

as is the SHK's, with a correspOndingly
small tail volume coefficient of about
0.33 (all the others range from about
0.45 to 0.72). One might suspect from
this that the Austria would have less
margin against spinning troubles than
other gliders, but this has nothing to do
with the tail configuration.
The classical causes of failure to have
satisfactory spin-recovery are one or
more of:
(I) large distribution of mass along
the Y-axis (the wing);
(2) inefficient body section producing
Iow body damping;
(3) deficiency in side area producing
low body damping;
(4) shielding of the rudder by the tailplane.
The Dart and Skylark, for example,
have efficient body sections (elliptical)
and plenty of side area, but blot their
copybooks a little by blanketing al least
50 per cent of their fin and rudder area
in spins with the tailplane wake. The
Austria has an inefficient body section
(circular) and not much side area, but
does not blanket its fin. One could surmise that a Slingsby tail would worsen
the Austria's spin and a V-tail improve
the Dart's.
Calculation of the non-dimensional
anti-spin body damping shows the Austria to possess about two-thirds of the
Dart 15 value and about the same as the
Dart 17. The Austria has about four
times the unshieIded rudder anti-spin
volume of the Dart, giving a total predicted anti-spin moment greater than
either Dart version. Complete prediction
requires inertia data I do not have, but
a high ratio of pitching to roIling inertia
is favourable. The Dart appears better
than the Austria in this respect.
Such considerations tend to suggest
reasons why the Austria might have
poorer spin recovery than many other
gliders (if it really does), but the V-tail
is not one of them. Will anyone, therefore, who can produce a rational case
against the V-tail please oblige us with
the data to prove it?
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REBUTTAL TO GLIDER HANDICAPPING
By R. E. SCHREDER

DISCUSSION of glider handicapA
ping such as Tony Deane-Drummond's in tbe August-September issue of
SAILPLANE & GLlOING always opens an
old wound of mine.
The last power 'plane race which I
participated in was decided by a special
handicap dreamed up by the organisers.
Each contestant's average airspeed was
divided by his horsepower. This annual
race was never run again.
In the United Slates we have two
sports which employ handicapping: golf
and bowling. Handicaps are not based
on the clubs or balls used by the players;
they are determined by the player's
average game score. Even so, these
handicaps are only used in the local
meets. In National and International
Championships, every man is on h is own
and the actual scores are used.
I darce say that neither the British nor
United States National Golf Championships would survive a year after the
country's worst duffer won over Arnold
Palmer by virtue of a 40-s1roke handicap.
Whether we all like it or not, National
and World Competitions are developers
of good machines as well as good men
(and women). Instead of handicapping
superior equipment, many sports reward
the best machines by giving them the
choice starting positions determined by
pre-race qualifying runs. This is particularly common in auto racing.
If tbe Soaring Society of America
would have been using Tony DeaneDrummond's handicapping system in the
United States Nationals at Elmira in
1959, when Dick Johnson won the competition with an old Weihe, no official
would have had the nerve to multiply
his score by 1.14 when it was apparent
to all that he had outguessed everyone
by bringing a ship that fitted the condjtions best.
To be completely fair about the whole
thing, it will be necessary for the organisers to test-fly each and every machine
to properly evaluate the variations in
quality of finish. types of fairing, actual
weight, extent of laping. fit of control
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surfaces, extent of plywood warping.,
antenna variations, amount of tread on
fixed-wheel tyres, length of yaw string,
number of bugs on the leading edges,
etc., etc. Are you still with me? Where
have the organisers gone? Oh, welL let's
switch to bowling-it is easier to figure
our proper handicap there.
MAJ.-GEN. DEANE-DRU:.IMOND comments Cn the above article:
The comparison of bowls and gliding is interesting. Another comparison
could be made with horse racing. Let the
best horse win and to hell with handicapping! Unfortunately Darwin comes
in here and it may be another 10,000
years before we can halve the time
round a race track.
Before submitting the article, I showed
it to about 25 top competition pilots
and incorporated their suggestions where
possible. Then was certainly no fundamental disagreement with the principle
and considerable encouragement for the
whole idea. One of these pilots was
Dick Johnson.
I certainly cannot agree that it is not
possible to get twO points on a performance curve for any particular type of
glider. This should be reasonably simple.
Piiots will naturally try and extract the
maximum performance out of their
own aircnft by removing bugs from
leading edges, laping gaps and even
slimming (pace Wally Kahn i).
I remain unrepentant and believe that
something like my scheme should be
introduced in 1967 naturally after
checking by a Committee set up for the
purpose. The people I hope my scheme
will help most will be the top pilots
themselves. It should make them fly
much better.
Correction to "Glider Handicapping"
article by TONY DEANE-DRUMMO:-lO in
August-September issue. p. 262 (table of
suggested handicaps):
Olympia 465 (series I) has nor got an
"A" polar. Also the words in the line
above, "Tested points at Cranfield", refers to this glider. not the new Dart '15.

LONDON REGIONALS
30th July - 7th August
HESE Regio(lals were easily the
T
largest run this year, with fOrly-three
entrants. a number of whom wanted to
improve' their rating or get into a second
competition so as to qualify to eJlter
next year's Nationals. This was borne
out when the chairman of the Flying
Committee askeo at one briefing how
many pilots would 1I0t be interested in
flying in Nationals. Only one pilot confessed that he was really flying for fun
and would. never enter for a Nationai
event.
Over 60 entries had in fact been received, but owing to site difficultj~s a
number had to be turned down. So far
as launc.hing was concerned. however,
there seemed to be no gr,eat difficulty, as
usually thegl,iders were launched in iust
over an hour. One more tug would have
brought this to under one hour.
SA.TURDAY. 30TH JtJLY.-At the 12
o'clOCK opening John Furlong, presidel'lt
of the club. welcomed everybody. During
the task briefing-a race to Swanton
MorIey-somcone interrupted to say that
a large storm was imminent and gl'iders
would need attention at once. Half an
hour later the task was cance.]Jed.
SUNDAY, 31ST JULY.-Task: Free Distance beyond Husbands Bosworth. 71.8
km., X= 15 km. Designated start.
According to Peter Wickham, pilots
needed to be lucky as around the storms
the air would be dead. During the afttlrnoon the storms would be less severe or
widespread than over the past two days.
However, X being what it was, this
could easily be a contest, and so at H20
launching started with everybody hoping
that they were going to be the Lucky
ones.
The first five were soon back for relights, while tlte next lot went straight
from launch height to try and reach a
sunny patch near Leighton Buzzard. In
many cases it was a "one-only-thermaland-down" affair, but those wbo were
still airborne outside the airway and not
hampered by showers made some good
climbs and flew on. George ):.ocke. who

had never flown more than lOO km.,
found it most satisfying to fino that he
had won the day with a flight of 7.'1, km.
Peter Nielson was a close second with
77.4 km. and Les Frank third with 73 km.
John Brenner, despite an early start,
found the task easy and even discarded
2-knot thermals. However, he had to
detour Northampton because of a storm
and landed at Cottingham, so far northeast of Husbands Boswol'th th.~t he lost
out on points.
An interesting flight was made by
Chris WlIIs who was launched at 4,16
p.m. just in front of a heavy shower. He
released in strong lift and had to fly at
120 m.p.h. in order to stay out of cloud
-the ground completely obliterated by
rain. He flew along the edge of this
cloud until clear of the airway above,
ahd then climbed to 11,000 ft.. from
which height he coveted exactly 60 km.
to finish fifth.
Seventy-two contest launches were
carried out, but only five pilots passed
60 km. (Comment by Peter Wickham:
Some large cumulus storms developed in
the afterneon, which made the going
difficult. Then upper cloud spread quickly in from the west which made the
going impossible.)
MONDAY, 1ST AUGUST.-The task w::!s
cancelled at delayed briefing at 13.00
hours.

The Stephenson family: Bervl 011 left.
GeoDrey on right. Carr Withall ill cockpit of Skylark No. 8.
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O.S.TJ.V.
Organisation Soientifilllue et Technique
International du Vol a Voile
Individual Associate Membership of
O.S.T.I.V. is open to gliding clubs,
libraries and individuals.
Membership carries a free subcription
to the Swiss Aero Revue and the right
to buy O.S.T.JV. publications (The
World's. Sailplanes, Vol. 11 and the
proceedings of O.S.T.I.v. conferences)
at considerably reduced prices.
The sote world agent.s for Associate IntLivUlual
membership and distribution of fXlblicalion. to
whom all enquiries should ·be addressed is

THE lO.mON GUOtNG cLUB.
Dunstable Downs. Bedfordshire.
Telephone: DU.NSTA8LE 63419

TUESDAY, 2ND AUGUST.-Streaky .cirrus was noticeable at 9 a.m. and most
of the gliders wel'e rigged before briefing
at 9.30 in case ·of an ,early start.
"Cynical sort of weather, this" began
Mike Fairman. Task: Race to SwantQn
Motley, 140.5 km., X=30 km. Designated starL On the grid by 10.30 a.m.
'You may lovertly the goal, maximum
height 1,000 meters. With some warnings
about the intensive activity at Swanton
Morley, etc., Mike handed over to Peter
Wickham, who started with an apology
"for this mesS" (pointing to the weather
map); "it's the weather situation. The
edge of the cirrus has just passed us but
it will thicken up gradually here. and
from 1 to 2 o'clock it win become dull
and glaomy here ..."
Those to be launched first seemed
very happy as small cu, had appeared
by the time briefing had finished. Pat
Holmes was 'first off at 10.41 and soon
they were winding up and away, not
bothering about start lines.
In fact only half the number of pilots
crossed the line as they did not wish to
come back and perhaps be caught out.
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Although not easy at first, the weather
was improving and only a few re-li~hts
were needed. This improvement was just
as well for some; Peter Scott had landed
back with variometer trou bJ.:, and hurried off again after a quick sort-out with
willing helpers. He had., however, setofl
in a temporarily inactive patch, and
landed just outside Dunstable 20 minutes
later. Launched again at 14.20, he could
hear the radios bleating "Final glide,
final glide", so off he went to have a
fairly easy ride in goOd conditions. In
fact some of the best times were macie
by the late starters.
Humphry Dimock, who had also
landed back at base, went "arefully and
did not come back for a st-art line
"Crossing. Arriving at 'Swanton Morley
with 900 ft in hand he decided to fly
back. He landed at Cambridge.
lan Paul als0 flew back and landeq
with Humphry. while Anthony Edwards
got back as far as Ely.
Pat Holmes (who had probably flown
ahead of the good weather too quickly)
got unstuck near Ely, and on landing
damaged the tail of the Skylark badly
enough to take her out of the c('ntest.
Bernard Fitchett won the day with a
handsome margin and reported 6-8 knol
thermals to which Cliris Wills referred
as "Po'1ish weather".
All but four pilots completed this task
with speeds varying between 66.? and
28,6 km./h.
'
One local paper phoned re a landin~
nearby-----did the wind drop? they wanted
to know. After explaining that it wasn't
the wind that kept gliders up but convection currents. the paper p.tinted a
report that the pilot was brollght <lown
by canvection currents.
WEDNESDAY. 3RD AUOUST.-Wet. No
task after delayed briefing.
THURSDAY, 4TH AUGusT.-Pilots half
expected to be set a task to ;the wesL
However, a 200 km. triangle, Leicester
East, EdgehilJ, Dunstable, was announced. X=30 korn. Designated start.
Peter's forecast was a north-westerly
airstream, wind strength 15-18 knots, and
a convective day. Cumulus to start
around 11 a.m. with base 3.000 ft. a.s.1.
rising to 4-5,000 ft. during the afternoon.
Showers along the route might not be
too bad. though storms and spread-outs

would also be possible.
Pilots were on the ,grid by 11 a.m. but
as the sky was rather dead, launching
was delayed to 11.2.0 for first take-olf.
There was., however, only time to launch
12 competitors before we were enveloped
in a heavy shower. Launching resumed
at 12.16 and from then until last take-off
at 17.56 towing never seemed to stop,
the pilots landing out within a IO-mile
radius. most of them from straight
glides. A weak form of wave was Ci)n·
tacted by some pilots in the late afternoon but this did not extend far enough
to be of any help.
David Ince from his second launch
covered one af the best distances against
quite a strong headwind. lan Paul damaged the tail of his Skylark 4 and had
to retire.
Ninety-two contcst launches were
carried out, but .only one I'ilot passed
2 X so a No Contest resulted.
FRIDAY, 5TH AUGUsT.-The forecast
Olil the whole was very similar to yester'
day, with only one extra disadvantage to
cope with-a Purple Airway,
Peter Wickham was not having an
easy task with this very unpredictable
weather. as timing it was almost impossible. 'Those who flew yesterday." he
said, "will know what the weather is
likely to be today." Blustery. Cloudbase
about 2,000 ft. a.g.I. rising to 3,000 by
noon and 4-5,000 ft. later in the day,
except near showers. Thermals fairly

widespread but cu-nims. less severe ex·
cept in East Anglia where conditions will
be more like yesterday.
Task: Race to Seething. 151.5 km.
X=30km.
Launching commenced at 10.58 but
soon most of the first starters were reduced to ridge soaring. with the odd
exception like Chris Wills who crossed
the line at 11.11 and Bernard Fitchett
30 seconds before him.
Obviously a lot depended on finding
lift immediately after release: tht hill
worked quite well, however; now and
again a bundle of gliders would dislodge
from the traffic jam and cross the start
line.
At around noon aero-tows seemed to
connect again more easily, so several
pil01s, including Jane Warter. John Bren~
ner, Gordon Camp and Peter Scott, decided to land for re-lights. No sooner
had they landw than the hill decided
to throw off a good thermal which gave
Peter Nielson, David lnce and Rika
Harwood the chance they had been
waiting for.
In the meantime Chris Wills reported
conditions good although cu-nims. and
showers were about. He climbed to
10,000 ft., which was too high, and then
like others found it difficult to find
Seething. Many pilots also made climbs
to between 8-10,000 ft.• but they might
have done ~tter had they broken off at
freezing level at 6,000 ft as icing was
severe, and heights were lost accordingly.

L. 10 r.: A /1/1(' I nee, Fluff
and Fred Slingsby. Con/lie Hen'e}', DQvid fnee
ana crew member, Cedrie
,vernon.
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A high polish on Colin's Ka-6.

Colin Pennycuick, who won the day,
avoided eu-nims. as he found streets in
the form of large clouds with little ones
ahead. He found the masses of aerodromes a navigational nuisance. Peter
Scott, who left Dunstable around 2
o'clock, seemed to be catching up quickly, and in fact he found a street all the
way from base to Royston.
John Brenner decided to delay his
second launch and then to make a really
fast time. This did not work as planned
and he had to be retrieved before he
could start again at 17.I7-by which
time the wind had increased a lot aDd he
landed well e.ast of track near Colchester. Jane Warter also hurried b:lck
for a late last launch and did well to
cover 97.5 km. before having to land
at 7 p.m. Eric Cunningham, who landed
at Lowestoft. had been out to sea for 3
or 4 miles and regained the coast again
at 1,500 ft.
At Seething Alf Warminger (who had
come over to see what was going on)
made himself very popular by driving
pilots to and from the clubhouse where
"tea on the house" was kindly olTered by
the Waveny FIying Group clnd greatly
appreciated.
Twenty pilots completed the task with
speeds between 93.2 and 57.6 km/h.
Sixty-one contest launches were carried
oUt.
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SATURDAY, 6TH AUGUST.-Briefing at
9.30 a.m. was short. Weather forbidding.
No task, but launches available.
Anthony Edwards was launched soon
after 10 a.m. and found weak usable
lift. He announced over the radio that
he was trying to go to Cambridge. After
initial scrapes conditions improved considerably and soon more pilots cottoned
on to the idea of some pleasant flying.
Peter Nielson. who had followed shortly
afterwards. was invited to come down
from 3,000 ft. at Cambridge to join
Anthony Edwards for lunch. and this he
did.
Bernard Fitchett, however. thought of
greater things and declared Newcastle
for Gold C distance. He took off at
12.22 and by J o'clock was on his way
with 3,000 ft. in hand, though after that
he had to scrape to Podington, when he
made a good climb to 8,000 ft. with no
icing. Near Scunthorpe he was saved by
a 6-knot thermal off the steelworks. but
after that conditions changed rapidly and
the scrape was on again. He finally
glided to Sulton Bank from about 15
miles out and landed at 18.20 p.m .• 20
km. sh.ort of his goal. A fine effort!
(Comment by Peter Wickham: A
warm front moved in from the S.W. and
the day was scrubbed at an early hour.
However, ahead of the main rain belt
there developed a gap in the upper
cloud in which thermal cooditions
brewed up dramaticaJly for an hour or
so during mid-morning. Despite some
good individual flights in this clear patch,
the decision not to attemot a contest task
was probably justifiable':"'but only just.)
SUNDAY. 7TH AUGuST.-Brieiing would
be delayed as late as 2 p.m. if necessary,
and Prizegiving would be postponed!
However, to cut a long story short, the
tas,k was cancelled and Prizegiving took
place at 2.30 p.m.
A frustrating week, but how we enjoyed it all the same. This small but
well organised band of officials did really
try to do all they could. and I feel sure
that everyone who took part will be
back next year. On behalf of all the
pilots. Thank You, London Gliding
Club, for having us and for your chairman's promise of more "thermaliferolJs"
weather next time.
RIKA HARWOOD

Final
Place
t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
It.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20'.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3t.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

PI/or(s)

Hlcap

P. Nielson
G. Locke,
A Letts
P. Scott
B. Fitehett
T. A. MeMuIlin
C. Wills
C. Withall
D. A Smith
R. A Foot
R. S. Wailer.
C. Pennyeuiek
R. Jones
D.H. G.Inee
A. W. F. Edwards
H. R.Dimock
L. Frank,
·P.. Partridge
J. Bre,llner
G.Camp
V. TuIl
C. W. Bentson
G.Comell
R.Ismail.
A. Burton
A. Tamow
J. Griffiths,
M. Wilson
Rika Harwood,
J. E. G. Harwood
M. Randle.
K. Mansell
C. L. Ryan,
K. Barton
B. Keogh
R. AlItoD
P. Pozerskis
A. Wilson,
S. Tamlin
I. Paul
A. MaeDenald (10%)
R.B.Smith,
L. Woods
J. Argent
J. B. Ramsden
J. Stewart-Menteth,
Jane Warter
J. Bellew,
J. R. Jeffries
(10%)
L. Booth.
D. Dawson
J. V. Inglesby
F. W. Fay
T. Sheppard
E. Cunningham
Patrieia Holmes

3L7
I

2.8
2

5.8
3

Total
Poill/s

Sailplane

988
1000

770

880
745

2638

Skylark 3D

778
823
1000
146
844
882
763
763

932
891
907
800
903
687
745

2523
2376
2350
2274
2269
2187
2065
1837

Ka-6CR
Olympia 419x
Ka-6cR
Skylark 3
Ka-6
Skylark 4
Skylark 3B
Skylark 3F

830
775
844
554
699

1000
471
891
810
989

1830
1804
1766
1756
1719

Ka-6cR
Olympia 403
Dart 17
Olympia 463
Dart 17R

532
751
708
611
830
746

276
175
800
924
758
837
873

1704
1691
1660
1625
1615
1583

Skylark 3B
Olympia 463
Olympia 465
Skylark 3x
Skyla.k 4
Dart 17R

1553
1268

Skylark 4
Skylark 3F

1259

Skylark 4

1245

Skylark 3D

1060

Dart 15

621
459
621
625
402
615
329
0
558
31
392
31
896
765
152
90
27
0
0
406

680
477
584

0
0

385
675
753

492
146

924
0

152
90
38
135
142
0
0
152
27
0
0

414
428
526
595
635
604
830
490
478
440
575
475

0

994
949
891
861

Olympia 463
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Skylark. 4

837
830
813

Dart 17R
Skylark 4
M-lOOs

297
184

773
764
759

Ka-6cR
Skylark 4
Skylark 3F

264
45

739

Olympia 463

683

Ka-;

657
534

Olympia 460
Olympia 465
Dart 15
Dart 17R
Skylark 4
Skylark 3a

333
258
91
91
323
143

638
298
0
0
0
152

359
0
534
526
<.I
163

0
428
392

526

428
392
315

;163

NEW FINNISH UTU
ORK on the Utu was begun in
W
1961. After sever.al tests on structural applications of FRP Shells stiffened with different foam plastics, a
prototype was flown for the the first time
in August, 1964. Since then, five other
prototyJlCs have been built with various
techniques and structures at the factories of Oy FIBERA Ab, HelsinkL The
oldest ones. with one or two flight
seasons behind them. have been used
during 1966 for continued structural tests.
As a result the superiority of plastic
materials, especially as compared with
wood, has become evident, both in use
and in production technique.
During evaluation work the aerodynamic concepts and outlook of the Utu
have remained the same, except for some
minor modifications based on test flight
results and the opinions of test pilots.
Structure, however, is another story, as
production techniques for metal and
wood aircraft structures are neither as
a whole nor in part directly applicable
to plastic.
The wing structure is an FRP sandwich shell with a foam plastic core,
single "I" spar and no ribs.. The fuselage
consists. of a load-carrying outer skin,
the rear part of which is also a sand-

r - - ".,..

wich, and separately produced and
bonded fittings for controls and seat, and
a detachable instrument panel. Because
of the big local loads from landing
wheel and wing-fuselage fittings, there
still remains a rib behind the pilot'!> seat.
The structure as a whole is thus open
and easy to inspect. The attachment of
wings is done with two conical bolts.
Some traditional metal parts in control
mechanisms have been replaced with
injection-moulded nylon parts.
Several specimens of alt main parts
have been used in proof loadings. Several wings with the same amount of
fibre in spars but spread in different
widths and ways on the wing shell were
proof-loaded to clear up the question of
buckling strengths. The resuhs varied
from load factors of + '5.7 to + 14. The
lowest values were obtained with wings
in which a substantial part of the fibre
pattern was spread over a rather broad
surface. This produces a thick and hence
dimensionally stable and accurate wing
contour. However, the cQnstruction of
the wing main fittings needs the fibre
pattern to be concentrated in the middle
at the wing root. This again produces
instability on the wing shell. Even very
small buckling which may come up in
normal use, either in the leading or
trailing edges. showed a tendency to
widen into the middle of the wing with
the addition of 10adin2- The result was

----:-I
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buckling of the whole wing upper surface. None of the calculation methods
used turned out to be reliable. With the
"I" spar the full C<lmpressive properties
of the laminate are attained, and the
structure, with skin stabilisation accounted for, gives the best strength-to-weigh t
ratio. The proof load factor of +8
allows a maximum of 210 km/h. (130
m.p.h.) in gusty conditions according to
the OSTlV requirements. Greater s~eds
are very unpleasant in really ,gusty conditions, and therefore questionable in
practice.
In flutter studies a complete flutter of
wings and rear fuselage was-by misadventure-obtained in one of the test
'planes without mass balancing, beginning at an E.A.S. of 250 km/h. The only
damage realised afterwards was a small
crack - in the rear fuselage shelL To prevent Ibis. 100% mass balancing of ailerons and rudder has been added. The
test, however, showed that the widely
integrated structure of the FRP is very
resistant to flutter. The complete disiptegtation of a wooden 'plane' in that
situation would have been a matter of
seconds.
As to materials. glass fibre-polyester
laminates have been used throughout the
structure of the Utu. They cannot be
regarded as new, since they have been
in use for a quarter of a century. even
in industry. and test results already published are very comprehensive. Due to
their very high ultimate load fac~ors (-and
hence Iow medium stresses) and the
small number of flight hours yearly, sailplanes differ from other aircraft. For
instance, they do not have the same
fatigue problems as commercial 'planes.
The sailplane very seldom wears out in
use; rather it is destroyed by technical
alterations alild weather. FRP laminates
are alr·eady used successftllly for purposes faJ!' more demanding than the sailplane, for instance roof f)aneIling. Compared with wood and plywood, the FRP
laminates have a strength-to-weight ratio
better by more than twice. The compressive properties of most woods are
strongly affected by moisture and the
swelling breaks the glued joints.
The difficulties and unknown factors
in plastic sailplane manufacture lie in its
lack of tradition. which means that there
are few ready solutions 10 structural de-

tai.ls, and few qualified workers (especially designers), existin~ factories, production methods, etc. Building a sailplane
of plastics today includes almost too
many new processes, from mould stmctures and mould-making to the selection
of the right degree of structural integration and selection of materials, the number of which is already almost too big,
etc. As to inherent properties, the plastic sailplane (some prototypes excluded)
has better overall strength with the same
structural weight, longer life. and lower
costs per unit due to radically lower
working hours. But because of the growing design, experimental and set-up costs
this does not lower the price. In any
case it can be said that pl'astics for' the
first time are offering a real chance to
make sailplanes in series.
The foregoing description of the latest
version of the Utu, called the KK-IE,
has been sent by the firm producing it:
Oy FIBERA Ab, of Fredrikinkatu 36B,
Helsinki 10.
The designer is AHTO ANTfIL....

Principal Data of KK.le Utu
Span 15 m. (49.2 ft.).
AS!'ect ratio 20.
Wing section, root NACA 63(3)618. tip
NACA 63(1)612.
Dihedr.aL 2
Aerodynamic twist 2
Fuselage max. width 0.6 m. (23.6 in.).
Fixed w.ncel with brake.
Trailing-edge drag flap, span 1.20 m.
(3.94 ft.) each side.
Weight empty 187 kg. (412 lb.).
Max. permitted flying weight 310 kg.
(684 lb.).
Wing loading, max., 27.6 kg/sq. m. (5.65
Ib/ sq. ft.).
Placard speeds, km/h.: smooth, 250;
gusty, 210;aero-,tow. 200; winch
launch. 150. Cloud flying and usual
ael'Obatics permitted.
Min. sink 0.6 m/sec. at 74 km/h. (2 ft/
sec_ a1 46 m.p.h.).
Sink at mall.. L/D, 0.64 m/sec. at 81
km/h. (2.1 ftisec. at 50 m.p.h.).
Sink at 111 km./h., l.1I m./sec,; at
130 km.ih., 1,65 m.isec.; at 148 km.!
h., 2.33 m./sec.
Stalling speed 63 km/h. (39 m.p.h.).
Max. LiD, 35.
0

•

0

•

For photo· see page 416.
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Engineers, flying instructors, glider and power pilots have been working at our factory
in Munich for the last 15 years developing instruments, parts and equipment for safe
and economic sporting flying.
Our patented products are already used in 31 countries throughout the world. In order
to make our experience available to light aircraft and glider pilots of your country
too, we have published our "Arbeitskatalog" with directions and explanations in
English. Please send for copies, free of charge.
Delivery programme~
Single and double drum launching winches
Winch parts: pulleys, rollers, guillotine etc.•
C of G releases (TOST Kombi and TOST E combi)
Nose releases (TOST ring release)
Special winch launching cables
Aero tow ropes in perlon, complete
All accessories for launching and rowing
Weak links with fixed breaking loads
Cable sho..k absorbers in perIon
Cable parachutes, safety allachment ropes
DQuble rings, shackles, swivels, snap hooks
Cable ferrules, press tools, thimbles
lightweight wheels for gliders and powered
Aircraft (with and without mechanical brake)
Accelerometers for gliders and light planes

AD devel0p9d by "PILOTS FOR PILOTS" os
of our work to ensure safety In flight.

0

result

Richard Tos! Flugzeuggeratebau
8 Munchen 15. Thalkirchner Str. 62.. Telephone 5'34472.
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FLYING IN THE U.S. NATIONALS
By R. E. SCHREDER

TO

do well in a National Contest a
pilot must have:
J. Cross-country
and
competition
'experiem:e..
2. A gooo crew.
3. A good ship.
4. The will to work and fiy to win.
5. Good luck.
This year I had all five.
At the conclusion of the 1965 U.S.
Nationals, I drew up a design for a competition sailplane which would perform
equally well in weak and strong conditions. 1 used to believe that the high
wing-loading of 7 to 7t lb. was the
answer, but bitter experience- taught me
that going down just once during a
contest on that weak day or weak period
wiped out all the advantages of the lead
sled.
The HP-14 evolved as a 55-foot span,
5 lb. per square foot, 20 to I aspectratio compromise. I worked constantly
on thjs shIp with only Saturday and
Sunday evenings off until the very day
we left for Reno. This takes a very
patient and dedicated wife. In spite of
this tremendous, effort, the first flight
was not made until the day we left for
Reno. Ouring the practice flights before
the contest, the superior performance of
the HP-14 became apparent. In spite of
its light wing-loading it could stay with
the Sisus, Libelles and Austrias at high
speed. On tne low-speed end it could
slow down like a 1-26 but witn the
lowest sink of anythiqg I have ever
flown.
The area weather in Reno this year
was fabulous. We flew nine days under
~

near perfect ,conditions. Nev,er in ,any
U.S.. Contest have we had the variety
of lift found here. There were plain thermals, shadow thermals, evening valley
thermals,
primary.
thermals,
slope
secondary, tertiary, dc. waves, dust
devils, ridge lift, convergent lift and
shear-line lift.
Our only rest day was forced by a
443-mile flight. One pilot complained
that he had made Gold C Distance and
only placed 30th for the day.
Landing in rough country surrounding Reno took a heavy ton of good sailplanes. Daily reports of damage' helped
to ke.ep me cautious.
Aftet the first three days it ,became
apparent that the weather was reliable
enough to allow the crew and car to
remain at Stead Air Force Base on all
race day,. This saved a lot of wear
and tear and cash and kept the crew in
better shape for flight preparation and
distance flight chasing. My crew drove
440 miles on a speed task before we
adopted this tactic.
My general strategy for the entire
.contest was to:
1. Stay up at ,all costs.
2. Centre as perfectly as possibly in
all thermals.
3. Pass up all therrnals of less than
500 ft. per minute unless low.
4. Leave all thermals when their
strength dropped below 500 ft. per
minute.
5. Run at 80 miles per hour or better
between thermals unless low.
I had three frustrating experiences
which could have drastically 'altered my

The winning HP-l4.
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contest standings. They were:
1. On the second task I nearly went
down about 25 miles out and spent an
uncomfortable 45 minutes on a 200-foot
rock piIe at the southern tip of Pyramid
Lake;
2. On the fifth task I was leading the
pack and made a 4Q-mile glide across
Snake River Valley, Idaho, to the foothills of the Pioneer Mountains (where
strong conditions e.Jtisted). Here I was
trapped on a 400-foot knoll from 5 to
7 p.m. When I finally succeeded in getting off it was too late to get more than
15 additional miles.
3. On the final day While passing over
the starting line, a violent negative gust
threw my emergency kit out of the baggage compartmeDt. through the rear
canopy. I tried to complete the speed
task but after 30 miles turned back and
landed at Stead for repairs, as the constant roar of the wind was shattering
my ears and nerves. My crew was ready
with cardboard and tape and, assist.ed
by E. J. Reeves, MarshaU Clayboum,
Herman
Stiglmeier
and
others.
fashioned an airworthy rear canopy
while I made a much-needed rest stop.
The final day delay proved to be a
blessing in disguise, .as thermals were
at a maximum all the way around and
gave me the only day of the contest
that I did not think that I could have
done better.
Although many piloU! utilized the frequent waves of the Reno area and got
as high as 30,000 feet, I flew in waves
only twice and left at 16,000 feet both
times because the lift became too low.
The Reno Nationals were very well
organized and smoothly run. All tasks
were well chosen. Site facilities were

exceIlent. For those who had time and
money, the casinos proved to be very
fascinating. Contest-soarin& conditions
were excellent and the best in which I
have ever flown. I did miss the complete
lack of evening social affairs, but so
much late flying and retrieving probably
influenced the organizers in omitting this
detaiL
The HP-14 and I flew 64.3 hours for
2,511 contest miles in nine days. It was
necessary to average more than 900
point'S per task to stay ahead of George
Molfat, who flew superbly every day.
Flying with this ireatest assembly of
top competition pilots in the 33rd U.S.
Nationals has given me my greatest
thrill since taking up the sport of soaring in 1956.
DAILY SUMMARY
Condensed from daily News Sheets and
"Soaring"
FTER a practice week, ending with
a practice task of 120 miles out-andretum on the 27th, the Championships
opened with 65 pilots and 15 tugs at
Stead Air Force Base, 8 miles north Qf
Reno, Nevada. Edward Makula. came
from Poland to compete.
TUESDAY. 28rn JUNE.-out-and-Return
Hawthorne. Nevada, 202 miles in all.
Forecast :thermals to 16,500 ft. in the
afternoon and a shear line north of
Walker Lake (Hawthorne is at its
s~)Uthern end); strong west wind. The

A

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERVICES LTD.
CS of A and 10 year OVERHAUL REPAIRS,
and RESPRAYING at competitive prices.
Trailer in wood and metal
Trailer materials and fillings
Bowden Lane. ChQP·el-en-le-Firth
Derbyshire 2AU2

Dick Scltreder. the new Champion.
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course ran S.E. diagonally across two
mountain ranges, one rising to 12,000 ft.
west of the turning:wint. One quest~on
was whether to deviate tQ the shear line
to help the retutn jotlmey; George
Molfatt did not, and Won at 71.1 m.p.h.;
A. J. Smith, in his faster Sisu, did, and
came second at 68.3 m.p.h.. Dick
Schreder was fifth at 62.7 m..p.h. 40
pilots completed the course.
WEDNESDAY, 29TH JUNE.-Dis.tance
along a fixed course to Winnemucca
(137 miles to N.li) and back, then along
a line through Alturas,. Calif. Graham
Thomson (Libelle) won with 443 miles;
on the second leg against the wind, he
was saved by a '<lust devil which took
him up into wave lift! He lande.d at
9.15 p.m. Molfat was second with
439 miles. Both had. at 8 I'l.m., climbed
to 11,000 ft. in "about a square mile of
lift at 300 ft.fmin."
THURSDAY,
30TH
JUNE.-out·andReturn Alturas, 258 miles in ·all. After
the launch the 60 or so gliders looked
very pretty bunched together in two
thermals. Dick Schreder won the race
at 54.7 m.p.h. in spite of variometer

trouble which left him with one instrument capable of showing only 5 up or
5 down. Molfat and Thomson tied for
second place with 51.0 m..p.h., and 28
completed the course.
FRfDAY, 1ST ]vLy.-out-and-Retutn
Smith Valley (to the S.E.), 133 miles in
all. Waves and lenticulars at 18,000 ft.
were forecast, contactable at 9,000 ft.,
which lifted some pilots to 24,000 ft. and
prevailed over the entire course. Makula
flew cross-country in wave lift for the
first time in 20 years' contest soaring
(he said of the whole contest: "I have
never experienc.ed such fantastic soaring conditions"). John Ryan (Sisu) won
at 57.8 m.p.h., having flown back from
the turning-point in: 42 minutes without
circling. Schreder was second at 55.7
m_p.h.
SATURDAY, 2ND JULY.-Free Distance
with .cu-nims forecast across Northern
Nevada and a shear line through Minden into Idaho. It was won by Ed
McClanahan (Libelle) with 456.5 miles;
his wife reached him at 4.30 a.m. Brittingham (Dart) made 43'7, Smith (Sisu)
436, Makula (Foka 4) 431.5, Bikle

Flying Instruments
much sought after througbout the World

• Total Energy Variometers
• Air Speed Indicators
• Electric Turn
and Slip Indicators
• Artificial Horizons
• Clinometers • Compasses
Metric or Engljsh Calibration
Stock
'Spares
Overhauls

SAILPLANES
Sole Concessionaires
for Motolmport
Poland

NORCO AVIATION & INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT LTD.
Burrelt Road,l'Iaywards Heath, Sussex, U.K.
Telephone: Haywards He.ath

stnt
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CDI AOVERHAUlS AND RfPAJBS
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AlRI'IELD
""R

~ \llSJ,Ff.NO<S,

TEL:970

(SHK-I) 402, and Fisher (Vasama) 400.
Tnroughout the day everyone was
'''gradually overtaking the trailing edge
of a cold front". Hans Linke lost points
by staying with a pilot who was very
lo·w over rough ground, in case he should
get into trouble.
MONDAY, 4TH JULY.-Dislance along a
course thr01ll(h Lee Vinning (125 miles
S.) aDd back through Alturas. Dean
Svec (Sisu) won it with 435.5 miles and
Schreder was second with 429.5; he was
also second ov.eraU, only 27 points behind Maffat.
'TuEsDAY, 5TH JULY.-A 135-mi!e Triangle via Yerington and Minden. Thomson won it at 54.9 m.p.h., but although
Schreder was only 7th with 48.16 m.p.h.,
Moffat finished 10th, 36 points behind
him. So SChreder reached top place
overall, where he stayed to the end.
W'EDNj;SDAY,
6TH
JULY.-Distance
along a fixed course, first round a 370Pi/oJ

I. Sehrcder
2. Moffat
3. Thornson
4. Ry.n
5. Makula (Pol.)
6. Klein
7. Klemmedson
8. Svcc
9. Brit!ingh.am
10. Starr
11. Gteene
12. ]vans
13. Bikle
14. Smith. A. J.
IS. Beebe
16. Seot!
11. Linke
18. Briegleb. R.
19. MeCI.nahan
20. MeNay

370

28th 29th 30th
1
2
3
894
1000
1174
941
8S1
858
877
786
8n
867
895
827
881
968
789
854
718
374
872
753

810
991
1000
616
90S
950
799
742
799
905
577
914
616
90S
902
538
616
736
609
S33

1st 211d
4
5

mile tria.ngle and then Free Distance beyond Stead. Schreder won with 440.5
miles, and the only others to .complete
the triangle were ThomsQn, 413.5 miles,
and MoIfat, 372.
THURSDAY, 7TH JULY.-Last task was
a 175-mile Triangle: the rules say that
there should be only four speed tasks
but that the Contest Director can change
the rlllles "in exceptional circumstances".
So he did. Dick Schreder .again won,
at 54.0 m.p.h., and th!; only other pilot
to exceed 50 was- A. J. Smith (Sisu), who
used nothing but wave lift after his first
thermal an-d met several others at
24,000 ft. in various states of icing.

Caroline McQuade,. former P.R.O. for
the Nationals and Internationals in EngIUI/d, took over the same job ill America.
With her are Helen and Graham Tho mSOil.

4th 5th
7
6

1000 968 816 986
941 812 816 955
941 716 689 986
903 1000 769 961
833 638 945 867
889 870 805 799
721 729 816 949
762 649 781 1000
715 638 9S7 S71
84S 888 674 932
919
83 769 961
306 879 682 867
831 700 881 867
406 408 955 95S
886 270 790 941
834 681 769 863
796 866 689 876
698 757 769 715
- 270 Jooo 8S3
800 644 866 726

897
861
1000
793
917
834
929
773
834
344
921
864
753
944
812
715
760
724
914
447

6th
8

7th
9

To/at
Point.

1000
844
939
630
652
465
757
839
839
652
877
652
486
234
353
338
222
757
788
549

1000
857
768
895
8S8
874
750
805
832
817
893
831
783
956
749
805
726
779
836
768

8385
8080
7794
7508
7466
7353
7327
7131
7007
6930
6895
6823
6798
6131
6493
6397
6329
6309
6148
6099

Soi/plone

HP-I4
SH-l
L'ibelle
Sisu
Foka
LibeUe
SH-I
Sisu
Dart 17.
1-23 (Mod.)
SHK
Sisu
SHK
Si.u
Foka
Ka-6E
Libelle
00-12
Lib.lle
Proe Super Std.

"TURN LEFT AT READING"
Some Thoughts on a First Cross-Gauntry
By RICHARD WADE

HERE'S a twist somewhere in. your
guts as you drive into, the field, beT
cause this is probably gom8 to be the

day. The. sky is cl~ar blue: and on the
horizon, Just forrnlDg, a tiny patch of
white. Wind northerly and Lasham all
of fifty-two kilometres away. By lunchtime the ones who got there first and
rightly gra~be.d the aircraft a,re down.
And there It IS, the UDsuspectmg Ka-<i.
Barograph in, cushion - those Germans
must have backsides like steel. Map,
phone money, pencil. .God bless Nanny,
straps, instruments, tnm. What was the
other I had to say? Canopy, brakes and
God bless me - all out! Bumpy good thing - oops! Very bumpy. Five
hundred feet - round we go. Well upwind and I can't keep down with the
tug and look at that vario! Pull off and
circle and whoops and up we go. Calm
down - you are only local-flying. If
it all looks right and you feel like going, well and ~ood. If not, just settle
down and enJoy yourself. Back to
40 knots. Good Lord, 2,000 ft. already
and five up and the audio is playing
"the bells of St. Mary's".
Now then, when we get to 3,500 we'll
think about it. Oh, it is 3,500. Well, what
the hell, I'll go and thermal downwind
over there. I can still get back ~ who
am I kidding? Lovely-looking cloud
over Henley - here goes. And the audio
stops. Speed up - four down aDd
speed up again. I'll make that cloud but
is there lift under it? There must be please let there be just a little. Here it
comes, plenty of down and now the
bumps and wallop! Ha ha. Well, I am
going to need all this lot to get back
~o Booker. Face it mate, you aren't gomg back to Booker. Hope this is Henley.
Don't be an idiot, of course it's Henley,
and here you are at 4,000 ft. - Reading
next .stop. Don't push your luck, follow
th~ .flver. Sing a little song to keep your
spmt up, turn de turn de turn. That's
the town sticking out of the murk down
there, and a cloud over the top very

high up with V.M.C. and God's in His
heaven and so am I and what the blazes
is up with this cloud? Oh, charming,
one of my all down and no up specials.
Keep on tbe windward side and it's five
down. Get in the middle and it's two
down. There's another one coming from
upwind so get out of the sink and wait
about and think ... What's best? Press
upwind for that cloud or . • . down to
2,000? Fields? Yes, lovely fields. I'll
move gently towards the cloud. That's
m.y field, long and green and a footpath
in it - no telegraph poles. Even money,
there's a wild bull lurking in the corner.
Come on cloud and there's that lovely
audio noise and round and straighten
and in again and who cares about bulls?
Five up all the way and who wants to
go to Reading?

COMPACT
Cross/ell Electric
Audio Variometer
Of a sample of 40 sailplanes at the
1965 World Championships

over half had

CIOSSFELL
Now we introduce a
Compact Audio Variometer
Size 3! x 3i x 5 inL
Also available without audio
AgMt. th'oughout the Worl4

ero••feU

Variometers
10 Borrowdale Road.

Malvern.
Worcs.. England.
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Now, map railways out of the
town. Bran.ch left for Basingstoke.
musm't get too near cloud. Basingstoke
here we come. They said I'd enjoy it.
They were right again. What wouldn't
I give for a cigarette. Have to wait till
I land. You know, there is just a chance
that I might get there after all. What
a marvellous feeling - Booker a million miles away, and wildest Hampshire
down below, or is it Berkshire? Not going down to find out.
Concentrate. Hope it is the right railway. 190°, about right. What the hell,
Basingstoke must be down tbere somewhere. Barograph! I never switched it
on! Listen, slow down, get a bit of hush.
Tick, tick, tick. If I didn't, somebody
else did. Hallo, more lift, and it's a
good one. You'd have to be flying a
brick outhouse to Come down today.
There is an airfield - Odiham. Where
it should be on the left and Basingstoke!
Good Lord, I'm nearly there, and
enough height and am I going to look
an idiot when I don't find Lasham? It's

big enough. It must be in that fug down
there somewhere. A glider! Now he
must be from Lasham. Skylark 2. Local
soaring? I can always follow him and
nobody will know. There it is - oh ye
of little faith and look a t the height!
5,000 and a bit, so here we come, and
watch me make a classic stinker out of
the landing - and where? That's the
towcar line and there are the tugs and
wherever I go it will be wrong anyway,
so why hang about? Nobody else landing. Brakes out, 4,000, 3,000, 2,000.
Remember it's 150 ft. higher here. Over
the Comet, 850 and turn left and left
again - speed up. Too late to change
your mind now - brakes and don't
grou,ndloop it, not here, not now. Nice
and straight and stop.
This is almost the best cigarette of
my life, and here comes somebody and
how can I wipe that silly grin off my
face?
"Good afternoon - no, not far, only
from Booker."

A FRONT TO REMEMBER
By KEITH NURCOMBE

OU might think that we at Husbands
Y
Bosworth, almost in the heart of
England, would not be terribly concerned with sea-breeze fronts except at
the end of a downwind dash to the
coast. However, some of the local pundits have been insisting that they do
penetrate as far as our site from the
north-east, and pilots at nearby Rearsby (a bit nearer the Wash) claim to have
seen the occasional S.B.F. in the late
evening after a good light-westerly soaring day. On Easter Sunday (10th April)
rather exceptional conditions occurred
when a cold front was reinforced by sea
breeze and gave me a flight to remember
for a long time, while a number of
short out-and-retum tasks were foiled by
the almost incredible conditions.
The day started with low stratus and
poor visibility, and it took cODsidera.ble
optimism to plan cross-countries, although the morning forecast told of a
weak cold front clearing rapidly from
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the south by mid-morning. Late arrivals
.from the Stratford region confirmed that
a large area of blue, with good Cu pop·
ping already, was moving rapidly northwards, and so flight preparations
changed into top gear. The Oly trailer
had been totally destroyed in the previous wee}{.-end's gales, and so 09.30 hrs.
saw a band of eager workers busily
modifying an ex-syndicate trailer. Since
they appeared to have everything under
control (and I was getting in the way), I
moved off and tried drawing lines on
my map and attending to the sundry
details that one remembers at the last
minute.
By 10.00 hrs. the clearance had arrived, and by 12.00 hrs. cloudbase was
up to 3,200 feet a.s.!. with tops at 7-8,000
feet. By 13.00 hrs. streets were forming,
and since reports of strong lift were
coming in, an immediate launch in the
Club Oly 2 was thought prudent to enable an attempt on five-houTS as well.
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The Tiger waved me off at 2,500 feet
a.s.l. (airfield 500 feet a.s.l.) with Downbarn Market declared for Silver distance,
down a light (estimated 5 kts.) west wind.
The flight progressed normally, albeit
rather slowly, a,nd I concentrated on
staying high. Going too fast had been
my downfall on two previous attempts
and I was in no hurry this time. Some
thermals near Market Harborough were
worked in company with a 463 and,
later, a Ka-6, doing the Bicester Spitalgate O. & R. task. Conditions 'by this
time were superb with smooth 4 and 6
kt. thermals and about 418 Co. based at
3,600 feet ;I.s.l. rising rapidly.
At 14.30 hrs. I crossed CQrby, heading
for Peterborough" but alas; directly on
track about five miles east of Corby
there was what appeared to be an enor~ous decaying Cu-nim with cloudbase
Virtually on the ground, tops at about
7,000 feet, and rags of fracto-cumulus
al(;mg its edges. The street that I was
usmg disappeared into this ragged grey
mass, and it was felt wise to divert
south where good C\I were still working.

This 'Cu-nim was an evil-looking thing,
squatting on the ground like some
science fiction monster, and it was disconcerting to find that I was continually being caught up by the cloud mass
whenever I stopped to make a climb.
It was at this point, desperately trying to claw my way out of this mess,
that I lost myself. Descending rapidly
under a small local area of overdevelopment, I was down to 1,200 feet a.s.1.
(about 1,000 feet above ground) when 1
was saved by a tiny thermal Just as 1
was giving up hope. During the slow
climb I located myself over tbe AS just·
south of Oundle,which gave me a great
fillip, since previous cross-countries have
found me lost almos,t the' moment I
crossed the airfield boundary, and. staying lost thereafter.
00 reaching' cloudbase, I was in .a
position to see that the. Cu-nim formed
some sort. of front stretching to the
eastern horizon. It was about this time
that the possibility of a sea-breeze fmnt
occurred to me, since it seemed to fit in
with the book descriptions. At the time
3i3

I would have preferred to a.void using it
and play safe, but the local lack of
cumulus left me nO alternative and I
made contact just west of Alconhury.
Within a few minutes I was at 4,000
feet and convinced that I had made the
right decision. The haze-wedge was
clearly defined with rags ·of "curtain

fi'\
<IN
cloud" forming in it, and I set off along
the line of the front at 55 kts.. all
thoughts of Downham Market now gone.
Without turning I was able to maintain
between 2,500 feet and 5,400 feet, but
occasionally the '''monotony'' w.as broken
by diverting south to interesting-looking
eu, rejoining the front after making a
"normal" climb. Sometimes the lift was
up against the sheer wall of cloud,
sometimes up to a mile away, but there
was nO ditlkulty staying in it. The flight
took me over Huntingdon, Cambridge,
Newmarket, Chedburgh, Wattisham and
Ipswich in little over an hour. With five
hours now a distinct possibility, I was
reluctant to go too near the coast, and
50 I went back inland a bit to R.A.F.
V{attisham,. where I soared locally for
two nours.·
.
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With one hour to go to complete my
duration, a sudden bout of airsickness
made me decide to land, and a rapid
descent was made using airbrakes. How'ever, having quickly recovered during
the descent, I found myself at 1,200 feet
a.s.l., cursing my ill-luck and scratchjng
in turbulent brOken lift almost directly
over R.A.F. Wattisham. I battled for
about ten minutes, during which time I
drifted about a mile to the east in the
prevailing westerly, while below me the
airfield windsocks showed a light easterly blowing off the coast. At this point,
having regained .about 100 feet, I looked
up to see the Suffolk Club's two-seater
(Ka-7?) whirling round in tightly disciplined circles about 500 feet above, so
I moved over a short distance and contacted strong but very narrow lift, which
took me rapidly hack to cloudbase.
I landed at R.A.F. Wattisham at 18.15
hrs., and watched the front, still working, until dusk. Two magnificent Cu-nims
were sitting stationary over Ipswich, and

others could be seen along the front to
the west, their anvils silhouetted by the
setting sun, making a suitable ending to
a glorious day.
Meteorological Notes
WENT to the London Weather
Centre and had a look at the charts
for Sunday, 10th April. They show a
very well marked cold front in the

I

position reported by the pilot. It had
travelled northwards over Southern England the previous night as a warm front
(and was still tending to do so in the
west at 13.00 G.M.T. on 10th). 1 sketched
the positions at 12, 13 and 14 h. G.M.T.,
shown in the diagram.
There was a complete overcast of low
stratus to the north of the front in the
morning, so that there was little solar
heating near the Norfolk coast. However, later in the day the stratus burned
off and gave a little heating there.
Showers and thunderstorms developed in
the warm air to the south of the front
and locally also along it during the
afternoon and evening. The front eventually moved. south into the Channel
during the night.
It therefore seems that the front described by the pilot was a large-scale
feature, although it may have been enhanced in the east by sea breeze effect
from the Norfolk coast.
Since the front seems to have been
pivoting about the Rearsby area at 14.00
G.M.T., the frontal characteristics would
have changed to the west of Rearsby.
KEN BIGNELL

R.A.F. GERMANY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Botzweilerhof, 26th June to 10th July
Final
Place
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pilo/(s)
N. Smith
P. Dawson
A. Whiffen
B.Kay
D. Austin
R. Passfield,
C. Foot
R. Paker
J. Collins
1. Smith
P. Hanson
T. Slack
A. Price,
D. Kilchener

Hjcop

(20%)
(20%)
(20'}-~)

(20°:')
(l0"{,)
(20"!,,)
(20%)

Day
2

I

872
632
800
431
352
1000
300
58
356
0
44

959
1000
934
577

439
187
285
545
285
292
276

0
(20%)

211

3

Total
Points

Sailplane

911
1000
617
694
800
287

2742
2632
2351
1702
1591

Ka-6CR
Ka-6cR
Olympia 463
Olympia 2B
Swallow

1474
1279
1175
641
405
320

Ka-2
Ka-2
Ka-6cR
Skylark 2
Swallow
Swallow

211

B-Spatz

694
572
-

113
0
0

Tasks: Day I, 109 km. Triangle; Day 2, Goal and Return 158 km.; Day 3. Goal
Race 164 km.
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ON FLYING THE NORTHERNS
2nd-10th JUly
By STEPHEN WILLS
syndic~te
In

HBN in March our
deciW
ded to buy a Dart 17R.
plac·e
of our faithfql Skylark 4, I might have

had second thoughts bail I known that
the new ship would be delivered the
day before the Northern Championships
started.
Arriving at Camphill on Friday afternoon we rigged rapidly; as I climj;led
aboard. I little thought that all the
height I should get was ten feet before
the winch cut. Luckily I was too frozen
with fear to develop any stick twitch
or rudder flap until after touchdown.
And then it dawned: perhaps despite
all the dire warnings of its "slipperiness",
this aircraft (a) flew and woufd behave
itself despite the pilot, and (b) could
withstand heavy landings over the formidable wall roots at Camphill.
However, it was with considerable
foreboding that I took the air on. the
first competition day to fiy Distance
along a Line through Husbands Bosworth via Kirton l.indsay. Things were
not improved by having a syndicate
member as crew patting the Dart fondly
just in case . . . !
I found out quite swiftly that a Dart
could scratch with the best of them.
Had it not been a competition, the day
was a day on which sensible pilots might
well have stayed al'Ound the site; but
in the circumstances obviously the best
plan was. to drift away from the site in
whatever lift could be found .. It was
very shortly afterwards that I found
myself in rather better weather, over
Chesterfield, in company with several
others.
One Of two reasonable thermals and
Kirton Lindsay hove in View, with a
lovely cloud just before it sucking like
mad. 0 horror of horrors - to throw
it away jus; to have a look at the
marker! to find on my feturn that the
cloud nad colla~ I
I then proved that this was ne day
for getting away from a low altitude.
However, I was happily rescued by ·a
Ka-6, and was later embarrassed by
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leaving the kindly presented thermal for
another stronger one, thereby beating
the Ka-6 into a cloud which bore me
to 7,500 ft.! On emerging, I glided down
to find that the conditions had. 'sadly
deteriorated on course, and a rather
measly line of cloud departed at right
angles towards the east. "Go with .the
weather" and "Glide it out'" battled
furiously. "Weather" won, and soon
The Wash hove in view. Tea at Boston? . . . No - littl~ clouds f.armed a
sort of sea-bre.eze effect and I floated
on a south-westerly course quietly back
inland. My anxious crew now underneath, and on the lookout for at least
3,000 yards .of runway, decided that
Wittering was for me, especially as I
had run out of lift and the fields around
were filled with corn and so I radioed
them to ask for landing permission.
To cut a long story short, I left the
cell block two hours later, having exercised two fire engines and three police
cars, and provided suitable details to
keep ten R.A.F. bloodhounds busy for
some time checking whether or Dot my
intentions were honourable.
And so the Competitions continued
'with a race to Dunstable, where once
again a splendid cloud to 8,500 it. made
a glide out to Ampthill an easy task.
Had I fully appreciated the qualities of
my Dart, an arrival at Dunstable with
two feet to· spare might well have 'been
on.
With two wins and 400 points in
hand, I began to think thaf Lady Luck
was with me; but nevertheless it was
equally obvious that one bad day could
quickly erase my lead.
After a couple of Camphill specialities, the weather only clearing after No
Contest had been announced, the next
task, a race Camphill, Kettering, Swanton Morley, was clearly a No Contest
day but for the fact that the 'organisers
refused to recognise it as tbis, and so
off we all went. Soon 24 aircraft were
happiTy soaring a low wave which
showed how wrong we could be. This
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was undoubtedly the only way to leave
Camphill. A second wave over Matlock
clinched it for me. Once again' the Camphill weather deserted us over to the
west, and conditions were such that
Kettering was quite easily accomplished.
So good did it appear that I indulged
in a bitterly regretted loop over the
turning-point just to make sure they
saw me. Although still in compa.ny with
several others at 2,000 ft. there appeared
suddenly nothing to go for. I watched
race-minded friends drive off into the
distance getting lower and lower. I
decided that tbis was not for me, and
so I waited for conditions to improve.
Eventually, by going for patches of
sunlight, I managed to work my way
forward against an increasing headwind.
This was probably caused by a developing thunder cloud over Peterborough.
10 miles to my oorth. I could hear Bernard Fitchett in his Ka-6 at the top
prepa.riog for his final victorious •.glide
out". Finally a patch of sunlight over
Chatteris failed me and I was forced
to land.
.
However, as no one reached Swanton
Morley, I still held a lead of about
300 points over Chris RiddeIl, who harl
been dogging my footsteps in his 17R
right from the first day. What turned
out to be the final day came on Saturday, after two more No Contests. Visibility around Camphill on a race via
Long Eaton to Doncaster was once again
rather poor and thermal conditions
weak \Ultil Mat10ck was reached.
Very broken and twisted thctmals
took me ov~r the next ten miles to
Ripley and finally to Long Eaton with
a bad, nearly disastrous. dalliance ;u:=
west of Derby. After rounding the
turning'point, conditions were good to
Mansfield, but all the time cloud was
thinning out until only wisps of cloud
announced where lift had been ten
minutes previously. Thermals were few
and far between after Mansfield, and
unexpectedly strong Downs without the
corresponding Ups caught me unawares.
Worksop slid underneath at 2,000 ft
With only 1,200 feet with five miks
to go, I watched a 463 with 1,500 feet
start his finals. Knowing a little of th.e
southern approach to Doncaster, I
regretfully started to search. Down to
700 feet, five minutes later all seemed
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Coming down to earth . .. you'll need
Rubery Owen independent suspension
Towing is so smooth on a Rubery Owen independent suspension.
The torsion hars give 4 inches of independent movement to each
wheel and the whole unit allows a lower centre of gravity fo'r
e~ceptional roadholding and easier towing. Independent sus-pension makes a world of difference to towing. Fit a Ru1>ery Owen
axle to your trailer.

RUBERY OWEN & CO. LTD., Trailer Equipment Division,
p·O· Box 10, Darlaston, Wednesbdry Staffs.
Tel:James Bridge 3131.
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lost. An urgent plea over the radio
from Mary-Pen my wife "not to give
up" turned despair into determination.
Turning my back on the only landable
field ·in view, I selected a housing ,estate
as a possible thermal source with its
chimney, slag heap and all. Slight
flickers of green and red were small cncouragement, but the unenviable thought
of dropping in for tea in the parlour
spurred me on. Never have I worked
so hard. The flicker of green like willo'-the-wisp led me all round the houses,
until finally after what seemed like an
age, probably only 30 minutes, I made
a complete circle in half a foot per
second. Ten minutes later at 1,500 feet
it was in the bag.
I was one hour behind Chris Riddell,
but ~vertheless safely home despite being drenched with perspiration. We then
Filial
Place

Pilo/(s)

Hlcap

\. S. Wills
2. J. C. R iddeI!
3. B. Fitchett
4. V.Tull
5. M. Seth-Smith
6. B. Jackson
7. R. A. E. Dunn
8. J. Przewlocki
9. L. Bellamy
10. J. Reilly
Il. K. W. Blake
12. L. Crabb,
B. Crabb
13. M. S. Armstrong
14. R. Cousins
15. J. Tweedy
(10%)
16. D. S. Cooper.
J. Brooks
17. F. Knipe,
J. Reussne.r
18. T.Smith
19. L. Haynes,
D. Hatch
20. A. Beckett
21. K. Brown.
R. Perrott
(10%)
22. D.Dawson,
B. Davies
23. J. Tarr,
J. Bower
24. J. Everitt
(20%)
25. C. Christianson (30%)

watched the later arrivals, Mike Armstrong's being the most spectacular I
ever wish to see, as he cleared a housing
estate, mine workings, a railway line
and finally the boundary with inches to
spare, nearly carrying a tr.actor driver
over the line with him. To think I'd
chickened out at 1,200 feet over Tick

Hill!

Being only 137 poInts in the lead, the
final day dawned with nel'"ves at a stretch.
A task was set, but after fruitless searching by everyone it started to rain and
No Contest was declared.
And so the competition ended. All
praise be to the task-setters, Brian Jefferson, Mick Kaye and Bernard Thomas,
for some magnificent tasks under difficult
conditions, which in normal circumstances would never have been flown.

COlllest Day and Date
4
2
3
I
4/h
5th
9th
211d

967
893
537
537
799
537
574
832
779
697
0

488

-

0
0

108
0

-

779

-0

-

0

422
243

--

70
70

-

Sailplane

3016,
2881
2796
2283
2137
2120
2077
1964
1883
1680
1562

Dart 17ft
Dart 17R
Ka-6cR
Skylark 3F
Olympia 463
Olympia 463
Olympia 463
Dart 17R
Skylark 4
Skylark 3B
Skylark 3B
Dart 15
Skylark 4
Dart 17R
Sky

496
171
332
0
120
168
0
0
0
0
177
0

746
817
1DOO
924
461
690
617
744
532
539
617

807
1000
927
822
757
725
886
388
572
444
768
752

177
0
0
0
0

310
661
678
661

738
363
178

1240
1225
1024
964

137

798

Olympia 463

194
630

Skylark 4
Skylark 4

534
422

Dart 15
Dart 15

-

312

Skylark 2c

204

274

Olympia 463

172
7
0

Ka-6
Capstan
Harbinger

-

-

-0

-

-

-

15

0
12
-

-

593
398

136
0

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

0

To/al
Points

0

-0
0
129

0

-

63

-

0
25

0
0

0

0

1
0

-

39
0
0
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READV- STEADY-

NCE uj)Qn a time, when Pundits
O
flew Olympias and WaIly Wallington was just a met. man and not a god,

-

>.

By Wally Kahn

Lame Welch hatched a Golden Plot. It
was simple really: WaIly or Jock Findlater would telephone us and pass the
magic words ''The Golden Goose will
lay a Golden Egg" and we knew that
tbe weather was cooking up for a Gold
downwind dash. Somehow, the goose
never did lay.
Cooking Olympias moved on and so
.did the Met. office. Our any turned
Eagle, then Skylark amI now Dart. In
Ollr halcyon Skylark days the cry was,
"Dogleg, Lasharn-Long Mynd-Yarmouth
for Diamonds". Ahbough the Met. office
moved nearer to mine, that goose never
laid either.
With our new Dart came the latest
form of masochism caIled Diamond Tri-

Office. Oh could you, Oh would you?
Would I! Saturday, my sweet Met. man
said. No sleep, tried counting thermals
jumping over gliders at forty miles
divided by eight hours? Friday, another
can before work. goose still straining.
Work all day, impossible odds I
oought three lots of forty miles an hour
from two Dutch factories and resold
them to the Customs and Excise and
three customers - I wonder what they
did with them?
Pressure awful now: home - camera,
wife, Polo mints, radio, dog, sunglasses
into car. Don't think about 500 km.;
concentrate on driving. Yes Ma'am!
Make smaIl talk with dog, damn not dog, with wife. Damn - forty miles
per hour speed limit sign - back to
forty miles for eight hours, then motorway - fifty speed limit - thinks: fifty
only six hours and a bit. Then seventy
limit - seventy between thermals, not
enough. No police cars - eighty. Ab.

angles. Religious incantations sounded
like
" eighthoursatfortymilesanhour ".
Downwind dashes were out, taboo, old
hat and rather square.
Wednesday, 29th June, our goose
turned ever so slightly Diamondish. Friday or Saturday we eat egg, my clairvoyant Met. man said. Thursday, ilie
goose was distinctly broody, so we
moved the isobars out just a little.
Dinner that night with cricketing friends
was hell until I heard that they had an
important match that week-end and I
offered there and tben to ring the Met.

eighty between thermals, be back for
tea, cakes, polish finger nails: "You
see, chaps, what I did next was . . ."
Suddenly, big weightlessness trick camera, wife, dog et at floating - iliat
damn hum!? bridge at Odiham at eighty
between thmks!
Lasham - batteries - alarm clock sleep. Sleep? Not a hope, count gliders
jumping over thermals • • •
broody goose,
isobars
Saturday,
formed solid floor, fly local, bloody
goose, bloody Met. men, bloody gliding.
Saturday night all smiles again; some
idiot has seen TV weather forecast. Take
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silver colIectio.n from Burton, Burgess,
Carrow and others for sub to ring Sweet
kind clever Met. man. Bloody Met
man: "Sorry old chap, tomorrow will
be quite useless for gliding." Get drunk
- well just a leetle. Sleep. Thank goodness for drink, makes you get up real
early. Dog and me into garden, spend
pennies_ Watch dog playing with Diamond Eggs. Diamond Eggs! Lawn
covered in. lovely, round, oval, glorious
DIAMOND EGGs! Dirty great Eggs!
Clubhouse, flap, barograph, rig, ring
lovely Met man - depression, remember
it's partner's turn to fly and new trailer
hitch is still in the back of the car.
Feel like placing those eggs ever so
indiscreetly . . .
Nine-thirty, clouds, glorious clouds,
little white clouds. Fingernails don't
taste bad. "Do you take this man to be
your lawful wedded partner?" Private
ownership IS worse than marriage! Law-

ful-law - possession is nine points . . .
Friend, 'please, please one trailer hitch
- Oh thank you. Instructions to V.c.c.
(Utterly Committed Crew) to break eggs
on partner's head on arrival. Look at
map. agree with Burton, Burgess, Carrow and half the club on Lasham - the
W~ekin (British Alp near Wellington)W!ttering-Lasham. Map, damn Philip
WIlls and his sticky route tape. On at
last, dear clever Philip. Declaration,
OFFICIAL
camera, official observer.
OBSERVER. Ah Rib. Dear Rika. Thank
you Rika. Rika saying, "You must do
It, don't chicken out." Tug, airborne,
wheel, blast, blast, blast, I have forgotten to ... since the dog found those
eggs tbis early morning!
0tI: tow in the wrong place. Carrow
crowing about a Barn Door passing him
ID a thermal (his code for real tbermals Texan style). All I find are tbe

bottom half of stable doors - open at
that. To hell with start lines and all that
jazz: Off. Basingstokc - oh no, that
. . . Carrow sitting on barn door ahead
at Newbury. Newbury now, Door Carrowbarn at Wantage. Too much, only
one cure. Switch off radio. Peace, lovely

gliding, glorious silence. Ten minutes
later - one ulcer to other: "I wonder
where Carrow and the others are?"
Switch on radio. Broadway tower, hear
Burton, Burgess turn back. No Carrow,
barns or doors. Is he ahead out of
range?
Near Wrekin now. A front lies across
the Wrekin and is doing over Camphill
(Damphill) what I want to do oh so
badly. Four miles from Wrekin, no
good, bloody cloud solid mass. 'Radio
speaks, Carrow landing Halfpe.nny
Green airfield (damn silly name, bate
everything now). Carrow landing, landing, landing. Temptation - land with
him. Remorse! Poor Partner at Lasham " ... for better or worse ..." Turn
round, jolly fly home. Look at gliding
site near Evesham, very tempting. Hear
Goodhart and Burton on radio breaking 100 km. triangle records. Home.
home. Land. 240 miles in six-and-aquarter hours. No partners there, no
eggs either. Climb out, please Madam look the other way. Glorious. Feel much
better. Tea, cakes, Burton polishing
fingernail~: "You see chaps, what I did
next . . .
Oh what a bloody frustrating sport.
Why, why, why? Trouble is - I love

eggs.

.

~
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instructors let their pupils do
SOME
everything themselves at the earliest

possible moment, on the grounds that
the beginner only learns when he is
using the controls himself. Other instructors can hardly bear to part with the
stick and. particularly when soaring
of}ers, use the lift regardless. en the
excuse that the pupil will benefit from
the longer flight.
B'oth instructors may have the right
on their side when dealing with some
pupils. but will be wildly wrong when
dealing with others. But, however different pupils are, there is one thing they
all need, and very often do not get, and
that is really thorough basic training.
Far too often the pupil is given, or
allowed to have, so many different things
to do in his early flights that he never
learns any of them properly. If he continues through his training in this way
he partially overcomes his lack of understanding by contriving a series of aids
which seem to give him the result he
wants (e.g., turning over a particular tree,
using the brakes for landing instead of
the stick). After a while he can superficially handle the aircraft reasonably.
But big problems arise when he gets
even more to do while he is flyingresponsibility for circuit planning, circlin2 to use lift, flying on strong-wind
days, or landing across wind. Suddenly,
it seems, his flying goes to pieces. Something goes wrong on each flight; on one
his turns are awful, on the next they
ate all right but the landing is bad. He
becomes depressed at his lack of progress, and feels that he is not going to
ever get solo. This feeling of failur.e
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contributes to continued poor flying.
Of course, nothing has gone wrong
with the pupil or his ability. All that
has happened is that his lack of understanding of basic flying techniques shows
as soon as he has the extra responsibilities to cope with. It prevents him from
concentrating on the next immediate action, because his flying is nol vet instinctive.
.
r am sure that we have' gone toa far
with tbe laudable idea of letting the
pupil try to do all the flying as soon
as possible. He is not getting solo any
quicker; in fact, the launches to solo
have in recent years been rising more
than would seem necessary to cope with
present needs.
A further disadvantage of a sketchy
b.asis to flying is that tbe early lessons
do not get "fixed" in the pupil's mind.
On post-soja checks his turns soon become sloppy, he forgets to keep a good
look-Qut, he doesn't remember spin recovery drill, he is hesitant following an
unexpected c.able break.
If one happens on a bad case of
ufoundationless" flying, thekindest thing
is to take a deep oreath and work steadily through every stage of basic training
with the pupil, ensuring that he really
understands each step, and is confident
of his ability to carry it out. It may be
frustrating for the pilot to feel that he
has gone baf;k to school, but as soon
as the improvement in his flying begins
to show, he will think you less horrible.
The proper answer, of course, is good
basic training al the begillning:
J. The instrllctor should decide exactly
wbat be is trying to teach on any partic-

ular lesson, and above an what he is. nal
leaching and is lherefore ;taking complete responsibility for.
2. He should concentrate 011 ensuring
that his pupil is quite clear about what
he is trying to do, demonstrate the exercise concctIy and fully, and then ensure
that the pupil has sufficient time to learn
it properly.
3. The next stage is to teach the pupil
to link definite exercises - not vague
half-done manoeuvres - and to. ensure
that his concentration is not broken by
extraneous activities ilod confusions.
In this way the pupil will achieve a
well-learnt basis on which to build his
'subsequent flying, and he will become
a better pilot quicker.

INSTRUCTORS' WEEK AT LASHAM
There will be a B.G.A. National Instructors' Week from Saturday, 19th
November, to Sunday, 27th November
inclusive. This is being arranged as a
sequel to the successful C.F.I.'s Conference heJd last year, although this time
the progr.amme will be more eXtensive.
The first week-end will consist of an
Instructors' Panel Conference, and Meeting of Instructors,' Panel executives and
examiners.
MONDAY, 21ST Noy. to THURSDAY,
24TH Noy.-These days will be available
to Instructors from all over the country
to fly different two-seaters with senior
instructors; exercises will include general
aero-towing-Iow amI twin and shortrope. tows, stalling and spinning, field
landmgs, and category tests, and it is
hoped flying ,on various light aeroplanes.
FRIDAY, 25TH Nov. to SUNDAY, 27TH
No,v. will be the C.F.I.'s Conference (for
C.F .l.s and one other instructor from
each clUb). Conference membe.rs will
~ave priority flying on. the Friday, and
In the early morning of Saturday and
Sunday, weather permitting, There will
be lectures and discussions during the
week-end days on elementary training,
the use of powered trainers, early crosscountry flying, etc.
. Full information will go out by B'.G.A.
CIrcular. later, out any Instructors who
would l~ke to' bring a two-seater, or who
would lIke any special subject discussed.,
should Contact the Instructors' Panel
clo RG.A.
'
ANN WELCH

A SOBERING mOVGm

Report on the accident to Slingsby Tutor On

16th Ar>ril,

1965.

c.A.P. 263. Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, Is. 6<1.
This short and sad report should be
compulsory reading for all glider pilots.
For those who cannot get a copy quickly,
the following extract is reproduced.
"The evidence indicates that the pilot
was not manoeuvring the glider in a
manner likely to cause structural failure
and although there appears to have be~n
a high degree of turbulence at the time
it is not considered to h1lve been sufficient to overstress a sound wing structure. According to 'the Meteorological
Office there was a probability of gusts
up to a maximum of 800 feet per minute,
i.e. approximately 13 feet per second.
Even at the maximum permissible speed
for this type of glider, the normal
acceleration increment j)roduced by such
a gust is less than I':l: g.
"The report af the Forest Products
Research Laboratories showed the presence of slip planes and compressi6n
creases in the port wing; they were also
found to a limited degree in the starboard wing. Since the port wing failed
in tension. it is, considered tfiat the most
likely explanation is that the wing had
received compression damage, such as
from a heavy landlllg. at some ~ime
prior to' the accident, and that the turbulence ,encountered during the flight was
sufficiently severe to break the weakened
wing. Damage of this nature would not
be detectable during normal aircraft
maintenance."
The moral is obvious. If at any time
a glider could have been overstressed,
either in the air, on landing or take-off.
or during ground handling, the event
must be Eeported to a competent person.
Pocketing one's pride could save some
other pilot's life.
PAUL MtNTON,

Safely PUllel.

"TO FLAP OR NOT TO FLAP'"
This ankle, published in the last issue
on page 297. was written by Roger
Neaves, not Mr. Ward, and first appeared in BOA Instructor No. 4.
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GliDER PIIOIS- keep in touch by using the
f:n~·Bantam·two-way radiotelephone
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHt - IDEAL FOR AIR-TO-GROUND COMMUNICATION

* Weight only 4 Ibs.
* Fully transistorised
High Performance
** Air
Registration Board Approval
** Weather
Long' Endurance
proof

PVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.
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TELEPHONE CAMBRIDGE 61222

TELEX 81166

RIETI 1966
By PHIL.lP WILLS

· HEN
the Aero Club d'ltalia invited
me to fly in their 1966 Gliding
W
Nationals at Rieti, 2nd-12th August. I

accepted with alacrity, but little did r
realise in what a treat I had been permitted to take part.
I had flown in (and won) the 1961
Italian Nationals at Perugia, and it had
been a wonderful experience; but Rieti,
about 60 miles away in the next valley
to the south, gives gliding conditions
which I have little hesitation in saying
equal in strength of lift those met in
Texas or South Africa (though over a
smaller area), and. which for variety of
flying and beauty and interest of the
country flown over exceed both by a
very wide margin.
And where Rieti, in August, beats
every other site I know of is in that
month it has nearly 100% meteorological
reliability. We could have flown every
one of the 12 days, and the same was
true in 1965. On rest days there are
dozens of wonderful things to do, from
bathing in one of the many lakes to
expeditions to buildings and works of
unrivalled beauty and history.
To beat our National (and even
World) records, over triangles of up to
300 kms., one need go no further tban
Ricti, and until you have learnt about
mountain flying you are not a fullydeveloped glider pilot.
Although a lot nearer than Texas
or Kimberley, Rieti is still a long way
- three days, including the Channel
crossing, the Mont Blanc tuoDel, ani.! a
thousand miles motoring with the trailer,
gets you there fairly comfortably. And
the other thing to say is that, although
not nearly as tricky as mountain fiying
in the Aosta valley (with 10,000 to
14,000 ft. peaks all round), flying over
the Apennmes is still a man's game:
not nearly as dangerous as it looks
rwhich is just as well), but stn!. requir109 skill, discipline and caution.
The risk is minimised by not flying
except in conditiolls which, by Our
standards, are absolutely roaring, and
on no day did ·one launch into less than
3-knot thermals, which worked up to

double that figure, and even then conditions were said to be subnormaL
From the ground the country looks
unlandable: small fields and powerwires in the valleys, and steep mountains, but from the air there are only
a few, and known, valleys in which for
a few miles there is no landing-place
to be found.
The lessons to be learnt from mountain flying form a chapter in the behaviour of the air which to most British
pilots is virtually unknown.
Envisage the valley containing Perugia, Assisi, Foligno and SpoIeto, perhaps
20 miles wide, and 30 miles long from
north to south, surroun~ by steep
mountains running up to 5,000 ft. To
the south, over the mOUfltaim, a deep
valley running east and west contains
Temi (a steel town), then another range,
south of which is the bowl containing
Rieti, about 10 miles across in each
direction, surrounded by more mountains running uo to 7,000 ft.
Now the surface wind can effectually
blow only up and down the valleys, but
the upper wind is almost invariably
across them. One day, flying over the
west-facing mountain south-east of. Perugia, I saw factory-chimney smoke at
Perugia blowing to the south, smoke
from Spoleto, 20 miles south, blowing
to the north. Cloud shadows, showing
the upper winds, were coming from due
west. My mountains had spurs facing
N.W. and S.W. To which place should
one go for lift? Without a relief m '11',
it is difficult to answer this and the other
hundred simil~r problems which present
themselves, but I got very much better
at forecasting the right ansWers before
the meeting was over. The time of day,
and hence the direction of the sun, of
course came into the calculations, as
did your own altitude when the problem
presented itself.
In one day's task I used thermal lift.
mountain-slope lift to 10,000 ft, wave
lift and the roughest rotor I have ever
met - I thought for a few minutes it
might use me, but the Dart overcame it.
We flew seven tasks -all were enchanting, two were memorable, and OOe
was amongst the half dozen most
interesting and exciting !lights I have
ever made. I will try and write these up
for the next issue of S. & G.
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BICESTER EASTER RALLY

T

HE following scores are published as they have been accepted for rating purposes.
The task, an Out-and-Return to Spita!gate (72 miles), was flown on the 10th April.
1966, and was the only contest day which resulted from this Rally.
Name
Points Name
Poims
A. J. Deane-Drummond
1000 D. F. Holding
117
J. Delafield
987 J. H. Stanley
706
980 D. J. Marpolc
G. M acA. Bacon
702
J. S. WiIliamson ...
970 J. G. Croshaw
695
E. J. Meddings
970 P. D. Lane
695
N. W. Kearon
970 D. S. Innes
695
H. C. N. Goodhart
845 P. W. WiIliam:
694
A. W. Gough
834 J. A. Evans
690
G. R. Barrell
834 C. J. Gildea
671
K. C. Mcrgan
833 M. R. Medland
66\
R. A. E. Dunn
825 C. P. O. Alty
655
E. Stark
765 E. G. Shephard
634
749 P. Hanneman
N. A. Wilkinson ...
634
A. SomerviIle
734

CORRECTION: Westem Regionals
Table of final results. August·September issue, page 305:
\7. J. V. Inglesby scored 205 points on
day 4, making total points 824.

SOUTHDOWN

AERO

18. W. Mason and M. J. Smith. Smith
scored 24 points on day ~, making
total points 754.
20. W. Fay scored 24 points on day 5,
making total points 472.

SERVICES LIMITED

offers YOU a complete· gliding service
Our workshops guarantee first class Cs. of A. and repairs carried
out by a highly skilled team under ideal conditions.

Our gliding shop now carries a complete range of the best instruments and equipment, as well as all the "bits and pieces" you are
oound to want-and it's open at weekends.
-

Our experts are always ready to, help solve your problem.
Call in, write

Of

phone-

KEN FRIPP
Southdown Aero Services Ltd.
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Mants.
Telephone Herriard 359
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FIRST GOLD FOR WALES
By IAN SHATTOCK
HE Midland G.C. Easter Rally provided the first opportunity to get a
T
Gold C height. but it was not to be. A
climb from minus four hundred feet
(above Mynd) to ten-five seemed to be
good enough, but I didn't count on the
ink freezing, the clock stopping and lack
of base line preventing my Gold.
It was, thcrefore, with an anxious eye
on the shortening summer that on 17th
July 1 rang the Met. at Rhoose to find
out what was in store. The very prevelant northerly airflow was again f"recast
with diminishing st:rength throughout the
jay, with a possibility of sea breeze
"stopping" the flow near OUT position
eight miles north of the sea. The term
the met. used was a Iikelihoud of a
"heat sink" forming over the vale of
Glamorgan with cu. to 8.000 ft. and
occasional ones to 14,000 ft., doudbase
around 4,000.
At the site everyone seemed pr·coccupied with the routine of getting flying started, amid cries for tow-rope,
lifting, petrol and the numerous chores.
including the repair to the 21 where a
sheep had contemptuously kicked a hole.
As soon as I had assured the rest of the
Skylark syndicate that they weren't at
all keen to fly-we bate flying in very
low wind conditions on our site--I set
about rigging, barograph smoking, mapfolding and other "pundit type" tasks.
Amid jeers from all but the most optimistic, I donned warm clothing, gloves,
and fitted a cellular plastic seat cushion
for insulation. A small cushion between
the 'chute and me, and I was ready. The
launch was a magnificent 700 ft. but out
over the valley at 500 ft. I hit a two-knot
thermal which took me to 3,000 It. The
plan was to fly north to clear our airways and then west along Green One
South Edge. This would place me in a
~lear airspace with the north wind drivIng me away from airways-over the
Bristol Channel. Therma'\s were fair with
occasional 4 kts. to cloudbase while the
wind at 4,000 ft. a.s.l. was ab~ut 15 kts.,
Which made it hard going to keep high
and northerly.

At Hirwaun Edge, &00 ft. sheer facing
north, there were big cu. forming, and it
was just west of the~e that] first entered
cloud. The first climb was very go.od
with up to six knots at times. ] used the
idea of centring on maximum noise and
it seemed to work, but at 7,000 ft. ] was
only getting 2-4 knots. Eventually, with
a few rather high-speed turns, I lost the
lift and flew Qn compass to N.W. Again
] entered cloud and again I reached
7,000 ft. At this point I had the impression that the altimeter had stopped. On
reflection, however. I was used to seeing
it go up in large jerks, but as ] was
getting lift of only 2-4 knots, one hardly
expects IlI-rge movements. I had been in
the air about three hours and I was yet
to top 8,000 ft. Still, I had all day-or
did ]7 The sky seemed generally filling
up with cloud and didn't seem to be
Gold C height type at all. Just as well
to edge towards the site area-no point
in a long retrieve.
With the site in view about 8 miles to
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LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER . ..,.
PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY
TYPE EB 62

A compact parachute assembly desigoed especially
for use by 'pilots of Br.itish and continental gliders and
suitable for canvas or pan type seats, Weight 18 Ibs.
For full details write to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVING AIR CHUTE of G.B. LTD.

LETCHWORTH • HERTS' Yel 6262 • 1e18l82198
the- east, I came across a very dark,
evil-looking cloud with a sort of octopus
look about its underside. Before I
reached the tendrils of cloud hanging
below, I was in six knots and wasted no
time in getting into a turn. The lift
before en-tering cloud was six to eight
knots and was the strongest I had so far
encountered outside of cloud. Sure
enough, once inside, it built up to eight
or more. This was the one. I thought;
seven thousand feet to go inside. First
there was wet air with moisture all over
the canopy, then this stopped and after
a shott while a hissing 'noise arose above
the normal slipstream. The canopy let in
fine bits of white occaSionally. and if
the window Qr vent was opened the
whole cockpit became filled with them.
I coltldn't help thinking of those little
glass snowstorm novelties which one can
buy.
Occasional peeps at tble wing revealed
a j;lassy, knobbly coating on the leading
edge which was rapidly taking on a
frosty look. Amid the gloom it seemed
more comfortable inside and I was glad
to concentrate on the T. & S. and A.S.l.
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The vario- seemed to take care of itself. Oc.casionally I would open out the
turns to the smallest of deflections on
the T_ & S. needle and tighten up when
the noise and/or lift increased. It was no
surprise to me to have to centre on the
Mt, but I was surprised to be able to
keep it up on instruments.
My recollections of heigbt and the
symptoms of outside weather conditions
at various levels are very vague. I was
concentraling so much on staying in the
lift. Eve/1.tually 11,000 ft. came, still in
10 knots to off-the-clock. and it was here
that I relaxed and took stock. Could I
go higher? I was still in clOUd in lift, -so
with a check on the brakes ,and a guesstimate of position, I was about to
concentrate on climbing again. The
brakes, however, were solid and I could
only operate the lock. Relw;tantly. but
with a glad heart anyway, J set course
to RE. and waited. At about 9.500 ft. J
broke cloud and saw just bow much ice.
snow and hail I had really -ccllected-I
photographed it several times in colour
-and kept N.E. until I could see "the
wood from the trees'. I had cloud almost

all around with large flat areas of it
stretched around me. Still the brakes
were frozen, although never once did I
feel the cold.
At about 8,000 ft. I saw a dark blur in
the otherwise grey sea of cloud and
decided it might be a hole. Turning
steeply now, for I had the clouds for
horizon, I tried to get down into it. It
seemed to be the time for a spin. I don't
"love" spins, but this was the ideal time
to use it. I entered the spin by the slow
turn-bootfull-of-rudder method and was
pleasantly surprised to see the horizon
sliding around at a good rate with the
nose only just below it. Funny, I thought,
I should have the dark patch just below
me spinning around my canopy. I took
corrective action, taking plenty of time,
and I was turning properly once more.
r repeated the manoeuvre and checked
the instruments. ) was certainly spinning,
over 10 kts. down, 40 kts. A.S.I. and
T. & S. needles crossed. I continued to
go down, and once through the hole
found myself well to the S.E. of the si,te
about 10 miles away. The spin, I feel,
must have been a very flat one due to
excessive ice in the tail surfaces, and I
give full marks to the Skylark 2 and her
makers for handling characteristics with
c. of g. welf aft.
A most exhilarating glide at 100 kts.

back to the site, with the ice breaking off
in large lumps, termill;lted my third flight
for Gold - three tries for a Welshman.

rOB SAI.E
owing to illMU privm.ly owltHl

".ry good

Ka-6Cr Pe (Schleicher built)
300 accident·free launches. Especially good
wing surface. Extended nose. Special finish.
Beautifully laid·out codpit with complete
installation for Height, Blind and Competition
flying. Instruments, A.S.!., Altimeter; Cross'
fell Vario (2 scales) with Audio; 5 m. Vario
with McCready ring; 1 m. (Sensitive) Vario;
oxygen installation with demand supply;
Artificial Horizon with transistorised inverter
and 12v. accumulator; Cook Compass; Clock
with stopwatch; covers for glider and closed
trailer which can be !ell in open.
Price: £1,500 ex Dortmund, Germany.
Radio ilUtallmion ca.n b. tak.n ov., ,at cost pric•.

Karl-Heinz Tiede
Lunen, Dorfstrasse 67, Germany.

Bow 10 gel "SIIILPIJINE AND GLIDING"
"Sailplane and Gliding" can be obtained in Ihe U.K. a1 all Gliding Clubs. or !ICJ1d
~4s. (post incl.) for .n Annual Subscription to: The British Gliding Associalion. 7S
Victoria Streel. London. S.W.I. Single copies and most back issucs .re al.., available.
price 4s. (post incl.). Enquiries regarding bulk orders of 12 or more copies. al wholesale prices. should be made 10 The Brilish Glidinll Associalion.
OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA:
B. Rowe. Waikerie. South Auslralia.
CANADA:
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. p.a. Box 621. St. Laon:nt 9
P.Q. (single copies 60 c. or U.S. S3.50 anno.uy).
HOLLAND :
J. Th. van Et!<. Fazanlstraal 31. Maassluis, Pll'trekeninc 3230,
Abonncrm:nlsprijs Fl. 12.50.
SWEDEN:
Flyg Bibliorekel, Ljungb)'gllta.rl 8, Box 2, Ljunlbyhed. (pren.
19:75 Kr.)
V.S.A.:
P\e.lsc apply direcl 10 Brilish Glidin. Asaoc:i.lion. Siecle eopieI
4s. (poSI incl.) or 24s. annually (60 cenl. or U.s. S3.5O annually).
(Personal cheques acceptable.)
OR:
T. R. Bcosley. Soaring Snpplies. 2727 Arizona Avenue, RI. 6,
Yoma, Arizona 85364.
It......Ch.r Cloth .i.... takillC 12 iuuH (1 ,.
wm aIoo W.4 ,..... a.G.A
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Robert H. H.1I &. Company (Kent) Ltd.
Paddock Wood, Kent. Tel: Paddock Wood 561.

AIP1, Modular Building Division
One of the Austin-Hall Group

Scottish Agents:
Ladyknowe Timber Co. AIP1, Moffat, Dumfriesshire. Tel: Moffat 300 & 157
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND FOR HEIGHT
Name
Club
1966
12.3
R. A. Neaves Airways
B.Fitchett
Leicester
30.3
A. Doughty
London
12.3
DIAMOND FOR GOAL
No.
Name
Club
1966
2/211 C. O. Hancox Fenland
28.5
2/212 C. R. Simpson Leicester
15.5
2/213 A. MacDona1dLondon
15.5
2/214 A Doughty
London
30.8.59
GOLD C COMPLETE
Club
No. Name
1966
158 A. Doughty
London
13.3
159 A. MacDonald London
15.5
160 K. A. Harrison Bicester
19.6
161 I. H. Shatlock; S. Wales
17.7
162 D. J. Marpole Fulmar
17.7
GOLD C DISTANCE LEGS
Name .
Club
1966
A. Mac DonaId
London
IH
D. J. Marpole
Fulmar
17.7
GOLD C HEIGHT LEGS
Club
Name
1966
A. Doughty
London
12.3
K. A. Harrison
Bicester
19.6
r. H. Shattock
S. Wales
17.7
R. McLuckie
Moonrakers
11.6
SILVER C CERTIFICATES
No.
3/47
3/48
3/49

No.
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
I OZ
1803
18114
1805
1806
I 07
1808
1809
1~1O

ISI I
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1838
1839
1840

Name
N. W. Fox
R. F. Brad.haw
J. B. Stewart
D. A. Donnell.y
A. R. Walker
W. L. Edwan:ls
A. T. Farmer
L. J . Monk
C. Falkingbridge
T. Moss
J. W. Jenkin.
F. Thomp'IOn
R. A. Hare
D. C. Brown
F. S. Webb
K. N. Slephens
R. J. Buckels
B. Holmes
B. King
M. P. Stavenau
R. J. Smith
T. W. Slater
H. G. Westlake
C. F. Whilbread
A. D. Palmer
J. Greig
P. D. Simmons
G. W. HaUs
K. M. Phipps
P. A. Bartle
P. HUlchings

Club
1966
Cambridge
29.5
Perkins
15.5
Surrev
7.5
Cr.nweU
15.5
London
28.3
West Wales
15.5
Four Counties
1.5
Clevelands
15.5
Perkins
30.5
Oxfon:l
15.3
West Wales
15.5
Doneaster
2.6
Oerby &. Lancs.
15.5
Kent
8.6
Covenlry
8.6
Bath
11.6
Phoenix
29.5
Derby & Lancs.
15.5
Aldershot
11.6
Four Counties
5.6
London
26.5
Chilterns
19.6
614G.S.
18.6
Kent
4.6
Dorsel
18.6
Soulhern Command
4.6
Bristol
7.5
Phoenix
19.6
Donet
3.7
Essex
3.7
Balu,eroown
18.6

1824 A. R. Dick
18n S. B. Marshal!
1826 H. Blake
1827 F. A. MeKenna
1828 B. Connolly
1829 J. C. Tay!or
1830 M. Pocock
1831 E. Cosser
1832 J. M. Worswick
1833 G. G. Hayman
1834 J. M. Gill
1835 K. ChallenoT
1836 P. F. Smith
1837 H. Askew

26.6
18.6
5.6
8.6
26.6
15.5
18.6

S,=OUish

Scottish
Fulmar
Fenland
Four Counties
Derby &. Lancs.
Bath
Imperial Coli.
Derby & Lancs.
Comish
Airways
Surrey
Leicestershire
Mendips

\.1.6

15.5
30.6
30.6
30.6
23.5
30.6

LASHAM
FOR WEEKLY GLIDING
COURSES
Deiails from:
The Course Secretary.
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd.
Alton, Hants.
Telephone: Herriard 270

AVAILABLE fN OCTOBER

STANDARD REPAIRS TO GLIDERS
by R. C. Stafford AlLen
This new book is based on AP 2662 A
and 8 but contains more information on
glider repairs and full up-to-date illustrations. It is specially bound to allow
whole sections to be replaced as new
sections are issued containing amendments and advanced techniques. This is
a practical handbook for the glider
inspedor and repairer.

Price 35/- plus 2/6 postage

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
Artillery Mansions.
75 Victoria St.... t.
LONDON. S.W.1.
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OBITUARY
LC.OTTLEY
was a fine
L EONARD
"bllckroom boy". tIe

example of a
ran a garage
and repair workshop in a yard behind
some shops near Alexandra Palace. He
had been a fitter and probably a rigger.
tOO, in the first War, of which he seldom
spoke. He was a shy, retiring man who
f.ound difficulty in mixing with his fellows and, as is often the case in these
circumstances. he assumed a somewhat
aggressive front. He first became known
to me in 1940 when the R.A.F. decided
to introduce gliding into the A:T.C.,
under pressure from Air Commodore
Chamier.
For economy reasons it was decided to
set the Cadets to build Cadet gliders
from kits of parts supplied by Slingsby.
This proved to be an almost impossible
job, due largely t~ lack of know-bow
and time. Ottley appeared on the scene
and I was the conta~t man - I soon
found L.C. hated officialdom and was
suspicious of anybody in uniform. Fortunately I also was a garage man. but
even so it took a long time to break
down the barriers and get behind his
fa~ade.

He tume:d out to be a really first-rate
engineer, with all the enthusiasm and
know-bow we could possibly want. As
long as we could keep the high-ups, as he
called them, at a respectable distance,
he could and did work miracles.
In the early days of A.T.e. gliding,
with very few instructors and poor equipment, we broke the gliders, and Ottley
received them on Monday mornings to
get them ready again for the next weekend. He. with a few reliables and a
number of women and girls. got down
to the job in earnest-patching and repairing and building gliders.
The Ottfur hook came to perfection in
his capable hands, and in fact he handmade many dozens in the first year. The
basic idea was explained and a cardboard model produced, and when he
realised the vital need for such a hook
he worked on it almost day and night
until it gained official A.R.B. approval.
The now almost universal landing
waetl was popularised by Ottley being
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willing to experiment with poSItIOn and
size, often at short notice, working weekends and long into the night. Fortunately
there was little knowledgeable official
inspection, so experiment wa'S birly easy,
and we who had to fly the machines had
complete faith in L.C:s skill and ability.
To spend an hour or two with
Leonard in his private workshop was a
revealing experience for any .engineer:
his array of tools, the condition of them,
the loving -care bestowed on them and
his amazing ability to use them, made
the best of us feel like apprentices.
Work was his hobby, as seen in his
many models, particularly a wonderful
railway engine complete and to scale in
every derail. made by his own handevery nut and bolt. Also he made a
superb grandfather clock. which he
claimed (and I believe him) did, among
the more usual clock. indications, something which appears every 6,000 years.
He liked to expound on this and his
audience never really knew if it was a
leg-pull or not
He could make anything and would in
fact have a go, especially if one quietly
suggested that it was even too difficult.
for him. He kept monkeys, which he
seemed to understand and like better
than men. We who were privileged to
know L.C. recognised Qur good fortune
to have met a genius. He was a great
character. I wish there were more like
him.
J. F.

R. PHILlP COOPER
Co(}per died on August 2nd, after
PHIL
an operation, at the age of 64. He had
been living on only about half a lung
for some years, and only his courage and
tenacity can have kept him going for so
long.
Phil was one of the kindest and most
generous of men. I have been plodding
through myoid SAILPLANES but haven't
found when he first came into gliding.
He gained his C on the 29th July, 1'9'34.
In 1935 he joined with Jack Dewsbery
and Kit Nicholson in one of the first
syndicates, buying the Rhonbussard
which Joan Meakin (now Joan Price)
had aero-towed over from Germany the
year before. and they came and corn-

peted at the B.G.A. competitions at
Sutton Bank. On the first day, I noted
Phil had two Bights each lasting one
minute, and I thought this must sh()w
he was still in an early stage of profi·
ciency, until I noticed that my own Bight
that day lasted the same time-we were
indulging in a sp()t-landing competition
from a winch-launch.
In 1936 the Bussard was changed for
a Rhonsperber-of which the rather sad
remains are still in the hangar at Dun;table. For during the war, the 'Sperber
got left out in its trailer in the rain, and
never recovered. Phil was the "baby" in
the 'Sperber Syndicate, and his good
nature was so overwhelming that it was
difficult not to take advantage of it. In
the September 1937 issue of SAILPLANE
there is rather a sad little picture of him
beside the glider, muffled up to the nines.
swigging a mug of cocoa. The caption
reads: "R. P. Cooper, who was launched
at 7.24, 6.40, and 6.55 on three consecutive mornings, is here seen taking
nourishment before one of these early
flights." The wind would then drop,
Phi! would descend, thermals would
start. and his partners shared the subse-

quent flying. Anyway, on one of these
early starts Phil got in his Silver C
duration.
It took him until August 7th, 1939, to
get his Distance, with a 65~mile flight
from Huish to Dunstable. and I don't
think he ever got his height. As Silver
C's were in those days issued by lSTUs.
a German body, I doubt if they would
have got round to it if he had. as other
things intervened.
During the war Phil ended up in the
Glider Pilots' Regiment, a pretty extraordinary feat since he was far from fit,
which prevented him getting beyond the
early stages. But he remained a fanatical
devotee for the rest of his life, and was
the Secretary of its post-war Association
for many years.
His record as a pilot in sp()rting gliding does not read very impressively, but
I remember him, as will all old-timers,
because he was enthusiastic and kind
and generous and compietely unse.lfish.
We shall always need people like Phil,
and they will always be rememhero:d with
affection.
P.A.W.

tCORRESPONDENCE
A NEW LOOK AT THE CHAMPIONSHIP SYSTEM
Dear Sir,
.
May I be allowed to express opinions on several rather tenuously related subjects
In the compass of one letter? First of all. has not the time now come for an entir,ely
new look at our competition system? We are bogged down with a rating scheme
which, except for a few "has-heens" like me, makes few glider pilots happy. with the
prospect of a handicapping scheme which appears unlikely to he universally accept·
able, with a scoring system which keeps long-suffering mathematicians up all night,
and with an unnecessarily limited second-hand market for our gliders. Surely fundamental changes ate called for. I suggest that the B.G.A. should now promote Class
Competitions in Darts, Olympia 465's, Skylark 3'5 (and 4's'!), Ka-6's, and perhaps
ot?ers. Each of these would produce an annual Champion of the Class, al1(\ the plan
mIght lead to international class championships. Not only would this improve the
second-hand value of such gliders, but might enoourage new construction in a popular
class thereby reducing the original price. Clubs without aero-tow facilities would
become the strongholds of the lighter. most easily winch-Iaunchable classes. Class
qU~lifying competitions WQuld probably in due course become necessary on a
regIonal basis. The system is borrowed from yachting, and has been used very
SUccessfully in gliding in the U.5.A.
. There would, of course, continue to be an Open Class so as to stimulate new
de~lgn. hO pen Champion" might still be the most sought-after title. For this compeE:0n there would be only one League (because most of the reasons for establishing
ague 2 no longer now apply). In both Open and Class Championships (which
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should be held at varying times of year so as not to exclude pilots with fixed calendars
such as those of schools and universities), there would be a small number of
Authorised Qualifying Contests from which the top x pilots would be eligible to fly
in the Champi{Jnship so as to make, together with the top 20 from the previous
year's championship, a total of not more than 50 aircraft in each championshipwhether Class, or Open. In addition, for every 10 in a Class Championship one pilot
would be admitted to the Open Championship. It might be desirable to hold an Open
Championship for gliders with less than 15 m. span, though the somewhat farcical
name of "Standard Class" should be dropped as being totally misleading.
All competitions would be WalIy-marked, self-supporting from entrance fees. and
as greatly automated as possible. With this system, interchange between qualifying
and championship competitions would be more rapid in both directions (not before
time) and no eligibility would depend on more ancient flying form than that of the
previous summer. When the new system has been perfected. it should be recom·
mended to the C.V.S.M. for promotiOrl on an international scale.
Designated Starts, Dropping Zones and Task Flexibility
In a very large competition. Designated Starts may ease some organisation difficulties, though they greatly add to the responsibility of the Contest Director. As has
frequently been pointed out, they remove one significant refinement in competition
fiying-the look of the sky and its effect on each pilot. We are told with a cry of
triumph that boardmanship is eliminated, but surely individual assessment of the
up-wind sky should be :f part of the contest, however good the day-and anyway
playing with the discs on the hooks is all good dean fun, especially when the day is
deteriorating as you watch it. There may be some conditions in which a Designated
Start has more advantages than disadvantages, though even this seems doubtful.
The recent Regional Competition at Dunstable demonstrated the potential
unfairness of the Designated Start. With a good forecast there was earlier and greater
over-development than was expected, with the result that, because of rain, launching
had to be suspended when less than half the field was in the air. Thereafter large
dead areas surrounded the Dropping Zone intermittentJy for the rest of the day. Had
the Dropping Zone been considerably larger and the tug pilots been instructed to
drop gliders in any available lift in a three-mile square upwi.nd of the starting line, a
much fairer contest would have resulted. It may be claimed by the advocates of the
Designated Start that "Pilot Selected Time" would have been more appropriate on
that day-but the margin between good convection and over-convel;tion is a narrow
one for even the most skilful Met. men to differentiate. I suggest that tugs doing
their best to drop gliders in lift, within a comparatively large specified area. is
basically fairer than dropping them over a fixed point.
In view of Met. forecast difficulties, I suggest that as a matter of standard
practice alternative tasks should be set. If pilots were t.\?ld tbat until the time of first
take-off there would be A, Band C tasks-say a triangle, a downwind race and free
distance-the final decision could be made three hours or more after briefing, the
letter could be displayed at the launch point and the Marshal made responsible for
ensuring that each pilot had taken note of it; alternatively or additionally -the letter
could be displayed on the ground. Photographic tuming-point evidence will make
such last-moment changes practicable, and I believe many "no-l;ontest" days will
thus be avoided.
Slimbridge, Glos.
PETER SCOTI

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dear Sir.
Surely the time has come when we ought to have a long. hard look at competitive
flying in this country. It seems obvious that glider pilots like flying in competition
with one another and that all of them cannot hope to fly in the Natiomal Championships.
1 suggest, therefore. that we develop Class Championships a,nd recognise the
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winners of each Clas3 as National Class Champions. We could start with four basic
classes, namely Olympia 463 and series, Skylarks 3 and 4, Darts 15 and 17, and Ka-6
and series.
The ,entry t'O the National Championshi·ps should then be restricted lO one
League of net more t,han 60 gliders. There would be no case for handicapping tor
what would be an entirely "Open Contest".
If we are to win the World Championships, we must breed more pilots determined to win rather than the large number of pilots who enter the National Championships because they are fun. Fun no longer seems to play a part in International
sport, and the sooner we realise this in our own sport, the better.
Let us take the heat o,ff the Nationals by creating Class Championships which, if
properly organised, would surely attract most pilots. This will have two great
advantages, the first being that pilots will be a.ble to measure their own skill against
other pilots in the fairest possible way and, second, it will permit a smaller, tougher
National Open Championship to be organised which should breed better top class
Competition pilots. What !Tope has a top pilot in Nationals now when gaggling and
radio pair flying has made a nonsense of individual effort?
London, W.2.
WALTF.R K.... HN

TASK·SE1TING AND PAIR·FLYING
Dear Sir,
Whilst I have much sympathy with Rocky Stone's remarks in his letter in the
August issue, I must say that, with what little task-setting experience I have had, I
have always noticed how easy it is to set 100% successful tasks retrospectively. When
I am a mere pilot, I often indulge in this elCercise myself.
But he mentions, as a side issue, a point which I think is becoming really vitally
important. "The object is to fly a sailplane round a given course as fast as possible,
not to carry out a pin-point navigational exercise at each turning-point,"
I am absolutely certain that a first-class pilot must be able to fly to a pin-point.
And increasingly this is being lost sight of. Enough time has now passed for me to
dare to say something I haven't liked to say before: at least 1Tal! the pilots in recent
World Championships have been quite unable to navigate themselves; this job has
been taken over by ground-crew and sophisticated radio aids, where they have been
available. We have only got to devise a few more similar aids in other fields to be
able to do away with the pilots altogether: then we will pin the medals onto the
consoles of the computers in the cockpit.
Ally this to another appalling development in Contest flying, and I can see
myself in a few years time recommending that we don't bother to send a team to
future World Championships.
This development is pair- or team-flying. This practice is the most serious threat
to our Sport because (a) it is only possible for State-backed professionals, involving
more time, practice and money than can be found by individuals, and (b) once ag:l!in
It, reduces the initiative of the single pilot, the credit for each day's results really being
diffused over up to three pilots and three ground crews and three or more groundbased radio installations.
r can see no better answer to this one except to limit each National entry to one
~llder in each class: but this is now possible since so many Nations now take part
10 World Championships that the total entry would still tot up to a sufficiently large
number to make a first-class event.
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
I'HILlP WILLS
LESSONS FROM CANADA
Dear Sir,
Some comments on problems in U.K. gliding (to which I have every intention of
eventualfy returning) may be of help, in the light of experience in Canada and the
D.S.A.
Ann W'eIch raises the universal problem of helpers for contests, and SlIggests
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tWQ ways of reducing the requirements. In the face of considerable oj)positjon, timing
in the 1966 Canadian Contest was frol1\ release over a specified point (this was partly
dictated by operation from Regina airport, a large, if little used. civic airport) The
objectors, myself among them, agreed afterwards that this had not ~n a significant
handicap. This does imply, however, that a designated start should not be used, as
the pilot's choice of take-off time then becomes of considerable importance.
As in previolls years, turning P9int confirmation was photographic; I use,d 8-10
shot lengths (35 mm,) from a 50 ft. roll. prepared beforehand in used casettes. With
efficient processing facilities, this is quite satisfactory. and the cost is negligible.
Clear and unambiguous descriptions of the turning-points arc essential. and photographs or diagrams as well, desirable.
Tony Deane-Drummond's suggestions for universal handicapping seem very
sound, though the extra complications may not be welcomed by the scorers. Having
flown a Skylark 3F against a 419, and an Austria SH against Skylark 4's and
numerou.s other well and less well known machines, I doubt if the 419 merits 92%
and feel sure the SH should be below 90%.
Finally, a comment on the current controversy of "to help or not to help". Mpst
pilots here have more leisure money than in England, yet the clubs nearly all operate
with very little professional help, other than for major maintenance and repair work.
Few hangar doors are other than man-powered, and then only as a bonus from wellto-do aeroplane owners. A list naming the duty instructor. tow pilot and field
manager, for several months ahead. is circulated to those concerned. This ensures a
b·asic organisation for flying. Surely everyone can spare one day every six weeks or so.
to assist with these vital tasks? However, there is a growing tendency here, where the
demands on the training aircraft are fairly light, for new members to arrive around
midday, fly, and disappear, leaving the donkey work to the faithfJJl few. What is
the answer?
National Research Council. Ottawa.
JOHN FIRTH

A "LADDER" FOR RATING
Dear Sir.
Now that the problem of the Rating List is a~ain in everyone's mind, may I ask
you to reprint some sentences from a letter of mine which you published nearly five
years ago?
"The present scheme of selection by scoring for a 'ladder' in Regional Competitions, though much better than a baUot, seems designed to preserve the National
Championships for rich private owners with long holidays. I foresee a merry band of
individuals touring the country amassing points which allow them to enter Nationals
and amass more points ... Furthermore, in a year or two the rush to get marks at
Regionals will be so great that we. will have to restrict entry to them as well!
"I suggest for consideration an alternative 'la.dder' for which: marks may be
obtained from any good flight. in or out of a competition. At the Cambridge
University Gliding Club. John Pringle's 'President's Ladder' has been operating
successfully in this way for some time, and its rules would be a good basis for a
B.G.A. Ladder. Further refinements could be introduced in the form of-better aircraft handicaps, and perhaps even handicaps for sites.
'This scheme . . . has the further merit of encouragini good flights outside
competitions."
Though I would now be more circumspect in my reference to private owners,
and though I no longer believe in aircraft handicaps, the rest seems still to be
moderate sense.
5 Car/ton Place. Aberdeen.
ANTHONY EOWARDS
WHAT TO DO WHEN LOST
Dear Sir,
As a private owner using radio· over Southern England today (16th August), I
had the horrifying experience of listening to another member of our fraternity
admitting to all and sundry on 130.4 that he was lost, and in fact had not the slightest
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idea of his position. This person was lost for at least two hours (as he continuously
informed his ground station) before I~nding in some presumably unidentified field.
Most of us get lost occasionally, but 1 consider that in these days of controlled
airspace it is little short of criminal to remain airborne whilst lost for this length
of time.
I am very tempted to melltion the call-sign of this (to me unknown) person. but
I feel that perhaps in his ease this was an isolated incident and it would be unfair to
single him ouL
However, now that many people are advancing so rapidly, there must be quite a
few cross-country pilots with very little idea of how to get from A to B, let alone
how to get back to A. What is much more important to the gliding movement is thal
these same people may not have tbe knowledge to avoid controlled airspace, any
infringements of which can only lead us into the Ministry's clutches.
There is no new answer to this problem of course, instruction and supervision
being all, but at least let us all act like responsible people and land within a reasonable time if we get lost, so that there is no possibility of flying into the wrong area.
Airways Gliding Club.
JOHN ELlIS
NrCHOLAS GOODHAR'r, Chairman of tne B.G.A. Airspace Committee, comments:
Being lost and. not knowing where one is are two different things. If truly lost, one
does not even know where one isn't! This is the state of affairs that should not be
allowed to continue, whereas one can continue without a pinpoint for quite a while.
It should a'lso be borne in mind that provided one maintains VMC there are
very few pieces of controlled airspace to be avoided.
With these reservations [ fully support Mr. Ellis's remarks.

TO HELP OR NOT TO HELP?
Dear Sir,
Surely Mr. Redman, in his letter to you appearing in the current issue of the
SAILPLANE, overlooks the fact that gliding is a sport, and as a sport everyone partaking should be wil1ing to pull their weight, and not fall into the modern trend of
expecting everything to be laid on regardless.
What is wrong with winching? Nothing. In the A:T.C., where I was the C.F.I.
~t Sealand, we carried out all ab initio training with winches and time lost was zero;
It was merely a case of organisation. As for hangarage, I think I am right in saying
that reasonable hangarnge is available at a large number of sites, and quite recently
I called in at the club at Perranporth and even there. because they have the right
spirit and initiative, hangarage exists, which proves that you do not have to have a
huge semi-State-run and subsidised club to achieve that genuine enthusiasm on which
glidin~ thrived so well in the between-wars era.
. Before the war, my wife (n6: Joan Meakin) and I seriously thought that somethmg on tbe lines suggested by Mr. Redman would be a good thing both for gliding
and ourselves but, after serious research into costs and all that went with it, decided
that to consider it we would have to be far more wealthy than we ..:ould ever hope
to be. I am sorry for his suggestion, but maybe he would like the exercise of delving
as we did and pass his findings to you for publication.
Is it not a terrible thought to suggest that pushing doors open is a chore? Can
wMe. not invent an electric glass-lifter to make our drinking less arduous?
Instead. Hants.
RONil:LD PRICE
PROFESSIONAliSM
Dear Sir.
As "Nimmo" appears to have missed the point of my letter (S. & G. June-July).
may I enlarge on this issue?
Of course, the gliding movement needs more capital investment and also more
r7fen~e- Equally important, I suggest, is the need to deploy existing resources more
e eClIvely, by reducing the wastage which occurs among not only new entrants but
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also established members. Draw the line at around the Bronze/Silver C level and
the wastage factor must be in the order of 90%, the reasons for which must be found
and removed if real progress is to be made.
In addition to the obvious reasons, lack of aptitude and cash, and the reasons
given in my previous letter, r believe most intelligent adults will not tolerate indefi·
nitely the interminable fumble, loitering and non-gliding activity found in the
majority of clubs and which hasn't improved noticeably for many years.
There are other reasons. By keeping subscriptions. etc., at the level of the local
golf or tennis club. gliding clubs attract new members in such numbers that a
substantial fraction of the resources available must be allocated to training them.
Even before he has gone solo, anyone with an ounce of perception can see that the
solo equipment available bears no relation to the ab initio intake, even with tbe
present wastage rate. In other words, clubs depend on a hi~h wastage factor among
ab initios to avoid complete saturation of their solo aircraft. Furthermore, when he
has gone solo, the new member sees a never-ending vista of non-gliding activity, and
a privileged class of private owners who deoend on his voluntary effort to minimise
their own costs, while chasing after Gold, Diamonds and a place in the League.
What is to be done? First. capital and revenue must be increased by a substantial margin by raising subscriptions, etc.. to provide more solo equipment and
professional help, and also to discourage the non-serious ab initio. At the same time,
a system of earning credit by voluntary labour must be devised for the impecunious
enthusiast with time on his hands. Secondly, the private owner must be really soaked
for the privileges he enjoys at the expense of less fortunate members-he is obviously
ricb anyway! Thirdly, a booking system must be introduced so that the average solo
pilot flying club aircraft can expect to achieve, say, 20 to 25 hours in a season
without having to spend all of every week-end at his club to get it. If he wants
more flying, he can "go private".
Finally, the B.G.A. must itself decide for what purpose it exists. Are its only
functions the provision of sites, airspace, and to supervise training and airworthiness.
or does it e~ist solely for the purJ)Qse of producing a handful of potential world
champions supported by slave labour in the guise of ab initio pilots? I suggest that
its primary function is to provide the solo pilot with the essential facilities he
requires, and that all other activities are of an ancillary nature.
Compared with most other forms of individual sporting activity, the needs of
the solo pilot are largely ignored. Yet the B.G.A. has within its power. by with,
holding c.s of A. from member clubs, the means to enforce a square deal for the
solo pilot. I submit that the B.G.A. has abdicated from what should be its primary
task; furthermore, it appears determined to perpetuate an outmoded system which
demands its quota of voLuntary effort because it has always been done this way.
Is there not an alternative approach, short of complete commercialism and
government control, which would permit the solo pilot to practise his chosen sport
as and when it pleases him? Or is be forever doomed to be ultimately grounded by
an attitude of mind .....hich regards actual fiying time as a special privilege-a bonus
to be earned?
Birdingbury, Rugby.
DENN1S CARn

MORE PROFESSIONALISM
Dear Sir,
May I question the suggestion by Mr. Nimmo in the August edition that the
introduction of a ptofessional instructor into a Gliding Club would necessitate a
large increase in the capital required. Mr. Nimmo suggests that it would have to be
doubled.
In my own club we employ two full-time instructors in addition to catering and
secretarial staff. The capital investment per member is about £70 each-half the figure
of £130 which Mr. Nimmo says is the case in his own club.
It is a common fallacy that capital alone is sufficient. It must be made to work.
Gliders must fly as much as possible. This means that launching equipment must be
reliable and available. The answer to a club short of money is that it must stimulate
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the demand for its se"rvices and satisfy it at economic rates.
Although ,enthusiastic and capable unpaid members will often run a club
admirably, their efforts will make it grow often to a point where they are no longer
able to satisfy the demand that they have created. Frustration sets in. A full-time
professional is necessary.
If Mr. Nimmo's club has a capital investment of £130 per member. I suggest,
with respect, that there may be a case for a COSt analysis of the club's operation,
disposing of any under-used assets, and improving those in current use. Then increase
utilisation by a full-time professional. Make the investment earn its keep.
Weatllerby, Yorks.
1. C. RIDOELL

CAN VULTURES SMELL THERMALS ?
Dear Sir,
The letter from Jack Harrison of the Aden Servic<;s Gliding Club, which was
printed in your August-September 19l?6 issue, reminds me of my initial reaction to
Philip Wills' commentary on vultures and their search methods. I have several times
"smelled" thermals ari!iing from the Hershey Chocolate Works at Hershey. Pennsylvania, U.S.A., before the variometer responded. Consequently, I have long thought
that vultures might also depend considerably upon their ability to detect odours.
How they calculate the drift of the odour remains to be explained. Perhaps they
switch from the nasal to the visual mode under windy conditions. On the other hand
they too may not be immune to working a thermal down to the ground while under
the spell of thermal smell.
We enjoy the variety and technical depth of your magazine. Best wishes.
T/lI.<a Skylrawks Soaring Club, Oklahoma, US.A.
G. W. GILMER
A COMPLAINT
Dear Sir.
At the risk of cries of "Shame, shame" from certain members of the gliding
fraternity, 1 would like to present the followinll facts about the August-September
edition of SAILPLANE I$l. GLIDING. The total number of pages was 87, of which 10
pages consisted of whole-page and half-page advertisements. This gives 77 pages of
readable material including advertisements of less than half-page size. Of these 77
pages. 24 were devoted entirely to the Nationals.
The point that I would like to raise is: can we really afford to devote one third
of our magazine to a topic that is of no direct concern to the vast majority of the
gliding fraternity? Please do not get the wrong impression from this. 1 feel sure that
most gliding types read with great interest the various articles arising from the
Nationals. However, of these 24 pages, 18 were devoted to detailed day-by-day reports
of Championship weather conditions. tasks, etc.: to be read over two months after
they took place. Can it seriously be suggested that this material is of the slightest
Interest to the average gliding type, who did not take part in the CI1ampionships? To
those who did participate, thel information is surely superfluous. It must be remembered <llso that a large proportion of the lune-luly issue is devoted to this subject;
there were Qnly 61 pages including advertisements in this issue after the Championship
Supplement is discounteld.
. . May I venture to suggest to the powers that be that there is another side to
glldmg, the needs of which must be satisfied. Surely articles can be found to fill the
spaces that are of interest to all. Please remember that it is OUR magazine and not the
mouthpiece of the select few at the top.
1 should be very interested to hear the views of other non-championship types
on this subject.
RAy JONES
Mr. Jones is invited to submit an article on a subject he considers "of interest to all",
S articles must be written before they can be "found". Incidentally, his letter may
e compared with the last paragraph of the letter above.-Eo.

b
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Advertisemen". with, ritmil(qnce. should /nUnI 10' Ch.irOlf Pr~s Lld., 3 Cork SI.• ~ondo", W.l
S30I). Ralt 1/- a word. Minimum ISh Box numbe.. 4/- eXlra. Replies' 10 110x numb~"
should be senl ID Ihe same 4tUNu.

(Re~nl

FOR SALE
• 1_00'1 G••• ia. Bupi. . ia.... ner)'«tae!l.
Huge slc;>cks COVERNMENT SURPLUS
CI;OTHING AND EQUIPMENT. inc. firinll
5uit.s from 25/,; flying hclmclS. anara~sl outdoor c1olhine. caJnptne. immense varielY of
miscellaneous
ex..Qovcmment
equipment.
Ever io usc:ful-y.... ",jJJ be Jure 10 tilld
somethinl you, need-and at a bare.in price
too! Send TODAY for our 3O-pagc CATALOGUE-8d. PO'I rree or please: call al
LAURENCE CORNER. 62-64 Hampstead
Rd .• London. N.W.1. 2 mins. Eu.loo. Wa,·
ren St. It will be well "'~rth wl\ile! POIlol
cnstomers buy with confidence-prompl d...•
patch, refund guaranlee. Depl. 50.

ALWAYS a selection of light airqaft in
stock from £375-£5.000. Your glider or
your car welcomed in part e·xchatlge.
1/5th deposit, balance up to 3 years.
light Aircraft Division. Shackletotl
Aviation Ltd., Head Office, 175 Piccadilly, London. W.1. Hyde Park 2448.
Telex 263975.
NEW surplus RAF seat type parachutes
£12 10s. each, carriage 10s.. New glider
parachutes Irvin mark 32 only £32 each.
Reconditioned steel grey RAF tlying
overalls. 47/6 each. Ask fer leaflet. Tarpaulin and Tent Mfg. Co.• 101-3 Brixton
Hill. S.W.2. TUL C.H2I.
EXCEPTIONAL SOARING VALUES
direct from Germany. New Gauting 4volt turn-and-slip indicators £37/0/0.
Lufft spherical compasses £2/13/0. 1960
L-Spatz-55 (instr., tr.ailer) £687; 1961
SF-26 Standard £945; 1962 St. Austria S
(instr., oxygen) £1,160; 1964 Schleicher
KA·6cR (IFR instr.• o1tygen, VHF transceiver. trailer) £'1,710; Pheobus (factory
new) £1,780. Stevenson-Ebentheuer. 1;'.0.
Box 52, 806 Dachau, West Germany.
PiCCARD~OT AfR--BALLOONS (4seaters - take your thermal with you)
Ascending and Free-Fall Pioneer ParaCommanders. Sole U.K agent. Paraglide Ltd., 2 Churwell Avenue, Heaton
Mersey, Stockport, Cheshire.
SLINGSBY PREFEcT wlt:':'h-b-a-si~c-in-
struments. C. of A. expired mid-August.
Has had to-year C. of A. £350. Box
No. S.G,24O,
TWO-DRUM self mobile winch Ford
V.8 reconditioned engine. £350 ex. site.
Apply London Gliding Club.
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OLYMPIA 419x (still the Rolls-Royce
of gliding) for sale with all instruments,
parachute and newly-buit.t (1966) fully
automated trailer. One owner since new.
Details from Peter Seott, Slimbridge,
Glos.
Ka-6E immediately available £1,400. ex.
Hamburg. This beautiful glider specially
built for this year's German Nationals,
placed first on four days and second on
one day. Micro-balloon finished, cleanest and fastest yet built (1966) No
instruments, covers for glider included.
Steel tube open trafler with overall canvas cover £90. Aero-tow could also be
arranged. Hans Werner GroSSe. 24 Liibeck. Konigstrasse 85, Germany.
Ka-7 two-seater built 1963, 300 km. triangle in 5 hr. 10 min. No instruments.
but trailer available if wanted. £800. ex.
Hamburg. Hans Werner Grosse. 24 LUbeck. Konigstrasse 85, Germany.
SKYLARK 4 (1963) with fully automated trailer, less instruments. £1.400
o.n.o. H. Hilditch, Lasham.
IS-METRE unmodified Dart complete
with instruments, C. of A until August,
1967, and lightweight trailer. Price
£1,375 or near offer. 125 b.h.p.. fluid
drive, single drum glider winch with wire.
Designed to launch an)\' British glider.
Towable by Land Rover. Price £.300 or
near offer. Apply. D. M. Kaye, 49 Parsonage Road. Heaton Moor.' Stockport.
KEN FRIPP built Dart 17R trailer, just
completed, many extras, to be seen at
Lasnam. Details from Rika Harwood or
~en Fripp

SOARING INSTRUMENTS
which do not let you down
Install this winter
Electric Variometers
£20
Transistor Inverters ...
£12
Apply: G. E. Burton. Soaring Instruments, 20 Rockery Court. Marlow, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone.: Marlow 4970

FOR SALE (continued)

FINANCE

HIGH performance t\llo-seater Kranich
3 with instruments, chutes and trailer for
sale or trade for high performance
single-seater. The ship is in excellent
condition. Price: US $4,500 or best
offer. Lilienthal Soaring Club, 12209
Allard Street, Norwalk; Calif. 90650,
U.S.A.
SKYLARK 4, No. 267, launches 140,
hours 294, new condition, competition
proved performance, iElcluding basic instruments £1270. Fully fitted lightweight
trailer £150. Red":!an, Waresley Park,
Sandy, Beds. Gamhngay 261.

GLIDER FINANCE can be arranged
for all new and secondhand gliders by
ringing Peterborough 5788. Tugs also
financed. Discuss your needs with Colin
Donald (Ca'tegorised Instructor), BWghIcy Finance Limited, 50 Burghley Road,
Peterborough. Telephone 5788 or 71791
during evenings and weekends.

WANTED

THIRD member wanted, lOIR syndicate
owning superb Olympia 463 based
Rearsby, Leics. Contact Prke, Rolleston
Drive, Arnold, Nottingham. 264784.
CASH waiting for Dart, Skylarks or
similar performance sailplane. Box No.
SG.227.
SWALLOW required. Details to Manager, Lasham Gliding Society Ltd.,
Alton, Hants. Telephone: Herriard 270.
SITUATIONS VACANT

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB invite
applications from categorisecl instructors,
preferably with tugging experience, for
full-time instructing, season 1967 Spring
to Autumn only considered. Apply to
~cretary, 42 St.. Stephens Street, Aston,
Birmingham 6.
ASSiSTANT Course Instructor wanted
April-September 1967. Also tug pilot/
Winch driver. Write C.FJ., Land's End
~rport, Penzance.
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB requires
~ategorised Instructor to assist resident
In tructor for 1967 Course Season (April
to October). Apply to: C.F.l. K. R.
['1anse11, 32 Waverley Crescent, Roms!!. Near Halesowen, WoreS.
SITUAnON WANTED

pJLL. INSTRUCTOR, C.F.I., Tu.g
..I1ot, qold C, requires permanent pOSIalbon WIth progressive club, home or
road. Box. S.G.241.

PUIIUCATlONS

"SOARING" - Official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Rich.ard Miller. Address: Bolt 66011.
Los Angeles, California 90066, U.S.A.
Subscription, $5.00- (,}utside U.s.A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.
SLOPE SOARING with a rapio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodeJling.
Read about this and other aeromooelting.
subjects in Aeromodeller, the world's
leading model. magazine. Published
monthly, price 2/-. Model Aerollautical
Press Ltd., 38 Clarendon Road, Watford,
Herts.
"AUSTRALIAN Gliding" - monthly
journal of the Gliding federation of
Australia. Editor Peter Killmier. Subscription 30 shillings Australian, 30 shil·
lings Sterling or 4.25, dollars U.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"Australian
Gliding", Box 1650M,
G.P.O., Adelaide.
NEW ZEALAND "Gliding Kiwi".
Official Gliding Magazine of the N.Z.
Gliding Association. Printed October
and alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding Kiwi, P.O. Box 487, Tauranga, New
Zealand. £1.0.0 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).
BOOKS

SOARING YEAR BOOK, with articles
on World Distance Flying, Shear Lines,
Sir George Cayley's Gliders and a good
deal more. (See review on page 452
Vol. XVI.) Price 17s. 6<1. plus Is. postage. Order from British Gliding Association, 75 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
PERSONAL

MAKE interesting new friends: U.K.
and overseas. Trial free. Friendship
Circle, 34, Honeywell, London, S.W.II.
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Cl.UB NEWS

majority of club news correspondeITls are now taking a good deal of trouble
T HE
to send in really interesting contributions, particularly when in some cases there is

little of note to report because of poor conditions, There are, however, still a few
who continue to send in lists of names and when these have been cut little else is left.
It is not that we want toO ban names altogether; naturally everyone wants to
know about the first solo that was a five. hour flight and who did it, but we do feel
that lists of names of first solos and certificate achiev'crnents, aircraft in for c.s of A.
and birth and marriage announcements are items which should properly be included
in a club's own news sheet or notice board and not in a magazine such as ours whose
circulation is world wide and wher,e space is always short.
However; we must leave It to you, and I am SUFe when you realise ,that all we
are trying to do is to raise the standard of the section and make it something that
everyone wants to read you will co-operate.
Thank you anyway for your letters and the interest you have shown.
A "umber of dtlbs have still not sent in the details we require for the new
headings; until we have them all we cannot start. Person to contact and 'phone
number, and name of site and 'phone number are what we want to know please.
News and photos for inclusion in the Christmas issue must reach me, typed
double-spaced on foolscap, not later than Wednesday, 19th October, and that for the
February-March issue will be needed by the 7th Decembe.r, to be sellt to 14, Little
Brownings, London, S.E.23.
24th August, 1966.
YVONNE BoNHAM (Mrs.)
Club News Editor

BATH AND WILTS (Keevil)
OR the first time one of our members has put our club on the map
by winning the regional competition at
Nympsfield. Although Ralph lones came
to us as a very experienced pilot we
take pride in hi:s achievement and look
forward to ,the day when one of our
own club trained pilots can emulate his
performance.
We have experienced a very mixed
bag of weather but on the limjted number of good days we have had our fair
share of soaring.
Vince Griffith in his quiet way is
building a reputation for soaring storm
fronts wl'ien lesser mortals are taking
shelter beneath the largest available
wings. He has twice recently taken off

F
o.
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shortly before a storm has hit the airfield and found cJ!tremely good lift taking the 463 to around the 10,000 ft.
mark on one occasion.
Mixed with the strong lift we have
had (so all the victims say) more than
our fair sltare of strong sink. The number of "landing out beers" consumed
in recent weeks must surely constitute
another club record.
The most interesting recent crosscountry can be claimed by deputy
C.F.I. Gordon MeaLing, whQ took the
Skylark 4 to Long Mynd airspace and
then dropped in to Nympsfield for tea
on the way back, After tea be had an
aem-tow to 1,600 ft. and then flew the
Skylark back home to Keevil.

K.

N.

S.

BRISTOL
E are pleased to note that. Doug
Jones was best placed of the Skylark 3 brigade in Leag~e 1 at t.he
Nationals. Also congratulatwns to' KeJth
Aldridge, Roger Ba!"neU. and Colin
Pennycuick, each a wmner Il'l League 2
on one of the five contest days.
Peter Scott is having his. HP-14 built.
The performanc~ of t~is airc~aft in such
capable hands will be mteresllng to- note.
The first of the Darts to arrive on the
site was towed down from Slingsby's,
by its owner - Tolly Gaze, with Jim
Webster at the helm. Jim is trying to
claim his 300 km. for the flight, and
what the pair ()f them have to say
about the size of the field they towed
ClIt from is unprintable!
Our last remarks about enjoying
"chatter" over the R.T. has raised so
manv ribald comments it is only fair to
say that general opinion in the Club is
that there is a strong case for less chatter. A reaIly polite pilot can find himself on the ground before he's had a
chance to get a word in edgewise!
Good news about Barry Walk.er who
is out of hospital and getting around.
BalTj! hit the headlines as well as the
deck during our Regionals. The Blanik
is a write-off but Barry's on the mend
and we wish him well.
R. G.

W

CORNISH
oft~n

visiting England I am
W HEN
asked. "What have you got

m
Cornwall now." So here goes: singleseaters - a Tuto,r, a Swallow and a
new Olympia 463; two-seaters - a T-21,.
T-31 and a Blanik; private machines include a unique Avia and a certain
Olympia 419 No. 171. To launch them,
on the last c'O,unt, we' had no less than
fOur serviceable assorted tow cars, one
Or two not so serviceable and one invincible Tiger Moth.
Trevellas airfield on the edge of
300 foot vertical cliffs just south of
Perranporth has three tarmac runways
most of which are fenced on each side
- this assists accurate landings no end,
and the unique phraseology from the
back of the T-31 when it's on finals has
to be heard to be appreciated. The clubhouse has recently beet! comoletely refurbished and redecorated and the new

false ceiling in the bar is invaluable in
keeping certain feet closer to the' floor.
We have 145 members which includes
15 instructors and 9 fully catagor,ised.
For eight guineas.a year and six bob a
launch we fly continuousl'y with courses
Monday to Friday and Club flying on
Thursday aftemoonsand week-ends.
Apart from the usual solos and C's, ete.,
we have recently had samples of all
three ~ilver legs and just about cope
with all three of Ann Welch's excellent
suggestion of training stages, though
from my standpoint the Blanik blind flying hood is still more of a threat than
a promise.
So there or, rather, here we are, and
as sOmeone said to some "power types"
recently, "We have ahout four miles or
so of good cliffs here and it would be
niee to 'See you drop over any time you
lik-e."
J. M. H.

COVENTRY
ITE deveIClpment is proceed!ng apace,
S
and we now sport runomg water
and showers (several diff,erent types may
be seen 00 the airfield!). Furthermore
we hope that by the time this newsletter
is printed that we shall have received
official consent for our r,esidential caravan park, enabling members to spend
the week-end on the site and, we 'hope,
increase both flying and bar takings.
Aircraft-wise, the Skylark 38 has been
away at the Nationals and at the Dunstable Regionals, complete with new
instrument panel, which now. removes
all doubts, telling you everything you
want to know in the cockpit - including why you are not staying up!
The Committee has evolved a progressive flee,t improvement plan to
cover the next few years of the Club's
growth and negotiations are at the
moment in an advanced stage for the
purchase of a Skylark 4 for the top end
of the fleet.
A new private aircraft in the shape
of a Ka-6, run by a syndicate, has
appeared at Husba,nds Bosworth, and
the trailer parking area looks like soon
being full.
.
.
Finally, Doug and Joan Cunmngham
and the "kids" have now taken their
sad farewells on their move to Chichester
alld a new jOb.
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DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
N commOn with most hilI sites, we get
in a lot of flying, summer and winter,
without the uS.eoftb.ermals.
However, we do need a reasonable
cloud base, and a br,isk westerly airstream. This year has not been as good
as last year in this respect.
We had 25 gliders flying in the
Northerns at Camphill this year, and
perhaps the most notable feature was
the performance put up by the Dart 17's.
These machines also coped very well
,with the roughish surface of our field.,
Having had experience of some low
slung machines damaged by wall roots,
etc., it was encouraging to see the way
the 17's ,behaved on take-off, ground
handling, and landing.
The number of new dub members
who join from our sum,mer courses
remains fairly constant, and a pleasing
feature of these courses is the way year
after year we see quite a lot of the same
faces sampling a week of High Peak
air.
The club fleet remains the same, the
only new machines on the site ,are
Olympia No. 99, which was bought to
replace Mambo, bent in a fight with a
tree, and a Skylark 4, NI'). 121, bought
to replace No. lOO, an Olympia 460,
blown away in the recent gales.
Blue lohn. an Olympia Mk. I,
recently left the site to reside at the
newly formed club at Sturgat~. This. is
the last, of the Mk. 1 Olymplas Which
came to the site in the: 1947/1948 period.
From memory the others were Kinder 1
(renamed Mambo), lacob's Ladder and
Derwent.
A welcome is extended to old friends
and new, and if you could bring some
decent weather with, you. ,all the better.
E. R. B.

I

ESSEX

HE
season has been a mixe?
T
bag With superb Mondays and Fndays and often indifferent week-ends.
so~ring

Still, there have been a few oa~ises and
our members have made the most of
them notably Alan Vincent., in completing his Silver C with an epic flight to
Southwold.
Silll members' obtained their Bronze
C's, while three otlters gained their C'll.
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Several members also went solo.
The Kent Club visited us twice.
affording us immense p'leasure and 1
hope despite the unfavourable weather
at -the time, equal pleasure to them. We
all hope to see them again.
Pete Guest, our energetic Sites Officer,
besides dropping in at the Land's End
Club and gaining his Silver C endurance
leg, has been bq,sy financing and organising our new launching system. This is
to be. the pulley method as used by the
Dubiln Club.
J. W. R. U.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK
RIGINALLY formed in 1960 as the
O
Colchester Gliding Clu'b, we have
for the last 15 months found a permanent home at Whatfield, near Hadleigh in. Suffolk. With a membership of
around 40 we operate a Tiger Moth,
a Ka-7 .;md an Olympia 460 from two
grass runways every week-end and during the normal school holidays - this
is made possible as three of the tug'
pilots and instructors are ~hoolmasters.
All launches are by aero-tow and visiting
pilots, with or without a sailplane. are
very welcome. At present the dub bas
four instructors and seven tug-pilots.
Five of the tug-pilots are also solo
glider pilots.
So far it has not been possible to do
a great deal of cross-country flying as
We had no trailer for the sailplanes.
However, we hope that a trailer will be
available before the end of August which
will take the Ka-7 and tbe 460.

E. R.

KENT
-N spite of typically British summer
I€Ince
weather our statistics indicate that
again we shall have a recordbreaking year - so much so that an
"allonge" has had to be fitted to the
list of A and B ,achievements..
The Club was represented at the
Northern competitions and was, in
strength at Dunkeswell for the Task
week where the Club's first newly'weds
for some time, Peter and Pauline Kingsford, spent part ~f. their honeymoon.
Dave Brown, deCldlOg tQ fly home,
declared a goal flight tQ ChalIock, but
was forced down by an unfriendly
thunderstorm only 15 km. short of Gold
distance.

Our holiday courses h.ave been highly
successful but quite a few potential
visitors have had to be disappointed due
to over-subscription. However, the lucky
ones appear to have gone away well
satisfied.
On the social side, an excellent Spring
party was held and in July there was a
ple~sa':lt mid-week. "So~J'ee" at the kind
invllallon of ,the ChaIrman. Plam are
well in hand for a barbecue in Septem"
ber followed by the annual dinner in
A. C. B.
October.

LAKES
N brief, our exploration of the Low-

Ifulltherweek's
Park site has been extended to a
flying by selected members

with a view to ellploring the possibilities
and snags to the full. As a thermal producer the site is AI, but a,t this stage we
are Dot in a position to formulate plans
for the future until other possibilities
have been examined. The visit did
result in olle member of the party setting
off on a cross-country jaunt.
A party from the Lakes was privileged to visit the Cleveland ClUb during
the week-end 30th-31st July to take part
in competitive flying. In spite of all the
host club had done to provide for the
comfort of their guests the weather was
unkind and resulted in "No contest".
We did, however, have the satisfaction
of seeing two of our own members lead
the field on the first day. Our thanks are
due to Clevelands for their generous
hospitality and an enjoyllble week-cnd.
F. G. R.

LAND'S END
UR prolonged absence from these
notes has been due simply to
pressure of work. With all our courses
fUlly. booked as early as May, and a
()O~s~derable increase in inte.nsity of
actlvlly at Land's End a'irport, of which
whee are the managers, our hands have
en pretty full.
In spite of much alofOcious weather a
considera!>le amount of soaring has been
d0!1 e , and it is a comparatively rare
ft¥Jng d3;y when soaring of one son or
another IS not possible. One of the prize
examples was when C.FJ. Brian Pritcha.rd, with a pupil in the T-21, experienced heavy sink and a complete

COSIM & COOK

V Clriometers & Com.passes
PURNELL AUDIO UNITS
Navigational Grids
filled .IIl)' old and new Cook Compass

Multiple (4 Tube) Connectors
for speedy instr,ument panel de-rigging

BURTOR TOTAL ENERGY URITS
For! and '2 litre Capacities

liVING VENTUIIES
& Water Traps
COSlM BEST SPEED SCALE HOLDERS
COSlM NOSE PITOTS
BAROGRAPH$ CALIBRATED
lNfI.ts fJom

Cobb-Slater
Inst. CO. Ltd.
"COSIM" WORKS. DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK. DERBYS.
TeI.pho•• Oarl.., Dale 2t38

reversal of wind direction on the launch,
which was abandoned at 300 ft. Strong
lift then produced a vertical acceleration
of 3g and three circles took them to
1,800 ft. at whicb the pupil cried
"enough"! The next launch proo'Uced
the same result - all in a clear bluCl
sky. The .analysis was a strong seabreeze front lying precisely across the
middle of the airfield.
Several cross-countryatleltIpts have
been made, without yet producing any
"legs", but the best so far has been a
very fast run to Plymouth, where Brian
Pritchard fetched up against a complete
wall ,of thunderstorms when he was en
route for Lasham -after 1 hr. 40 minutes
airborne.
With two Club instructors now available to take some of tbe load off Brian,
who has been the only il}'structor for so
long, activhy is building up and we are
looking forward to quite impressive
statistics for our first full operating ye.ar.
The solo list is growing nicely, and many
ab initios are nearing solo status.
We hardly dare mention it in these
columns, but by the time this is in print
we will also have started power flying
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training in the Auster, which will inc!ease the scope of activity very consIderably.
Finally, a new social committee is
really making things swing, with a party
every Friday evening, and many functions in the advanced planning stage for
the autumn and wint,er. T~e bar,
naturally, works overtime (within the
permitted hours, of cout"Se!).

W. D. T.

LEICESTERSHIRE
ESPITE the dreadful weather it has
D
been a fairly eventful summer with
many members obtaining Silver legs and
Christopher Simpson his Diamond goal
Together with Peter Martin, he came
6th in the Western Regionals. The flying
hours are very s,atisfactory ,and the
Rearsby Fleet now has two Darts., one
463, two Olys, one Blanik, one Capstan
and two Ka-6's.
Congratulations to Bernard F'itchett
having come third in the Northern
Regionals and fourth in the London
Regionals. At only 19 he must have a
great future.
D. A. H.

Bemard Fitchett wifh his Ka-6 af the
London Regiona/s.
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LINCOLNSHIRE
WING to hangar difficulties at
O
. Swinderby, we have taken occupation at our originally proposed site,
Bardney. This move would not have
been possible if we had not heeded the
advice of John Everitt, regarding subscriptions, etc.
The past six weeks have seen a few
hard working, members doing jobs that
one would think nevcr took place in a
gliding club! Solid clay makes hard digging material for a 300 ft. long water
trench! Renovations to the old control
tower are making it into what looks like
being an adequate clubhouse.
To start the flying at the new site there
will be. a new syndicate owned 463 and
the club owned Swallow. In the not so
distant future we hope the delight of
aero-tows will be available.
Due to ,the hard work ,of the l'adies.
a drink and hot meal is available ,at
nearly any time of the day.
R. J. R.

LONDON
HE earliest part of the year proT
duced a few outstanding days, and
hopes were bigh for the'summer months.
This was not to be however, and it
turned out very mediocre. The only
noteworthy flight was by Chuck Bentson, who completed an out-and-return to
castle . Donington, and reached over
1;,000 feet on the way ba.ck. Most other
flying during June, July and early
August was mainly local, and even the
Plate stayed firmly on foreign ground.
The Regional contests turned out to
be something of a washout, only three
days being declared as a contesL (A
report on this appears elsewhere in this
issue.)
The Dunstable scenery continues to
change, the latest addition being the
laying of a vast sheet of tatmac in front
of the hangar (see photo in August
issue). This is the main result of tippin,g
on the site by local contractors during
the last year or so. We used to have a
vast gulley on the south-west side of
the clubhouse, but this has been steadily
decreasing in size with over a hundred
lorty loads of chalk or soil being
dumped every week. In a few years we
hope to have this section of our land
level and useable. Buying of additional

land is under consideration, as we are
still somewhat cramped when it comes
to operating aero-towing as well as
winch lines.
Clubhouse and outbuildings are also
being renovated, both outside and inside, aDd many years of steady depreciation is being reversed. We have yet to
find the cash to expand our launching
equipment, fleet and general ClUb facilities, but a combination of the Wavs and
Means Committee, tipping, and a manager with an eye for making money is
already bringing about a brighter picture in the Club accounts.
M. P. G.

MIDLAND
ITH representation at the Nationals,
two entries at Nympsfield, one at
Camphill and tb,ree at the Dunstable
Regionals this season has seen wider
participation in comQetitions by Myndbased syndicates. Congratulations to
Stephen Wills on his win at Camphill; a
particularly
creditable
performance
since he had little time to get to know
his new Dart 17R.
Our very best wishes to Alan Parkinson and Elizabeth Alien, who were married at Cheltenham on 30th July. Needless to say the happy couple did not
escape the practical jokers assembled to
repay Alan for some of his oast deeds.
With guidance from the -local representative of the Ministry of Agriculture, those parts of the airfield which
have become entirely devoid of grass
are being reseeded. We are sure that
our efforts will be appreciated by the
Mynd sheep, although We are advised
~hat we Can also expect an improvement
In the drainage of the areas involved.
We are now feeling the benefit of the
new instructors produced by an Instructors' Course run earlier this year.
Another variation in our course programme was a course restricted to club
members. This was a success and will
~?ba~IY ,lead to further similar courses
mg Jncluded in next year's programme.
K. R. M.

OXFORD
p~~or to the start of our annual
fixmg .Fortnight" 'at the end of July
Jntrepld winch builder Keith Plummer and helpers rolled out'the trim little

JUS!
CUI,'

green and yellow concoction with the
big heart and tWO drums of gleaming
cable. A number of runs were made
with tyres attached in order to watch
the functioning. With "all systems go"
the T-2l was launched with a noticeable
lack of grunts and moans from the new
B.M.C_ 3-litre engine which will cope
well with third gear operation even on
calm days. With only minor adjustments
and a drop more paint we sharl be
rather sorry to pension off the trusty
old V8 winch constructed by Ray Stafford Alien nearly 20 years ago.
The "Fortnight" came and went with
flying possible on only half the days
and the abandonment of the task flying.
To dampen our enthusiasm even more,
on the last day the Olympia was inexcusably too low to reach the airfield with
the result that a very late decision to
choose a suitable field caused it to bury
itself in a large hedge sustaining considerable internal damage and a complete break of the rear fuselage, laying
it up for the rest of the summer.
How important it is to keep a keen
lookout in cloud and observe the rules
of entry. John Gibbons, one of our instructors, r.ecords a near miss in cloud
at 5,000 feet when a yellow apparition
passed acroSS his front leaving no alternative but to loose height rapidly.
On the brighter side, we are pleased
to record that after several attempts
Tony Taylor is the first to fly his Silver
C distance on our new Skvlark 3F with
a good cross-country to Old Sarum.
C. J. T.

SCOTTISH
HERE has been a decline in ab-initio
T
training during the past few months,
partly due to our best T·21 being absent
at Slingsby's, but the high-performance
side has been forging ahead, aided by
some splendid soaring weather. The
longest.·cross-eountry was, as usual, made
by Andrew Thorburn - to Stonehaven
and very nearly back - 200 km. However, the club pundits have been startled
by Alistair Dick's second cross-country,
a 120 km. out-and-return to Arbroath ID
the 460. A number of 50 km. flights have
been made, in a variety of directions.
These included Silver distances by Jack
Melrose, and by your scribe, who did
407

his by going to 8,000 ft. in cloud. Cloud
flying has since beeome fashionable,
and it has been proved that wave is not
the only means of going high at Portmoak. Chas. Morgan has been teaching
instrument flying at 11 ,000 ft. in one of
the T -49's, and Alan Milne, one of the
current keen batch of Swallow pilots,
went to 7,000 ft. for Silver height. Graham Smith reached 8,000 ft. one evening,
and was back on the deck in 15 minutes
from take-off.
Latest shape in the Scottish skies is
the Glennie-Docherty Dart 17R, which
was promptly entered in the Western
Regionals. Another competition-minded
member is Frank ReilIy, who took the
Skylark 3 to Camphill for the Northerns.
We must congratulate the Fulmar club
on gaining the first Gold distance to be
flown in Scotland.
B. M.

SOUTH WALES

• ITH
the arrival of a rebuilt Tutor
W
we will have five glide" - all
different - on the site. Our four-cylinder

retrieve wincR continues to pre~nt the
launch end with a cable every five
minutes, much to the amazement of all
the members, including those who rebuilt it. Our thanks go to them.
The canopied T-21 is doing sterling
work in turning out solo pilots - no
less than three in one day recently.
Further up the flying ladder we have
earned our first Silver C and Gold C.
The would-be five hour pilots are
positively looking forward to winter
when we shall be flying at a new ridge
site north of Newport facing S.B. With
a hill rising to 1,500 ft. from sea level
let's hope we sample enormous lift, lots
of five-hour flights and occasional wave.
Our tirst ever week's course was a
huge success with 130 launches totalling
17 hours flying time in spite of torrential rains.
I. H. S.

STAFFORDSHIRE

stan to get in conversion checks, aerobatic training, simulated field landings
and Bronze C flying tests. Bronze Cs
are now held by five members.
John Everitt reported favourably on
the members of the instructors cours~
and the two senior members of it are
preparing to take their category tests.
Gordon Hudson has recently been
awarded his category so the percentage
of categorised instructors is likely to
rise steeply in the near future.
The further increase in the price of
petrol is providing the necessary stimulus to change to diesels and a diesel
Land Rover has been acquired. The
diesel winch is also operating whenever
the demand for launches is high.
A. W. H. L. W.

SURREY
HIS bas not been a summer of great
T
flights, and great events. If ever
glider pilots needed an excuse to escape
to happier climes, this appalling season
has certainly provided it. All soaring
activity has, declined, and the crop of
Silver and Gold legs has indeed been
pitiful.
There have been some notable flights,
however. Brennig James climbed to
18,000 ft. and J. Barrows to 23,000 ft.
late one Friday evening, in cu-nims.
Of our entries in the Nationals, the
highest placed was the team of David
Kerrfdge and Peter James, who were
placed I1 th in League 2. They also became winners of the Kemsley Cup. Our
entry at the Western Regionals was
placed fourth, and at the Northerns.
eighth. The performance at rain-soaked
Dunstable was 'SOmewhat more modest.
Notwithstanding, plans are still being
made for the future. Some members are
taking an aircraft to the Long Mynd
in September. A visit to PortmQak is
possible, while a visit with glider to
sunny South of France has been considered.
A. R. I.

WORCESTERSHIRE

HE 4i:oincidence of the soaring
OTES from the Worcestershire club
T
weather with week-cnds has been
very poor recently and no notable flights N have not appeared on these pages
have taken place since May. While for some time. This is not because there
waiting for thermals many members
have been taking advantage of the Cap-408

has been little to report, but rather that
things have been changing quickly

enough to -make it impossible to draw
a line and say; this is a picture of the
club as it is.
Undoubtedly the availability of aCrotowing, thanks to Jeremy Quinney and
his Tiger Moth, has been the basis of
our increased activity. Our fieet has now
grown to, T-31, T-21, two Tutors and
a brand new Swallow with a syndicateowned Skylark and a beautifully maintained Grunau adding to the colourful
scene on most Sllndays.
Courses for members have been well
supported, C and Bron~e C certificates
have been achieved, as have several first
solos, including the first by a lady member.
The increased fuel costs have underlined the necessity of changing to diesel
winches and to this end a bus chassis is
being converted and a programme of
work for the winter months is being prepared. The site itself has been v"astly
impro"ed by the provision of a terrace
outside the clubhouse and the fact that
the access road and the hangar area
have been made up, which has won for
us the first round with our old enemy,
mud. We still suffer from drainage prob-

lems on the runway, althougb plans to
deal with this are now in hand. It is
hoped that we shal1 not, after all, have
to fit the Tiger with floats.
There is now a feeling that the c~ub
is really getting somewhere and there is
a wave of optimism which even the
doubtful weatner has nol been able to
dispel.
R. C. S.

WYCOMBE GLIDING CENTRE
s tbe end of the soaring seaSOn

A

_ looms into view, an atmosphere of
competition is building op at every level.
With members poised and shivering on
the brink, ready to qoalify for the next
badge up their individual scale. The
Swal10ws rise from the ground and
gyrate in ever smaller and faster circles
struggling to keep up for just another
two minutes - one minute - thirty
seconds even. And that's another C. The
Olympias depart into the grey and
murky distance carrying pilots with the
look of battle in their eyes. Some to
return glowing with pride and waving
barograph charts that prove anotber leg
for a Silver C. While others slip wearily

THREE COUNTIES
ERO CLUB LTD.
Blockbushe Airport, Nr.Camberley, Surrey
Special Courses .for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pi/Ol's licence
Normal Courses for Private Pi'lot's Licence
Night flying - Instr\.lment Flying - R/T
Cnarfer and Pleasure Flying
Residential Courses available

C.F.•. Mr. Hamish Hamilton
Resident Director, Mr. Derek Johnson
YA"TEUN 2152
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home, their story worked out to describe their heroic battle against impossible odds and how they would have got
it if only . . . but you've heard them
yourself.
And then, at the top of the scale, the
pundits - pretending not to care, of
course, are streaking nonchalantly. in
ever lengthening legs across the land
dreaming of Gold distances while they
pretend to us lower mortals, they only
intended to go to Stokenchurcb in tlie
first place. Far be it from me to disclose
how far that is and anyway you can
look it up on the map. Suffice to say
that Gold distances have so far eluded
them all.
The new collectors' pot is hanging in
the bar waiting for the first member
from the Swindon Club who cares to
come and collect it. Not that we intend
him to keep it for long. And if you want
any more news, the best way is to
declare Booker as a goal and come and
R. M. W.
see for yourself.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
TT is doubtful whether farmers around
~ these parts are any different from any
others, but locally they are never satisfied with the weather and neither are
gliding types! Just as launch rate varies
(inversely!) with temperature, weather
requirements vary with site; when we are
about to batten down the cry is "Get
out the bunjy~ at the Mynd.
Speaking personally, your sClibe is
sorry that S. & G. can DO longer print
club personal pars; "naming names" is
a guarantee of circulation and of survival for example of local newspapers.
Personal achievement is the best form
of publicity for movement and club
alike, so here's to our achievers this
month which includes you all on account
of the record 130 launches on 4th June,
of which 123 were circuits.
In League 2 Phil Hutchings flew
locally for 5 hrs. 41 minutes on 18th
June and in League I George Lee
attempted a 300 km. triangle which
somehow gave him a 365 km. "diabolo",
three turning points, no "leg", 7 hours
410

odd in the air, and corns. There was
also an occasion when the Danielsl
Willson hot ship rolled out for a 100 km.
record but without luck this time. But
the big story is C.F.r. Tug WiIlson's near
miss in the Western Regionals. After
finishing in front on two days and
second, third and fourth on the remaining three he lost first spot on account of
a low score on day four. And this after
"winning" two QO contest days as well!
Recently we lost the s.ervices of
"Mac" Macintyre and D. Coilins as instructors and welcome the present
Bicester course on which, as we go to
press, three of .our aspirants are sporting
themselves - Bruce Coutts, George Lee
and Bob McGinn.
Thinking back to the instructors
away on course coping with the new
syllabus prompts us to remind post-solo
graduates up to 20 hours that they must
not regard it as infra dig to go back
to the Barge from time to time for
advanced instruction. No one knows it
all and the mark of a good gliding type
is his wilIing.ness to learn. All our archangels would give a lot for expeTience in
daily sea breeze effects, mountain flying,
rotor flow, wave flying and Texan "fermals". and graduates should be equally
anxious to progress with repeated instruction and practice in cross winds,
aero-tows, turbulence, spin recovery,
thermal soaring, instrument flying, field
landings, difficult situations, use of calculators et al.
P. H.

FENLAND
UGUST is a busv month for us at
A
Fenland. Starting' with two soaring
weeks. then an ab initio week, and
finally DO less than six of our members
are representing their Commands in the
R.A.F. Inter-Comrnand Championships
on the 22nd August.
Due to postings, two changes of personnel have taken place. "Mac" McMillan takes over as Secretary from John
O'Dwyer Russell, thank you John, and
on his arrival at Fenland, Geoff BarreIl
is able to relieve the C.F.I. of the
·'Treasury".
New equipment is expected very soon
in the shape of a Bocian in exchange for
a T-21 and a Ka-6E for OUT current
Ka-6cR.

Mick Ensor made our "highest" this
year when he reached 14,000 ft. in his
Skylark while chasing Gold height, some
icing was encountered.
The dub boffins are working hard on
some "home built radio equipment, which
they hope to fit to all our competition
machines.
Finally, we are to stay at FeltweU for
the time being. Visiting pilots, who are
always welcome, should note th3t all
circuits must be made to the north side
of the airfield.
R. G. J.

R.A.F.G.S.A. (Bicestet)
URTNG the Junior Championships
D
held at Bicester from the 20th-29th
August, seven contest days were flown
by League I, and eight contest days by
League 2. Fran~ois Louis Henry, France,
the current World Champion Standard
Class and Maurice Delvigne, another
French Air Force pilot. both flew hors
concours in League 1.
Final leading results: League I: 1.
e. M. Greaves, Olympia 419, 6118 pts.;
2 =. J. Stanley and J. N. Stevenson, Skylark 4, 5238 pIs.; 2 =. D. S. Bridson,
Ka-6cR, 5238 pts. Henry, flying an Edelweiss, finished above No, 1 with 6962
pts and Delvigne, Edelweiss, above No.
9. eague 2: I. R. J. Hale, Skylark 2,
5471 pts.; 2. R. McLuckie, Olympia 28,
4545 pts. and 3. G. R. Ross, Olympia
28. 4520 pts.

WREKIN

SIlastCES.our& G.,
introductory report in the
the Club has become

well established. We now have a fleet
of five - T-21, T-31, Tutor, Grunau 2
and Olympia 2, with the relevant supporting equipment, and our launch rate
has risen from 450 in the first month
to over 1,000 in July. We hope to beat
th' soon!
Twelve A and B's have been gained.
plus eight C's and four Bronze C's. We
hope to expand our cross-country flymg. .now we have a trailer. Johnny
Morns, our C.F.I., showed us the way
w( lth
a quick dash to Swinderby
declared).
Many R.A.F.G.S.A. members will
know Olympia 2 No. 26 - I doubt they
Will recognise it, resplendent in a new

finish, the result of much. time and effort
by Jim Pignotl. Jim has taken over as
aircraft member. and has never stopped
working since!
We were very lucky to move into splendid new premises recently, thanks to our
Chairman, and the improved facilities
make life much easier and more pleasant.

H. F. O.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
HE hot summer sun beating down on
T
our airstrip brings no thermals,
merely cool sea air. Flying has also
been limited by the regrettable damage,
in flying accidents, to two of our aircraft; this has left us with a single serviceable T-21. On a few days in mid·
July the sea air held off and we had
several heurs soaring at a 5.000 ft.
cloud base. On one trip the T-21, after
entering a dust devil after a winch
launch, m3de 5,000 ft. within nine
minutes of take off!
When the sea air comes in an soaring is cut off. bot we do have one
interesting local phenomenon, a minute
standing wave which forms at the inversion on the top of the sea air. With the
strong sea breeze this will give areas of
zero sink at about 800 ft., enough to
prolong the winch launch considerably.
At the end of the day, the stronger
sea breeze front from the other side of
the island often crosses the site, this
not only provides some interesting soaring but the sudden gusts which accompany the front give some hard work to
the ground handlers.
We are still without a hangar and
have to derig the aircraft after flying.
If we are not allowed names in the
club news could we put in a plea, for
all certificates, granting of instructor
categories and other personal items to
be printed somewhere in the magazine,
even in the smallest possible type.
R. P. S.

TWO RIVERS
(Laarbruch, Germany)
HE R.A.F. Germany Competitions
T
were held at R.A.F. Butzweilerhof
from 28th June to I1 th July, 1966. Our
4]l

C.F.L, Jack COllillS, started off well at
ones.tage, but got led astray by an Autobalm that sat itself down in the middle
of the countryside when he wasn't looking, though the map said it shouldn't be
there! Someone else, who shall be name·
less. dented our beloved new Swallow
on a retrieve - he might at least have
done it when flying, and introduced a
little drama into this report. AlI-in-all,
perhaps we'd better quietly draw a veil
over Laarbruch's efforts - better luck
next year.
The redecQrated and enlarged c1ubroom w;.!s formally opened OD Friday,
5th August - well, it was opened, anyway. No longer do club members have

to grope their way into a: twilight Hole
of Calcutta now we can see Qur
friends in time to avoid them. Many
thanks to ,the' members of other clubs
who came along and helped reduce the
place to a shambles! Also thanks to
the 20th Century Sounds, who played
music for dancing, and, apart from free
booze, accepted no payment for their
services. We're still trying to work ,out
which would have been cheaper'!
No certificates to report this time,
rather unsettled weather resulted in few
flying hours, and the Comps. accounted
for the loss of several more, as far as
non-comp. standard members were conceroed.
V. E. G.

OVERSEAS NEWS

We would be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

AUSTRALIA

Q

tJEENSLAND Soaring Champion. ships, held over the Easter holiday,
were won by Mal' Howland with a Ka-6,
who earneo 1,000 points on each of the
two days when he flew. 1. Aspland and
K. Wright, 2nd and 3rd, shared a Mucha..
The first two tas"s were out-and-returns.
The third was a 52-mile triangle, twice
round for League I (only Aspland did
it) and once round for League 2 (four
completed it, F. Maiden in a Kingfisher
averaging 30.5 m.p.h.). The last task for
League 1 was an 86-mile triangle in
which only two scored, starting olf in
opposit,e directions; in League 2, all
six who tried completed a 41-mile outand·return. Entries numbered ! 7, 1110st
with alternate pilots.
At an Easter Regatta at Gawler,
attended by four .clubs, the last task
c
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was a 45-mile out-and-return to be flown
one, two or three times,; this was to enable the overall average speed to be
brought up if the first lap was a slow
one, but anyone failing to complete a
second lap was marked for 30% less
than the actual speed on thc. first one. In
consequence most people, after completing Al good lap, handed the machine to
another pilot.
The Victoria Easter Competition, with
three tasks, was won by Sue SutcF, with
Bob Martin second and Alan Patching
third; each flew an ES-60.
A third generation of Igguldens has
begun gliding: Brett, son of G.F.A.
president Bill, and Roberta, daughter of
vice-president Jack. Their grandfather,
who died recently, was a pioneer of
Australian gliding.
Australian Gliding

AUSTRIA
HIRTY-FIVE pilots. flew in the
Austrian Nationals which took place
from 29th May to 11th June at MariazeIl. Foreign guests included Penaud
(France), who flew an Edelweiss; Lehmann (Switzerland), a. Ka-6; Chiesa
(Italy), an MS-lOO, and the German
Stuhr, who flew an SHK-I.
During seven contest days 57,117 kros.
were flown in one of the most .exciting
competitions ever held in Austria. On
one day two tasks, had to, be flown, both
out-and-returns. Final leading results:
1 Johann Fritt, Libelle, 6527.3 pts.;
2 Rarro Wodl, Ka-6CR,6319.9; 3, Erich
&:hreibmaier, Ka-6B, 5872.7; 4, Alf
Schubert, SF-27, 5419.6; 5, Emst Schraffi"
Ka-6, 5254. r; 6, Franz Ulbing, Ka-6cR,
5198; 7, Reinhold Stuhr <Ger.), SHK·I,
4768.4; 8, WaIter Kmely, Ka-6cR,
4707.9; 9, Erich Oehrer, Diamant,
4637.2; 10. Adolf Girschick, Ka-6,
4344.8. Penaud came' 12tb.

T

BELGIUM
ATIONAL CHAMPI?NSHIPS.- These
N
were held at SalOt Hubert, and all
Ihe leading pilots competed except M.
Baeke and Legrand. 30 pilots entered.
The first task, out-and-return Virton,
110 km., was not completed; Stouffs
did best with 85 km. The second was a
116 km. triangle via Bouillon and MaTte'lange' Defosse took 1 h. 57 m., Stouffs
and Lacroil\ each 2 hr. 3 min.
Lacroix won a 168 km. tJ'iangle in
2 hr. 38' min., with Cartigny 2nd and
Stouffs 3rd. Then a 134 km. out-andretUrn Verviers was won by Lacroix in
2 hr. 7 min., followed by Litt.
The longest task, 220 km. out-andreturn Zwartberg, was won by Lacroix,
In 3 hI. 47 min. 45 secs. Stouffs took
3 hr. 50 min. 35 secs. and Cartigny
3 hI. 59 min. 30 scCs. The final task, a
short race
60 km. to Temploux, was
hkneld in. .thundery conditions ,With a 30o~ wmd; Drory, the wmner, was
ch~edlted with 64 km. and 961 points in
IS Zugvogel.
,Overall winner and National ChamPU:1O was Henry Stouffs. He received a
~n7.e from the Minister of Communications, Litt had one from the Minister
?f National p~fence, and Sander a prize
rorn the MIOIster of Culture.

of

LEADING FINAL RBSULTS
Stouffs (Ka-6)
5141
Litt (Ka-6E)
4540
Sander (Foka)
4072
LacFoix (Austria)
3943
Carti~ny (Bdelweiss)
3853
['Air
La Conquele de

CANADA
UCH has happened here since the
M
last item of Canadian news appeared in SAILPLANe & GLIDING. Two
Clubs nave held local contcsts of the
popular long week-end type, on what is
known here as Victoria Day week-end
- that is, Saturda'Y, Sunday and Monday, 21st, 22nd and 23rd May, three
days of contest flying., These w.erc: he!d
at the Red Deer SoarIng ASSOCla·tton 10
the Western province of Alberta, and
by the Gatineau Gliding Club whose
headquarters are in the nation's capital.
Ottawa, and who are flying fr,om the
Pendleton glideryort, some 35 mil~s to
the east. Both 0 the.se contests enjoyed
very good weather, with the conditions
at Pendl~ton heing anything up to
1,400 ft./min. thermal strengths, and
cloudbases anything up 10 9,000 ft.
above ground. In the course of this
.contest, the national record for the
100 km. triangle fell to the V-tail of an
Austria SH, ably 110wn by ,onc of our
last year's World Contest pilots, Chas.
Yeates.
When these results were settled, the
Nationals were the next event to get
ready for. This year the event was
hosted by the Regina, Saskatchewan,
club, with Canada'·s F.A.I. Awards
authority, Julien Audette, being the con·
test manager. A well-organized contest
was expected from him, and he did not
let us down. Pilots responded in fine
style, providing an entry of 32 sailplanes
flown by 40 pilots. (Wot, eight twoseaters?) This is the best entry to date
in a Canadian contest, the .next largest
being one of two years ago, when the
'Venue was Brantford, Ontario, and 26
sailplanes took part.
The contest was prepared as well as
was expected, and was run with ability
and enthusiasm. Of Ih,:: ten days spanned
by it (5th to 14th July inclusive), tasks
were flown on seven and could have
been flown on eight, piJ.ots were expect413

ing better conditions than materialized,
ITaving heard stories of fabulous pTairie
soaring, but the normal booming prairie
soaring did not come our way during
those days. Nonetheless, some national
records went by the board, inclUding
the 200 and 300 km. !Tiangles.
The new national champion is Wolf
Mix, a champion of a few years ago.
Who said they never come back? His
flying was amazingly consistent, winning
on four of the seven days. For technical
interest, he was flying an Austria SH.
The team winners were two Ontario
pilots, Peter Trounce and Hal Wemeburg, flying a Ka-8.
A number of air cadets were present
to help on the field and on retrieves.
This is the first time the experiment" was
made, but it seemed to work well, and
we hope it will be repeated at future
contests.
It is notable that the contcst took
place on a controlled international airport. This imposed certain restrictions
on movements, but everyone seemed to
rise to the occasion and behave themselves - just to show it is possible. On
their hand. the control operators did
their part to co-operate, and perhaps
turned a blind eye to aD occasional
minor technical infraction.
In the meantime an air cadet introduction programme at Penhold, Alberta
seems to be quite successful. Two-seat
sailplanes have been drawn to it from
as far as Vancouver, on the west coast.
Some of the clubs operating it m.ust
have. restricted. their normal operation,
but It surely IS an i.nvestment in the
future of soaring as a whole. Not many
of fhe cadets exposed to soaring will
follow it now, but in Len or twenty years
they will remember.
ONTAERO

boda at 54.6 km./h.; he rose to the overall lead after the next task, though he
did not win it - it was a 103 km. Race,
won by H. Rakowski of E. Germany at
98.1 km./h. Then F. Matousek won a
115 km. Triangle at 80.1 km./h.
A 500 kilometre Triangle was set as
thc Sixlh task. The wind was variable
on the ground, 030/06 at 1,000 m., and
36Q/I0 at 2..000 m. No ODe completed
it, but five pilots covered 486 km. and
got 1,000 PQints each; the shortest distance Was 274 km., and one pilot was
disqualified for an unstated reason.
After a seventh task, a 123 km. Triangle, Milan Svoboda was still in the
overall lead, so became National Champion. Since 1951 he had made 4,000
flights, flown 1,450 hours and covered
27,000 km., .and he has also put in
450 hours with power. Jaroslav Novak
and Frantisck Matousck were named
Vice-Champions. Leading scores:
Svoboda
5504 Mestan
4979
Novak
5452 Honzik
4276
Matousck
5185 Satny
4719
Of the visitors, Rakowski (E. Ger.)
came 21st, Petroczy (Hung.) 22nd, Jakob
(Po I.) 33rd, and Gatolin (Yugosl.) 38th.
Lelec1vi
Types flown: Orlik (all Czech pilots),
Libelle Laminar (E. Ger.), A-IS (Hung.),
Foka 4 (Pol.), Delfin (Yugos1.).

DENMARK
ANISH B-CHAMPIONSHIPs.-Since 1951
D
the Danish National Gliding Championships have taken place every second

year with a growing nllmber of participants. They will still continue so, but in
the intervening years a sor·t of "League
2", or as we call it B-Competition, is
now being flown with the idea to let new
people get an opportunity to fly a real
competition, and the best each year will
be admitted as newcomers to the ACZECHOSLOVAKIA
Championships, while the least good
ATIONAL CHAMPIONSffiPS. These here will go back to the B-class.
were flown at Vrchlabi from 22nd
29 sailplanes participated iD this year's
May to 5th June. East Germany, Hun- B-Competition at ArDborg gliding centre
gary, Poland and Yugoslavia each con- in Jutland, from 19th May to 30th May;
tributed one visiting pilot.
that is, nearly the same time as the
The first task, a 102 km. Triangle,. Britjsh Championships. Although we had
was won by R. Mestan at 60.0 km./h.; two more possible days, only the 19th,
the second, a 204 km. Out-and-Return, 21st, 25th, 28th and 30th were actual
by F. Kadlcik at 72.4 km./h. Next, a competition days.
We started with a 114 km. Triangle;
203 km. Triangle was won by M. Svo-

N
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"4 came through, Karsten Christensen

fastest at 55,6 km./h., flying a Vasama.
On the 21st only three came back from
a 126 km. Out-and-Return to the SQutb,
teif CQrr.don (Vasama) winning with
33.6 km./h.
After three impossible days, the 25th
was overcast and not very promising,
but the Free Distance showed it possible
to fly farther north in Jutland than ever
before. Kreld Wiehe (Ka-6CR) won with
201 km., only 10 miles from the most
northern point of Denmark, Skagen.
The next days tbe weather maps
tended towards the famous "north
situation" with an anticyclone over
Great Britain and Western Norway and
a low over the Baltic. This situation is
anticipated late in April or at the beginning of May, but has been absent for
several years. What luck to get it for
a competition!
On tbe 27th the wind was from the
north, but with low stratus until the
eventng; but on Saturday, 28th, the
morning brought a strong north wind,
wonderful cold, and a, dear blue sky.
The task-setter, Ejvind Nielsen, told the
competitors to pass a turning-point at
Tonder in the south-western corner of
Jutland and then do whatever they
wanted!
Launching with the four Air Force
KZ-VII's did not start until 09.42, which
~as about half-an-hour later than posSible, and at the same time Aage Dyhr
Thomsen took off outside the contest
for. perhaps 'his tenth try at the 500 km.,
which only Niels Sejstrup had ever done
from DeJlmark, flying 504 km. in 1962
In l!le same Lom Libell'e which is now
owned by Dyhr Thomsen.
Although the turning-point was not
!Uuch outside a straight downwind flight,
lit meant difficulties eSl?ecially f?r th.e
~st to start, as there IS often ID thiS
Sltuatton a tendency for the weather to
overdevelop at the Danish-German border. Big showers forced some down here,
some competitors did not go via
Ta~
onder but went for Gold and Diamonds straight south.
.
I In. the late afternoon the map showed
<i'dm$ls farther and farther down in
ermany with a record number of
~gg km. flights (8), two of more than
. '. km., and 7 over 500 km. The 1,000
POmts went to Kleld Wiehe, who landed

at his goal, Kassel Airport, with a new
Danish national and local goal record
of 525 km., his second Diamond, a
Nordic go.al record, and the highest
score ever in the decentralized Danish
Contests.
Leif Corydon also landed at Kassel
and also got 1,000 points, but it was
not his goal. Who really was third was
not. revealed until many days later, because late in the evening when also Dyhr
Thomsen had reported. his landing with
a new Danish National Distance record.
of 635 km. to SahlmUnster and the first
Danish complete Diamond Badge. Jorgen Nesgaard had disappeared in his
Ka-6ca. Police, Air-Sea Rescue, et...
were alerted, requests for information
from East Germany gave no results,
until 24 hours later when a News Bureau
extracted the information from East
Germany that he had actually landed,
at Miihlhausen. It took several days
before he was allowed to go home and
five weeks before his Ka-6cR was
delivered at WarnemUnde together with
a bill of about £IOO!
It was an expensive flight, the longest
in the competition, 545 km.; but as the
rules stipulated that distance was not
.counted into "inaccessible" places like
the Eastern countries and al1 the Eastern
Danish islands, from which transport
back was too difficult, he only got
525 km. and 993 points - and a Diamond.
Fourth was Leif MidtbOlI (Fo!>a) with
508 km.; fifth Ib H. lensen (Ka-6CR)
with 501 km., so he just got his Diamond
although he had no exact idea aoout his
landing place, having run out of maps
a long time back.
Without turning at Tender, the only
female participant, Signe Skafte Mel1er,
in a Ka-g flew 515 km., once more
doubling her own female distance reCOrd.
We are looking forward to seeing her
doing this once more.
Next day, the 2'hh, had to be a No
Contest day as many had not yet
returned. but the weather was even better, and ·a special contest for the helpers,
the leaders of the contest and those
competitors who had been unlucky was
arranged: a 320 km. speed contest to
LUneburg in Germany. Four landed
there" and about ten flew more than
300 km., a few more than 400 and one,
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Yern,er Pedersen, 500.7 km.
The 30th also showed fine anticyclonic weather with less wind, and th.e
cQntest itself eJ:1dedwith a 200 km. TrIangle, which IZ were believed to ha,,:e
got through. However, the photographic
evidence later showed only seven to have
proved this, with Leif Corydon fastest
at 55 km./b. The final results and scores
were:
4715
I. Leif Corydon (Vasama) ...
2. Evar Jensen and P. G. Jor4504
gensen (sharing a Ka-6)
4175
3. P. V. Franzen (Ka-6)
3894
4. Bent Hage1 (Ka-8) '"
3763
5. Ib H. Jensen (Ka-6)
PER WEISHAUPT
CORRECTION.-In the April-May issue
under Denmark, the 737 and 690 km.
by Marquardsen and Wiehe l.ast year
were not single flights but their aggregate of three flights which count in the
Danis'h ~entralized Competition.

FINLAND

FRANCE
IRST INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN SoARF
ING COMPETITION. - The Association
Aeronautique Verdon-Alpilles, a young

club at Marseille, decided three ye~rs
ago to base itself on Vinon-Verd0!1 alrfield in the Var Department. Their -experience of mountain flying .e.ncoura~ed
tbem to organize this cOmpelJtlon, whIch
was held from 19th to 26th June. From
the results, a very big participation can
be forecast for 1967.
The airfield, large and flat, allows a
large concentration of gliders. Tbe only
disadvantage is its flat, 0ren-couotry
position, which forces the ~I1ots to fly
25 miles before reaching high ground.
On the other hand, long final glides fr'Ce
of obstacles can be made. The country
is surrounded by large valleys with a I~t
of large fields and airfields. Aerol.ogy IS
similar to that at SI. Auban, With an
e'lrlier sea breeze setting in.
For this first competition pilots were
relatively few, but were largely above
average level, some having flown in
World Championships. The weather w~s
not what we should have expected !!1
Provence in early June. However, It
allowed the 13 competitors to fly
6 700 miles and 382 hours in five task
d~vs. The winner, Harro Wool, flew
846 miles.
The tasks were hard enou~h and the
13st one was very hard; thiS was the
opinion of all the pilots. Each day at
least four pilots completed the course
and some went round it twice. All completed the 187-mile triangle (300 km.),
but some took five hours over the very
tricky first leg.
SUNDAY 19TH JUNE.-out-and-Return
Mallefougasse, 49 miles. Nine of the 13
completed it and four improved their
speeds on a second circuit., 1st, Cartry
(C-30S); 2nd, Wool (Austria, Ka-6cR);
3rd, Weiss (A-60).
TUESDAY 21ST JUNE.-out-and-Return

This latest version of fhe 15-metre Finnish UTV. known as the KK-Ie. is the
outcome of much experimenJaJ work
with gl£lss!ihre-polyester laminates. An
article Wilh Three-view drawings (llld
principle diva appear.s on page 364.
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La Motte, '89 miles; seven completed it
and four went faster a second time. 1st,
Wodl~ 2nd, Giovanini (Ka-6); 3rd, Delbar-re (M-lOOs).
THURSDAY,
23RD
JUNE.-Out-andReturn Serre Poncom dam, 122 miles;

nine completed, three faste! a second
time. 1st, Doutreloux (BelglU!!1' Ka-6);
"nd. Klein (Zugvogel); 3rd, WOOl.
- F~tDAY, 24TH JUNE ..- Triangle via .Die
and Savines, 187 mIles. All 12 pIlots
completed it. 1st, Wodl;. 2nd, Stoulfs
(Belgium, Ka-6); 3rd, Klem.
SATURDAY,
25TH
JUNE.-Out-andReturn Pont du Roi, 15~ mJles. Four of
I" flying completed It. 1st, Cartry
(C-30S); 2nd, Giovanini; 3rd, WOdI.
Final order of competitors: W~~l
(Austria), Cartry, WelSs, GlOvanUll,
Doutre!oUX (Belg.), Delbarre, Klein,
Peuto, Stoulfs (B~lg.), Huertas, Delylle,
Rodriguez, Galllzl.
The Association has decided to renew
this event in 1967, at approximately the
same date. Pilots should not exceed 30.
Those interested should write to:
Association
Aeronautique
VerdonAlpilles, 19, Route Nationale de SaintAntoine, Marseille XVe. France.
MARCEL MARCY, Chairman
Hult Jours erAngers
Since the inception of this competition
in 1957 the French Aero Club has
emphasised its intention to make it a
European Championship. Six European
countries were represented and one pilot
came from the U .S.A.
After an opening ceremony in traditional French fashion, Friday dawned
clear and bright, and when puffs of
cumulus began to form at 9 a.m., it was
Obvious that a good task would be seL
But the met-man warned of the possibility of large patches of spread-out
cumulus. Everyone was surprised to be
set off on a 300 km. triangle to Parthenay, Montbazon and return, At
Angers, stratus began to fGrm early so
that a start immediately after the launch
was indicated. To the'south, conditions
Improved and a fast run was possible to
the second turning-point.
Rou~ding a tUIning-point often seems
to be like running into an instant warm
front - from one direction the clouds
~pear bright and iul! of promise, from
e other they look hke decayed scraps
o~ stratus. MontbaZOD was like this but
~ e apparent change in conditions soon
~veloped into a true change and many
PII.ots were aux vaches on this leg.
Seller {SWitzerland, Elfe MN/R} won

the day in 4 hr. 20 min. at 44 m.p.h. The
French international team, Henry, Cartry
and Penaud, were pair-flying and made
identical times to be placed second. On the next two days no task was
set although, if cloud flying had 'been
permitted, tasks would p.erhaps have
been possible.
A cold front cleared Angers during
Sunday night and there was a forecast
of cu-nims on Monday. Without cloudflying another early start seemed essential in order to stand a chance of getting round the 100 km. triangle set as a
task. The second turning-point again
proved the most difficult part of the
flight, with about half the pilots landing
out near it. But the clouds cleared completely to enable the pilots who were
back to go round again, to such good
purpose that most of them improved on
their first times by as much as half an
hour. The French team again pair-flew
and were again second, being beaten by
Memmert (Germany, Phoebus). It is an
interesting fact that pair-flymg rarely
imProves on the speed possible on a
given task; what it does is to make a
fairly high speed consistently pQssible.
The next five days were either rained
off or blown away. Memmert was the
overall winner - the first time that the
Coupe d'Europe has been won by any·
one but a Frenchman.
Final results: Memmert, 1949; Henry.
Cartry and Penaud, each 1939; Bucher
(Ger., SHK-l), 1798; Schneider (Ger.,
D-36), 1572; Burton (GL Brit., Dart),
1496; followed by Lemaire, Ragot, Mattern (all France, each with Edelweiss).

Condensed by permission from "Flight·
from account written by GEORGE BUll,TQN

HOLLAND
OR those pilots who are, not of chamF
pionship standard, a summer contest was organized at Terlet from 17th
to 26th July, Lack of "summer" nearly
spoiled the contest, but at the end, after
the 19 contestants had been looking for
six, days at rain and Iow c.loud, the four
last d'ays turned out qUIte reasonable
and became valid contest days. Tasks
set were 160 km. out-and-return to
Venlo, race to Boberg (327 km.), race
to Borkenbe.rge (98 km.) and free dis417

tance. The first and last tasks were very
marginal and proved again the imperfections in our marking system, as
people got 11 and 6 points respectiyC(ly
per kilometre on these days. Both races,
were flown in nice weather and Aart
Dekkers (not competing, being a pundit),
'Who flew ,the tasks to see the competitors,
,arrive at their 'goal, met two of them at
Boberg and 11 at Borkenberge. Best
placings were: I. J. Becks (3192); 2.
H. Wouterse (2698); 3. P. De'kker (2505);
4. M. Franzen (2408); 5:;. H. v. d. Linden and R. Slot (2353 each).
Apart from two Diamonds and Qne
Gold Distance in this competition, there
were no remarkable flights to report.
The Ka-6E now gets its Dutch C. of
A...; for the fouT Foka's ordered, the
Department of CivH Aviation, after
,eight months lookil1gat the necessary
paperwork ~nd. calculations accompanymg the apphcatlon for a C. of A., found
out that these were in the Polish lan,guage, which they don't understand. So
these Cs. of A. will be delayed again
for another period of undetermined
J. TA. VAN E.
length.

IRELAND (Dublin)
UGUST looks likie
A
month for fiying

being our best
this year. On
August Monday, Da~ Hooper ,(that
man again!) flew the Petrel to his
Declared Goal at Dunmore East, nearly
doubling his points on our "ladder system", an<! maintaining his huge lead.
He averaged the same speed as his
retrieve crew, too (35 m.p.h.)! Not bad
for a 27-year-old T-I3! On tbe same
day, Stanley Dunne flew the Ka-6 to
Mullingar, and our C.F.!. Gerry Connolly was "going like a bomb" near
Kilkenny, when he was forced to land
by a loose instrument panel; after meeting severe turbulence.
The following Thursday, our tug was
used to aero-toW Mike Slazenger's new
Blanik from Oxford to Dublin Airport
(the first time a glider has landed there),
and then to Kells On Friday.
The following Sunday, most of the
Club fleet departed en masse for Kells.
Stanley Dunne soared the Ka-6 the
32 miles there, the tug brOllgbt the Ka-7,
and the Ka-8 went by road. At the same
time, Paddy Bradley flew 66 minutes in
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the Kite for his C. The ensuing week
produced lots of air experience with the
Blanik, which Michael is generously
lending the Club for advanced instruction.
The Club fleet has returned to Baldonnel, the writer Joined the. Petrel
syndicate, and ex Bank of Ireland
linoleum appeared on the clubhouse
floor.
At the end of August we are booked
for a glider aerobatics display during
the "Rose Qf Tralee" Festival. September is usually our best soaring month,
and our waves usually start in October,
so we should be kept busy. Readers
contemplating a gliding holiday should
consider Ireland, but do bring your
own glider and trailer!
"c. GARR"

ITALY

- ATlONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS at Rieti,
N
2nd-12tb August. Seven tasks
were flown. The weather, although not
as g,ood as in 1965, was, b,y British
every day
standards, marvellous worked up to 6-knot thermals.
The Free Distance day was won by
Vergani (Dart) with the longest flight
yet from Rieti, 440 km. to a point in
the "heel" of Italy, south of Taran'to.
Wills won three tasks, V,ergani two,
Manzoni one, and Orsi one. Final
results: 1st, Ql'Si (SHK), 6370; 2nd,
Manzoni (Skylark 30), 6148; 3rd, Wills
{Dart), 6041; 4th, Vergani (Dart), 5951;
5th, Adele Orsi (Skylark 4), 5617.
The organisers did not declare a task
for the closing day, which proved the
best from the weather point of view
IO-knot lift everywhere! .so Manzoni, in his first flight in the Dart, beat
the Italian 100 km. triangle record in
65 minutes, to be immediately beaten
by Vergani flying the SHK, doing tbe
100 km. in 58 minutes, Whilst Adele
Orsi took the feminine 100 km. twoseater record.
The victory of Giorgio Qrsi was a
fitting climax to the gliding career of
the man who (with his wife Adele) has
done more than anyone to put Italian
gliding on the map. General Nannini
put in the foundations, Giorgio has
erected much ef the structure and is
now showing the way in the actual fiying. Our congratulatiom.
P. A. W.

NORWAY

"T"'HB THIRD NORDIC GLIDING CHAM-

~ PIONSHIPS took place at Gardermoen in the neighbourhood of Oslo,
Norway from 22nd May till 4th June,
with th;ee gliders each ~rom. Denmark,
Norway and Swed~, .whIle r:1D1~nd and
Iceland did not participate this time (t~e
Finns prefer~ed t~ Stay at home for their
own Championships).
..
There were seven competition day~,
mostly out-and-returns and some tnangles. On 31st May there :was a free
distan.ce after turning at a POint 152 km.
to the north. Three flew more than
500 km., two more than 400 and one
more titan 300.
.."
..
The new Nordic ChampIOn IS a new
man Birger Bulukin of Norway, who
won' with 6,973 points after a hard fight.,
beating the last champion, Sture Roa-,
ling of Sweden, who got 6,8.42, and
Carsten Thomasen, Denmark, with 6,708
points. They flew respectively Standard
Austria, Vasama and Ka-6BR, and Were
followed by Goran Ax, Sweden, on
Ka-6cR, Ib Braes, Denmark, on Foka 3,
and Niels Sejstrup, Denmark., Ka-6cR.
Nationally Denmark won with 18,787,
while Sweden got 15,964 alld Norway
15,036.
PER WEISItAUPT

POLAND
NATIONALS
P
- "poor" weather

This year's
also blessed the
Polish Nationals at Leszno. Throughout the Champiomhips P.oland was
under the influence of a high-pressure
centre located around Western Europe.
Strong winds and changing conditions
!!mited the scope of task-setting and ~o
mass 500 km. triangles" were even m
sight. Average lift was reported to be
1.5-2.5 m./sec. with maximum on the
best days of 4-5 m./sec.
Thirty-five pilots competed in FQka
sailplanes and two flew in Zefir 2's hors
concours (Wroblewski and Krolikowski).
Results: First, E. Makula, 4445 pts.;
second. H. Muszynski. 4429 pts.; third,
J. Popiel, 4269 pts.; fourth, F. Kempka.
J. Wroblewski, hors cottcourS, 4832 pts.
All four representatives from South
Cerney were conspicuously at the top
of the list, with H. Muszynski staking
a fair claim for the top honours.
OLISH

1st Day.-Task: 2 x 102 km. Triangle. No pilot completed the task. Winner, E. Makula, 198 km.
Out-and-Return,
2nd Day.-Task:
127 km. 32 ;Jilots completed. Winner,
Mrs. Pela Majewska, 69.2 km./h.
3rd Day.-Task: 333 km. Triangle.
13 pilots completed. Winner, F. Kempka,
71.4 km./h.
4th
Day.-Task:
Out-and-Return,
551 km. No pilot completed. 3 pilots
made 483 km. and 31 over 300 km.
5th
Day.-Task:
Out-and-Return,
222 km. 5 pilots eompleted. Winner, J.
Popiel, 49.7 km./h.
6th
Day.-Task:
Out-and-Return,
222 km. No pilot completed. Best
distance 180 km.
7th Day.-Task: 309 km. Triangle.
No pilot completed. Best distance
22S km.
OTHBR EVENTS.-Polish pilots flew
in a number of events abroad thToughQut the year. A strong team uf four was
sent to the International meetin~ at
Orel in Russia. Krolikowski and Wroblewski topped the Open Class in
Zefir 2's; KempkacQllected the Standard
Class honours in a Foka; and Mrs. Pela
Majewska in another Foka came second
in the Ladies' class.
In the U.S.A. E. Makula flew his
Foka to gain 5th place in what must
have been the most fabulous competition ever.
In Switzerland WrQblewski came 8th
in a Foka. Wroblewski has never flown
in high mountains 3!ld his ~Iec:tion for
Switzerland was obViously (SIC) IOtended
to give this talented youn~ pilot an additional post-graduate polish.
An interesting new Standard Class
glider, the Pirat, will soon be offered
by the makers of Foka.
E. JERZYCKl
NEW SAILPLANE. - "An all-purpose
glider designed specially for you!". is
the marketing slogan of the latest Polish
IS-metre sailplane. the SZD-30 "Pirat".
It is designed for . . .
"First solo and Diamond flights;
rough fields and runways:" weak and
strong thermals; cloud fiying and aerobatics' day and night operation; young
and ~Id; small and ,tall; cautious and
brave; competitors and we~k.end pilot.s.'·
It is of wood contructlOn; the wmg
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"Pirat" Gehl'iRer ahout
/0 fly the Pirat. Photo
by W. Stachowiak.

IS In three parts, the outer sections be.ing tapered with a small dihedral angle;
it has a Wortmal)n laminar section. The
machine has a T-tail, a wheel with
brake, a back-rest adjustable on the
ground and pedals adjustable in flight.
Disposable load is 125 kg. (265 lb.).
Never-exceed speed is 250 km./h. (135
kt.). Proof load factor +6 &\ - 3; ul ti·
mate load factor +10,5 & -5.25. Estimated gliding ratio 33; min. sink 0.65
m./sec. (2 fL le} in.fsec.).
Price is not given in the handout, but
Flyv says it is $3,000 (about £1,100) at
the Polish frontier,. fully instrumented.
Exporters are: Motoimport, Warsaw,
Przemyslowa 26.

Vasama has had its C. of A. and is
back in the air.
As usual, bush fires are the main
soun:es of lift just now and we often
wonder why so many boxes of matches
go astray from the clubhouse.
Roy Smith from Bindura e1aimed our
Beer Stein by landing in his Dart but
was, unable to make it back again as
conditiQns died pretty early and Jimmy
Aitken had to tug him back.
The Annual Championships wUl be
held from 3rd to 15th October. It is,
hoped that the Prime Minister, the
Hon. Ian Smith, will be able to open
them.
MIKE MCGEORGE

RHODESIA
LYING is proceeding at a hectic
F
rate and we seem to have a s.ufficient
number of pilots to keep us going for
some time. The numbers are proving a
bit of an embarrassment to our small
nucleus of instructors who have been
sadly deplete.d by the absence of Paul
Hodge, now In U.K., who made the first
500 km. out-and-return in Rhodesia.
We seem to have adequate fuel supplies and up to now this problem seems
to have been overcome thanks to friends..
Rhodes and Founder's week-end was not
very promising weather-wise but there
were many flights of over an hour.
Jimmy Arnett's Vasama enjoyed its first
flight in over six months on completion
of its C. of A. and what a wonderful
job Jimmy has done. The syndicated
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SOVIET UNION
Tamara
F
. and Valeri Zagainov, making the first
EMININE WORJ..O RECORD. -

"group flight" in Soviet gliding history,
flew from their home town, Orel, to their
goal at Volgograd (~X Stalingrad), a
distance exceeding 740 km. (460 miles),
both flying A-IS's.
Tamara Zagainova thereby beat the
official feminine world record for goal
flight held by Adela Dankowska of
Poland with 391.46, miles on 7th July,.
1964. Valeri came close to a national
record; he is the sixth Soviet gIider
pilot to fly approximately 750 km. (It
is not stated whethei' Valeri and Tamara
are husband and wife, brother and sister,
or what.) Novosti informatioll SerVice

SWITZERLAND
NEW ELFE.-The designer of the
. Elfe series. A. Markwalder, has made
A
considerable modifications to the Standard Elfe. The wing area has been reduced by 5% by lessening the taper
ratio to 0.4, thus i?creasing tbe aspect
ratio 10 20; but owmg to new construction' methods the maximum wing loading is stj,j) only 25 kg./sq. m. (5.12 Ib.1
sq. ft.). The elev/loor is raised to avoid
the fuselage slipstream and ground damage. To maintain laminar flow over the
front of the fuselage, its surface is COmpletelY unbroken and it slides forward
as a who;le to allow the pilot to get in.
An Open Class version, incorporating the same improvements, will have a
span of 17.8 m. (58.4 ft.), an aspect
ratio' ·of 23.3, and a wing loading of
22.5 kg.; sq. m. (4,608 lb.; sq. ft.).
Swiss A em Revue

N ATIONAL
14th-21st

at Hausen,
May. Eighteen Swiss
and four foreign pilots flew on 'six COnlest days.
SATURDAY, 14TH MAY.-I96 km. Outand· Return. Hans Nietlispach was the
only pilot to complete this task, with a
speed of 40.53 km./h.; second, Fritz
Wanzenried 126 km.; lan Wroblewski
CHAMPIONSHIP

(Poland), flying a Foka, came third wilh
122 km.
SUNDAY, 15TH MAY.-120 km. Outand-Return. Weather eonditions were
better than the prev.ious day and II
pilots oompleted this time. Hans Nietlispach won again at 50.35 km./h,; second,
Emil Bucher (Germany), 48.~92 km./h.;
third, WaIter Spychiger, 47.f4 km./h.
MONDAY, 16TH MAY.-233 km. Triangle. This race took plac.e with plenty
of thunderstorms along the foute, and
it is therefore not surprising that only a
handful of pilots completed the course
which was won by Rudolf Seiler,
60.4 km.{h.; second, Urs Bloch, ~4.8
km./h.; third, Rene Liischer, 54.19 km.1
h.

TUESDAY, 17TH MAY.-Goal race via
two turning-points; total distance 163
km. Pilots ,experienced difficulty in getting away from base and again heavy
thunderstorms were encountered along
the route. First, Rene Luscher, 66.38
krp./h.; second, Rudolf Seilcr, 65.05
km./h.; third, Hans NietIispach, 64.93
km·/h.
WEDNESDAY, lam MAY.-loo km.
Out-and-Return. Although only two
pilots completed this task, some excel·
lent performances were noted, A
thunderstorm belt tried to move in from
the west and several pilots experienced

Etfes in formation.
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some hair-raising times fiying in hail.
lightning and thunder. First, Robert
Wetli, 42.21 km./h.; second, Hans Nietlispach, 40.26 lc.m./h.; third, Rene
Liischer, distance 155 km.
lHuRSDAY, 19TH MAY.-No task.
Wroblewski gave a fascinating aerobatic display in his Foka.
FRIDAY, 20TH MAY.-Again after
several postponements of bridlng the
task had to be cancelled.
SATUJU>AY, 21sT MAY.-I03 km. Outand-Return. Towards noon the showers
disappeared but starting was very difficult although the weather looked promising. Most of the pilots landed back
and Hans Nietlispach gave up after two
abortive launches. 16 pilots did not
score, but some of the rest got round.
First, Rudolf Seiler, 40.3 km./b.; second,
Rudolf H1ichler, 36.45 km./h.; third,
Emil Bucher (Germany), 32.34 km./h.
Nietlispach, however, was far enough
ahead to maintain his overall position
and after a bre.ak of four years became
National Champion fQr the eighth time.
Several "special" days were held during this Championships, one of the
nicest being the day for "Old Timers".
The doyen, August Hug, who at 72 is
still active and officiated at Hausen
with
tremendous
spirit,
welcomed
another 110 well-knowns from yesterday
and yesteryear, including the bolder of
gliding licence No. I issued in 1930 Willy Farner from Grenchen.
The discussions between the older
generation and the present one about
past experiences and discussions on the
technical aspect could easily fill two
pages of Aero Revue.
Final Leading Results:
1. Hans Nietlispach (SHK)
2. Rudolf Seiler (EIfe MNR)
3. Rene LUscher (Elfe S2)
4. Urs Bloch (Elfe)
5. Rudolf Hachler (SH-t)
6. Emil Bucher (Germany, SHK-l)
7. Erwin Lehmann (Ka-6)
8=. Jan Wroblewski (Poland, Foka 4)
8 =. Robert Wetli (Ka-6)
Swiss Aero Revue
HERMANN GEtGER. The famous
Alpine pilot Hermann Geiger, who ran
an air rescue service and was stated to
have an unrivalled knowledge of mountain air currents, has been killed at the
422

age of 51. One report st3 tcs tba t he
collided with a glider during take-off
with a pupil at Sion. but further details
are not yet available.

UNITED STATES
Two NATIONAL RECORDS. -

A multi-

~ seater distance record is claimed by

Edward G. Minghelli of Palmdale, Calif.
With a passenger, Lawrence E. Cavell,
of Palmdale, he flew 403 miles on 9th
July from El Mirage Field, Calif., to
25 miles south of Carlin Nevada, in a
Prue 2. The flight was difficult at first,
with several prospects of early landings,
till the White Mountains were reached
130 miles out. From there, with a
cumulus-filled sky and a 60 m.p.h. tailwind, the going was easy until near sunset when a thunderstorm blocked further progress. Flying time 9 hr. 4 min.
Previous record, 309.7 miles by Dick
Johnson in 1946. The world record,
515.6 miles, is held in Soviet Russia.
Paul A. Schweizer claims a national
multi-place record for speed round a
500 km. triangle, 48.25 m.p.h. He flew
with Clyde McCarthy in a Schweizer
2-32 from Odessa, Texas, with turningpoints at Snyder and San Angelo, both
in Texas, over a distance of 318 miles
(512 km.) on 29th July. This is the first
US. record of its kind; the world record
of 52.0 m.p.h. was set up by H. and H.
Sorg, of West Germany, in South Africa
OQ 1st July, 1964.
S.SA.
HIGH WAVES. Among absolute
altitudes reached on 22nd May at Westcliff, Colerado (8,000 ft.), were 38,000 ft.
by John Brittingham in a 2-32 (solo),
37,500 ft. by Louis Feierabend in a
Ka-8B, and 37,400 ft. by Ed. Smull in
a 1-26. Brittingham also took. two passengers in turn to 32,000 ft. on the
same day.
Soaring

WEST GERMANY
FROM POPPENHAUN EWSEN. TwO-SEATER
The AS-K13, a further

development of the Schleicher Ka-7,
has its wing lowered to the mid-wing
position to improve visibility in turns.
This also allows the canopy to be made
in. one piece from moulded plexiglass
with no o1;lstruction to all·round vision.
The main wheel is shock-absorbed by

The AS-K-13A
rubber springs.
The fuselage has a steel tube frame
with wood stringers and fabric co¥ering
except for plywood behind the cockpit.
The nose is of fibreglass. The wing spar
is of Polish pine; sweep-forward is 6
at quarter-chord, and dihedralS'.
Schempp-Hirth airbrakes of metal.
Aerofoil de¥eloped from Gottingen 535
and 549. Tail co,¥ering: fixed ,surfaces,
plywood; mo¥ing surfaces, fabric, Ailerons fabric-covered. Elc¥ator has antibalancing geared tab, trimmable.
Data: span 16 m. (52 ft. 6 in.); empty
weight 290 kg. (639 lb.); max. all-up
490 kg. (1,080 lb.). Wing loading, so,lo,
20.5 kg./sq. m. (4.20 Ib./sq ft); two up,
25.4 (5.20). Cruising speed 35 kL; max.
108 kt.; winch launch 54 kt.; aero-tow
75 kt. Min. sink 2.47 ft./sec. solo;
2.78 ft./sec. ,two up. Gliding ratio, 27.
[WO

0

ALEXANDER SCHLfICHER

YUGOSLAVIA
Acro Club, of Slovenji
K OROSKI
Gradek in Slovenia (Yugoslavia),
has written to the German Aero Club
inviting glider pilots to visit the club.
~hey write that they have ideal posSibilities for distance flights of 50 to
500 km. across ,the Slovene plain ,as far
as Banat in the south-east. In S.E. and
N.. winds it is possible to soar over the
neighbouring slopes of the Bachern
range. A large hangar houses 30 sailplanes; there is a workshop and c1ubr?om with telephone. A neighbouring
pme wood is, suitable for camping. A
restaurant provides meals at & OM per
day (about 14s.), or ODe can put up in
the town, four miles away, for 10 OM a
day. Acro-tows a,re 1 OM per minute.
Aerokurier

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFlELD. Gl.OUCESTER

w.

offer uc~'-nt thermal, hill and wa ... e soarmg at a
site on Ih. wesl.,n, -edge af the C.ots'tV,old.; N.., Strol:ld

Fleet includ.s Skyl.rk 11. Olympill, Sw.llow. P:,efect ...,d
Duel T,aining Mechi.. es.

A«olowing aveilabt ..

Comfor"'b1. Clubfiouse. fin'·c1au Canl•• n, 8unkhouM
lad Bu.
Summer Gliding Holidll't':l for ~b·initiq No.. -Metnben.

Write to: llRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSfIELD. N,. SrONEH"OUSE. GLOS.
Tel.pho.e ULEY 3~2

Cornish Gliding Club
PE~RANPORTH.

CORNWALL

Courses under B.G.A. Categorised Instructors from April 11th. Beautiful
coastal site in distri~ ideal for family
holidays.
Details from:
B. M. BOLTON, SPINDLE COTTAGE, TRISPEN. TRURO

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING CWB
Camphill, Great Hucklow. Nr, lid.sw.II,
Oerbyshinl
Th. Club hes thr.e duel conl,o' glid.,. .n.d oU..s el.".on'
iII,y. int.".ed~l. and h.ioh I)oIII'foftnence 1.cililiel a.d
plinin,. pri"." Ownen c.t ed fo,. Th. comfortabl. Club
Ho ..... Do"Nlories Ind,
ar. under the
of •

ew.

ca,.

R.lide~1 St8WII,d and SI.we,d.it. At C.",phill Ih.,.. .,.
111010 fhmgs wh~h "'0•• the compl.,. CiIJd-ing CI..b,

en

W,it.

'0 the

0'

Secre'ary 'or deMit,
S"l'IIfIl. Cou,..,.

Tel.pho•• nd•• wolI

AAeMbenhip ,. .. d

~01
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A Gliding Holiday

with the Kent
Gliding club at their weaJd of Kent
site some vacancies left for week 10th
October. For further details send
SA.E. to the Course Secretary:

A. L COSENS

Prebbles MlR Cottage. Pluckley,

Ashford. Kent
T_~••

42·t

PlUCKl.!Y 339

-=-T-==--TRAINING COURSES
The Landon GIldi", Cl.... hes rn!O." e",,_.ience
·of t."""ing """-slo glide I......ny olher
cl" in ·tIi_ c_try.
This year the Club again offers

training

courses for ab initlos (and also for thoso with
limited gliding experi.nce! which aim to
send pupils solo.

W,it.

tor AI",tr.'ed brochuf.
tho M ••• ger (S.G.)

NW
10

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
~table

Downs. hds.

Tol. O.mloblo

'63~19

LAND'S IND
GLIDING &. FLYING CLUB
To avoid disappQintmenl book early for your
1967 holiday gliding course.

Full details from Course Secretary:

C. P. GILLlAM
8 The Valley, Porthcurno
Penzance

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire
Tel. linley 206
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals. wave flying
ExceTlent residential clubhouse
Good food
Bar
USIOEHTIAL SUMMER COUIlSES
Writ. to Mi.. J. Hilt....
2 South Groye. oH GrayeUy Lane,
Erdington. Birmingham. 23

Scottish Gliding Union
PORTMOAK. SCOTLANDWELL.
BY KINROSS
Telephone: ScotlandweU 243

HE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill. Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubroom's, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full catering
and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet Resident Instructor
A~ro Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
ADVANCED lOOKINGS NECESSARY IN WlllTING

Write to the Secretary for further
details

WEST WALES

Withybush Airfield, Ha.e,fordwest,
Pembrokeshire

The Club is ~tr.U., sifuted 'Of over 70 Ini!es of
N6tional Park Coastline offering unspoilt beaches and
....cellent lacilil~ lot opeh .ir holicMys.
Gliding Holiday Courses open any «aelt Summa, and
Win ..... launching ha ... rh,•• runways by auto·lo'll't,
winch and ",eto-tow.
for th. bo9inner, inslructton on side-by-side Slingsby
T-21 a.nd SwaHow.
for rh. adYanced, high performance Iraining on
Capsten. Aero·towJ by n.....ste,. Soa,in~ on N, f. W
and S f-eing cliffs. Accommodation is fully licensed
r.sidential Clubhouse. wilh mar. end 'emale dOfmilo,ies
wjlh n...., infeft« sprung single beds.
IUwlr.'ed brochure elld d •• i11 honll Gliding Sec,.'ary.
J. Hosker. 7 AJexand,. Tefrece, Brynmill. Swansee.

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Limited
sun~

lANK , THIRSK , YOlKS

A vjsi' 10 ,he Yorkshi,e Gliding Club is a musL
One 01 the oldesl dub, in the country. W•• r. delight.d
10 extend OY, facilities 10 memben of olher clubs.
We off.,:
A IMgnifie.nl ridge wilh so.ring f,o," Soulh to Norlh
West. bcene,,' W• .,. ."d Th.r....1 cO'ndition•.
large ",od.,n clubhouse will. residenl Stew.,d and
Stewa,d"s.
Good seJection of solo machines.
Ad".nced .WO·. . .t•• 1 with pfol...ioIMiJ ill'llhyctor,.
We look forwa.d 10 you, yisi'

Rin, S.'Io. (Thirsld 231.

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Fleet for 1966:
THREE SKYLARK 4'5
TWO SKYLARK 3F's
THREE SKYLARK 2'5
The Surrey club welcomes new members who are already solo pilots of
Skylark standard. Train to this standard in the Lasham Gliding Society's School.
Write to the Secretary for membership details of the Club or the Sotiety, or
better still pay a visit to Lasham and see for yourself the unrivalled facilities
we offer.
.

The Secretary, Lasham Gliding Centre, Hr. Alton, Hant.s.
Phone: Hatliard 270

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE

GLIDE AHEAD WITIH A 'BLANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-S.EAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed two-seat performance
* Fully aerobatic-Flies equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof all metal manufacture-Low maintenance costs
* High launches achieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.)
* Perfect for all training especially instrument flying
* All purpose sailplane-ideal for dub or syndicate
* Winch belly hook now fitted
YOU CAN STA Y UP LONGER IN A BLANIK!!
Delivered U.K. £1,950

Duty" Surcharge £350

(Including Inshuments)

(if applicable)

IMMEDtATE DELIVERY
H.P. f.lMANCE ARRANGED
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WelCOMED

Distributor. for U.K.. Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford AirpoJt, Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel.: Kidlinglon 4262

Cables: Clilfa.iF~ Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Woshingtonova 11, Prague 1, Czechoslovakia.

